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Abstract
p-Cycle Based Protection in WDM Mesh Networks
Honghui Li, Ph.D.
Concordia University, 2012
WDM techniques enable single ﬁber to carry huge amount of data. However, optical WDM
networks are prone to failures, and therefore survivability is a very important requirement
in the design of optical networks. In the context of network survivability, p-cycle based
schemes attracted extensive research interests as they well balance the recovery speed and
the capacity eﬃciency. Towards the design of p-cycle based survivable WDM mesh networks,
some issues still need to be addressed. The conventional p-cycle design models and solution
methods suﬀers from scalability issues. Besides, most studies on the design of p-cycle
based schemes only cope with single link failures without any concern about single node
failures. Moreover, loop backs may exist in the recovery paths along p-cycles, which lead
to unnecessary stretching of the recovery path lengths.
This thesis investigates the scalable and eﬃcient design of segment p-cycles against single
link failures. The optimization models and their solutions rely on large-scale optimization
techniques, namely, Column Generation (CG) modeling and solution, where segment p-
cycle candidates are dynamically generated during the optimization process. To ensure full
node protection in the context of link p-cycles, we propose an eﬃcient protection scheme,
called node p-cycles, and develop a scalable optimization design model. It is shown that,
depending on the network topology, node p-cycles sometimes outperform path p-cycles in
iii
terms of capacity eﬃciency. Also, an enhanced segment p-cycle scheme is proposed, entitled
segment Np-cycles, for full link and node protection. Again, the CG-based optimization
models are developed for the design of segment Np-cycles. Two objectives are considered,
minimizing the spare capacity usage and minimizing the CAPEX cost. It is shown that
segment Np-cycles can ensure full node protection with marginal extra cost in comparison
with segment p-cycles for link protection. Segment Np-cycles provide faster recovery speed
than path p-cycles although they are slightly more costly than path p-cycles. Furthermore,
we propose the shortcut p-cycle scheme, i.e., p-cycles free of loop backs for full node and
link protection, in addition to shortcuts in the protection paths. A CG-based optimization
model for the design of shortcut p-cycles is formulated as well. It is shown that, for full node
protection, shortcut p-cycles have advantages over path p-cycles with respect to capacity
eﬃciency and recovery speed. We have studied a whole sequence of protection schemes
from link p-cycles to path p-cycles, and concluded that the best compromise is the segment
Np-cycle scheme for full node protection with respect to capacity eﬃciency and recovery
time. Therefore, this thesis oﬀers to network operators several interesting alternatives to
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With the current wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technology, a single ﬁber can
carry hundreds of non-overlapping wavelength channels, each of which is with a bandwidth
of up to 100Gb/s, for parallel data transmission [SS12]. Thus, WDM mesh networks may
carry huge amounts of traﬃc. Therefore, a single outage in a WDM optical network can
have catastrophic and far reaching consequences.
Fiber cuts occur frequently. It is reported in [Lem] that the 2006 Hengchun earthquake
oﬀ Taiwan damaged several submarine communications cables. Internet services in many
Asian countries were disrupted, and the foreign exchange market were seriously aﬀected. In
August 2009, nine undersea ﬁber cables had been damaged due to the Hualien earthquake
oﬀ Taiwan and Typhoon Markot. The phone and Internet services were disrupted from
China to the United States and Europe [Xin]. In spite of signiﬁcant eﬀorts made at physical
protection of cables, FCC (Federal Communications Commission) statistics show that metro
networks suﬀer 13 cuts per 1000 miles of ﬁber and long haul 3 cuts per 1000 miles every year
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[Gro04a]. The estimation from Gartner Group is that through 2004, large U.S. enterprises
have lost more than $500 million [HP99] in potential revenue due to network failures aﬀecting
crucial business functions.
Node failures may also happen. Entire central oﬃces can fail due to the disasters, such
as ﬁres and ﬂooding. Node failures are much less frequent than link failures. However,
a node failure may result in widespread disruption. For example, Hurricane Katrina in
2005 caused the obliteration, ﬂooding, and power outages at central oﬃces [RSS09]. Hence,
providing resilience to failure is very essential in WDM optical networks.
As a part of the service level agreement (SLA) between a carrier and its customers
which leases a lightpath, the carrier commits the connection with certain availability, e.g.,
99.999%, which implies that the network downtime is equal to or less than 5 minutes per
year. Availability is the asymptotic probability that a system will be found in the operating
state at a random time in the future. To achieve a high availability, survivability, capability
of continuous service delivery in the event of failures must be carefully taken into account
when designing optical networks.
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Figure 1.1: Layered network architecture in WDM optical networks [RSS09]
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In WDM optical networks, the utilization of optical switches and all-optical network
elements introduce a new network layer, called the optical layer or WDM layer to the
protocol hierarchy. The optical layer provides services to other client layers. The optical
layer provides services to various types of client layers, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The client
layers include, for example, IP (Internet Protocol), SONET/SDH (synchronous optical
network / synchronous digital hierarchy) as well as other possible protocols.
Regarding the client layers over the optical layer, each one may incorporate protection
and restoration functions. However, the optical layer need to provide its own protection
mechanisms. The reasons are as follows [RSS09].
• SONET networks include extensive protection functions, while other layers, e.g., IP
layer, do not hold the same degree of protection.
• Signiﬁcant cost savings can be obtained by utilizing the optical layer protection in
comparisons with the other client layer protection.
• The optical layer can cope with some faults more eﬃciently than the client layers. A
ﬁber cut leads to the failure of all lightpaths on it. Without protection at the optical
layer, each channel must be recovered separately by their related client layers. Also,
a large number of alarms ﬂood in the network management system. On the contrary,
if recovered at the optical layer, fewer lightpaths need to be rerouted individually. As
a result, the recovery process is simpler and faster.
Two diﬀerent mechanisms enable WDM mesh network survivability. One is restoration,
with which, protection paths are calculated on the ﬂy in the event of failure occurrence.
The other is protection, with which, backup paths are calculated and spare capacities along
the backup paths are reserved before a single failure occurs. Disrupted traﬃc is switched to
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the backup paths in case of failure. Protection outperforms restoration in terms of recovery
time as well as guaranteed survivability. Restoration cannot provide 100% guaranteed sur-
vivability since restoration path may not be found upon failure due to resources limitation.
Therefore, we only deal with protection in this thesis.
To design survivable WDM networks, two protection metrics, the failure recovery time
and the capacity eﬃciency, are very important. Various protection approaches have been
proposed which try to balance between these two metrics. In SONET rings, Bidirectional
Line Switch Ring (BLSR) protection is favored due to its simplicity and fast recovery speed.
Upon a single failure, only the end nodes of the failed link take a real-time action to switch
automatically the disrupted traﬃc to the backup paths. However, with BLSR, the ratio of
spare capacity over working capacity may be over 200% [SG00a].
In WDM mesh networks, several shared protection approaches have been proposed,
which outperform the rings in terms of capacity eﬃciency. However, the capacity eﬃciency
is achieved at the expense of a recovery speed than with the rings. With the mesh-based
shared protection, spare capacities are shared among diﬀerent working paths, and thus the
switches along those paths cannot be cross-connected ahead of a failure. Signaling is needed
to cross-connect switches along backup paths in case of failure.
p-Cycles (short for pre-conﬁgured protection cycle) proposed by Grover and Stamate-
lakis [GS98] well integrate the advantages of SONET rings and the mesh based shared
protection. p-Cycles hold the ring-like recovery speed with mesh-like capacity eﬃciency.
Upon a single link failure, with p-cycles, only the end nodes of the failed link perform
real-time switching and reroute the aﬀected traﬃc automatically to the protection paths
along p-cycles. In this way, p-cycles can achieve a ring-like recovery speed. p-Cycles can
protect on-cycle and straddling links. For each straddling link, one unit p-cycle can oﬀer
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two units of protection paths. Thereby, p-cycles can achieve mesh-like capacity eﬃciency.
Due to this unique characteristics, p-cycles have attracted extensive research interests, such
as in [GS98,SGA02,HS07,GO09,EM09,WYH10a,OG11] in the design of survivable WDM
networks. Later, p-cycles have been extended to path-segment p-cycles [SG03] and FIPP
(short for Failure-Independent Path-Protecting) p-cycles [KG05]). Among these p-cycle
based schemes, segment p-cycles oﬀer the best compromise between link p-cycles and the
FIPP p-cycles in terms of capacity eﬃciency and recovery delay.
Single failures are the predominant form of failures in optical networks [RSM03]. A
single failure refers to the failure scenario that one failure is repaired before another failure
occurs in the network. It has been widely acknowledged that when a failure occurs, we have
the time to repair it before another failure occurs [ZM04]. Only single failure scenarios are
investigated in this thesis although multiple, near-simultaneous failures are also possible in
real-world networks.
1.2 Problem Statements and Motivations
In general, this thesis investigates the design of survivable WDM mesh networks based on
the p-cycle based schemes and their enhancements such that the protection cost is minimized
against any single failures. The protection cost is evaluated as either spare capacity usage
or spare CAPital EXpenditure (CAPEX) cost.
Toward design of p-cycle based survivable networks, several issues exist and need to be
tackled. One is related to the scalability issue. In the convention design of, say, segment
p-cycles in [SG03], the design problem is formulated as an integer linear programming (ILP)
model. To solve the ILP model, the pre-requisite is to oﬄine enumerate all candidate seg-
ment p-cycles. The number of candidate p-cycles increases exponentially with the network
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size increase. For large network instances, if all candidate p-cycles are pre-enumerated, this
leads to an intractable ILP model; if only a subset of candidates is enumerated, the solution
quality may be signiﬁcantly aﬀected, see, e.g., [JRBG07].
Most work on the p-cycle design protects traﬃc against single link failures, such as
in [GS00,SGA02,LT04,KSG05,LHP+06,RJ08,WYH10a,RJ12]. Although single link failures
are the dominant failure scenario in optical networks, the failure of a single node can occur,
even though not so often, due to a disaster, such as ﬂooding or ﬁre tearing down a whole
node. A single node failure is equivalent to the failure of all adjacent ﬁber links and all
connections going across this node. The consequences of a single node failure are therefore
catastrophic.
Overwhelming majorities of studies on the design of p-cycle based schemes have focused
on minimizing the spare capacity usage [GS00,SGA02,KSG05,RJ08,EM09,RJ12]. Although
it is certainly a decisive design criterion, once optical ﬁbers have been deployed, the CAPEX
cost becomes signiﬁcant in order to set up p-cycle structures.
Large p-cycles are preferred in many situations in order to achieve high capacity eﬃ-
ciency [GS98]. As a result, the protection paths based on such p-cycles travel many ﬁber
links and nodes. No doubts, the recovered signals carried on the protection paths will revisit
some nodes and links in the working paths. Such revisit leads to the formation of loop backs,
and accordingly, the recovered path becomes unnecessarily large. The long recovery path
length slows down the optical recovery speed, and also causes optical signal degradation en
route. Moreover, the probability of survival from dual link failures will be reduced as well.
To address these issues, speciﬁcally, the following problems are investigated in this thesis.
• Given a network topology and working segment set, design segment p-cycles to protect
the working segment set from any single link failure. The objective is to minimize the
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spare capacity usage of segment p-cycles. Two network costs will be investigated: the
bandwidth usage and the node equipment (e.g., transponders) cost. In order to deal
with the scalability issue in the conventional design, the optimization models need to
be formulated and solved using column generation (CG) techniques.
• Enhance the classical link p-cycle scheme to ensure protection against any single link
/ node failure in WDM networks. For the design of such p-cycle enhancements, an
eﬃcient and scalable optimization model is developed given the network topology and
the routed connection requests. The objective is to minimize the spare capacity usage
such that WDM mesh networks can survive any single link / node failure.
• The classical segment p-cycles cannot ensure 100% node protection against a single
failure. We therefore propose an eﬃcient segment p-cycle enhancement for full node
protection, and evaluate such an enhancement with respect to both capacity eﬃciency
and CAPEX cost. For this, we again study the design under two objectives, i.e., spare
capacity usage and CAPEX cost, such that the given working segment set can be
protected against any single link / node failure.
• Propose a p-cycle scheme in WDM mesh networks which oﬀers 100% guaranteed
protection against any single link or node failures. Such a p-cycle scheme should
provide recovery paths, which are free of loop backs so that it can make full use of
spare capacity. In order to design and evaluate such scheme, we plan to develop a
scalable optimization model. Given the network topology and the routed connection
requests, the objective is to minimize spare capacity usage such that a WDM network
can survive from any single link / node failure.
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1.3 Thesis Contributions
This thesis has made the following contributions:
• A scalable and eﬃcient design method is proposed for segment p-cycles in WDM
mesh networks based on a large scale optimization tool, namely column generation
techniques (CG). In contrast with the conventional p-cycle designs, the CG based
optimization approach dynamically generates segment p-cycles with their protection
capabilities during the optimization process. Computational results show that our
design method of segment p-cycles is much more capacity eﬃcient and scalable than
the conventional design in [SG03].
• Multi-granularity segment p-cycles are proposed to protect working segments carried
with diﬀerent granularities, such as OC-48, OC-192 and so on. An ILP-based design
approach is developed for WDM multi-granularity segment p-cycles. The objective is
to minimize the nodal equipment (e.g., transponder) cost in order to provide 100%
single link failure protection. Based on CG techniques, the p-cycle candidates are
generated dynamically as needed during the optimization process. Thereby, it avoids
a costly time and space that a priori enumeration of all candidate p-cycles. Numerical
results show that the protection design corresponding to the nodal cost optimization
is more eﬀective than the one for optimization of link spare capacity.
• Node p-cycles are proposed with 100% guranteed protection against a single node
failure. A scalable optimization model, which relies on a CG formulation, is formulated
in order to design node p-cycles. Computational results show that node p-cycles
oﬀering node and link protection only require slightly more spare capacity than link
p-cycles, while requiring sometimes less, sometimes more spare capacity than FIPP
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p-cycles, depending on the network topology. In comparison with the work of Grover
and Onguetou (2009), results show that the proposed node p-cycle scheme clearly
outperforms their design in terms of capacity eﬃciency.
• An eﬃcient protection approach, called segment Np-cycles, is proposed based on seg-
ment p-cycles. Np-cycles ensure 100% protection against any single link / node failure
(endpoints of requests are excluded). An optimization model is developed for the de-
sign of Np-cycles based on the CG techniques. The objective is to minimize the spare
capacity usage against any single link / node failure. The use of the CG techniques
eliminates the need to explicitly enumerate all segment Np-cycle conﬁgurations, but
instead leads to a process where only improving conﬁgurations are generated. Numer-
ical results demonstrate that segment Np-cycles are comparable, sometimes even more
eﬃcient, than path p-cycles with respect to their capacity requirement. In addition,
in order to ensure 100% node protection, they only require a marginal extra spare
capacity than the regular segment p-cycles.
• A scalable CAPEX optimization model is presented for the optimal design of segment
Np-cycles. We compare the best trade-oﬀ between regular segment p-cycles and the
proposed Np-cycles. Also, we develop formulas for the calculation of the recovery time
for each of the three p-cycle protection schemes. Numerical results show that pro-
tection against single node failures can be ensured with very marginal extra CAPEX
and spare capacity, throughout an adaptation of segment p-cycles. This suggests that
segment Np-cycles constitute an attractive protection scheme for protection against
single node or link failures. In contrast with path p-cycles, segment Np-cycles hold
faster average recovery speed, and are more capacity eﬃciency in sparse networks
although segment Np-cycles may have a higher CAPEX cost.
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• We propose a protection scheme, called shortcut p-cycles for 100% guranteed pro-
tection of links and nodes against any single failure in WDM mesh networks. As in
p-cycle based schemes, shortcut p-cycles are a pre-cross connected shared protection
scheme. In contrast with the classical link- and segment-protecting p-cycles, shortcut
p-cycles provide the recovered paths free of loop backs. Shortcut p-cycles diﬀer from
FIPP p-cycles by reducing the recovery time, as they have no requirement that the re-
lated cycles must pass through the two end nodes of the protected working paths. To
design shortcut p-cycles, we develop a scalable optimization model based on CG tech-
niques. Numerical results show that shortcut p-cycles are more capacity eﬃcient that
node p-cycles and path p-cycles for full node protection. The performance advantage
is achieved at the price of a higher calculation complexity.
• We then synthetize the design problems of original and enhanced p-cycle schemes ac-
cording to protection units (i.e., links, segments or paths), protected failure scenarios,
traﬃc patterns (i.e., static traﬃc or dynamic traﬃc) as well as the objectives. We sur-
vey and categorize the associated design and solution methods in the literature. We
also provide a ﬁrst quantitative comparison of the classical (resp. enhance) p-cycle
based schemes for protection against single link (resp. single link /node) failures.
The numerical results are obtained both for the minimum spare capacity design and
the minimum CAPEX design. It is shown that, under the design of minimization of
spare bandwidth, segment p-cycle (resp. segment Np-cycle) outperforms the other
schemes for recovery from link (resp. link/node) failure. As far as the CAPEX cost
is concerned, path p-cycle have an advantage over the others.
The optimization models presented in this thesis have been implemented in C++. The
ILP models have been solved using the CPLEX 11.0.1 MIP solver. For the CG models,
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their linear (restricted master problems) and ILP (pricing problems) programs solved by
CPLEX 11.0.1 solver [IBM11]. The proposed column generation based algorithms have
been implemented in C++ as well.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the background on survivable WDM
mesh networks and the p-cycle based schemes. Also, most related work in the literature
is reviewed. In Chapter 3, multi-granularity segment p-cycles are proposed for protection
of traﬃc carried with the diﬀerent granularities. Optimization models are presented for
the designs of classical segment p-cycles and multi-granularity segment p-cycles, subject to
single link failures. Chapter 4 propose node p-cycles for full node and link protection. A
scalable optimization model is formulated for the node p-cycle design against any single
link / node failures. Chapter 5 proposes segment Np-cycles and presents two optimization
models, which diﬀer by their protection cost. A formula is also developed for estimation
of the failure recovery time, for segment p-cycles, Np-cycles and path p-cycles. Chapter
6 presents the proposed shortcut p-cycle scheme, and develops a scalable optimization
model for the design of shortcut p-cycles. Chapter 7 presents a thorough comparison of
whole continuum of p-cycle based schemes. We conduct a ﬁrst exhaustive quantitative
comparisons of classical p-cycle based schemes against any single link failures, and enhanced
p-cycle schemes against any single node/link failures. In Chapter 8, the conclusions of this
thesis are drawn, and the future research directions are suggested.
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Chapter 2
Background on Optical Network
Survivability and Related Work
In WDM optical networks, the optical layer provides lightpaths to other client layers. A
lightpath represents a circuit-switch end-to-end optical channel traversing multiple interme-
diate links and nodes. In the absence of wavelength converters, a lightpath must occupy
the same wavelength on all the ﬁber links through which it traverses; this requirement is
known as the wavelength-continuity constraint [ZJM00].
Some of the terminology is clariﬁed as follows, which is used in this thesis. The path
carrying connections from their source to their destination in the normal operation situation
is referred to as the primary path or the working path. The alternative path that is used
after a failure occurs is referred to as the backup path or the protection path. The network
capacity that is allocated for the backup paths is referred to as the spare capacity.
Optical networks may suﬀer diﬀerent kinds of failures. Link and node failures are
commonly considered situations. Link failures are usually caused by ﬁber cuts, which are
rather common; node failures occur because of equipment failure at network nodes. Besides
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these two cases, a channel failure is also possible due to the failure of a transponder on that
wavelength. Regarding the failure scenarios, there may exist single failures and dual link
failures. Single failure scenario refers to the scenario where one failure is assumed to be
recovered before another failure happens in the network. Most related studies cope with
the single failure scenario as it is prevalent in optical networks, and it happens much more
often than dual or multiple failures [Gro04a].
The recovery mechanisms proposed to ensure survivability of optical mesh networks can
be classiﬁed into two categories: protection and restoration mechanisms [RSM03]. Restora-
tion approaches are brieﬂy recalled in Section 2.1. General protection approaches are intro-
duced in Section 2.2, and the p-cycle based schemes are illustrated in Section 2.3.
2.1 Restoration
With the restoration schemes, the backup paths are computed in real time rather than
precomputed and pre-reserved ahead of any failure. When a primary path fails, a search
is launched for a backup path which does not use the failed components. If such a backup
path is found, it is assembled on the ﬂy based on reconﬁgurable Optical Cross-Connects
(OXCs). Then, the disrupted traﬃc is recovered and carried on the backup path.
Several restoration schemes have been proposed based on the OXC functionality, the
traﬃc demand, and the network control [RM99]. Based on the rerouting strategies, restora-
tion schemes are classiﬁed into path-based and linked-based schemes [RM99,RSM03].
The link-based restoration reroutes the disrupted traﬃc around a failed link. One failed
link leads to several disrupted working paths. Upon a link failure occurrence, the two end
nodes of the failed link take responsibility of searching dynamically the backup paths around
the failed link. If such backup paths are found, the end nodes switch the disrupted working
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paths onto the backup paths. Otherwise, the disrupted connections are dropped if no path
is available.
With the path-based restoration, the source and the destination nodes reroutes the
aﬀected working paths in the presence of a failure. The end nodes of the disrupted primary
paths take responsibility to discover an end-to-end backup path. If no backup path can be
found for a failed connection, then the connection is dropped.
2.2 Protection
Protection denotes the recovery approach, with which the backup paths are precomputed
and required network resources are either pre-reserved or pre-cross-connected before a single
failure occurs. Protection is superior to restoration for WDM mesh network survivability.
Protection provides faster failure recovery speed than restoration as with protection, the
backup paths are pre-planned and available ahead of any failure. Moreover, protection
can provide guaranteed survivability from single failures. In addition, protection schemes
have simpler and faster control protocols, and allow for transparent service recovery to the
clients [GR00].
According to the network topology, the protection approaches can be classiﬁed into two
categories, the ring-based and the mesh-based approaches.
2.2.1 Protection in SONET
In SONET rings, the protection classiﬁcation is shown in Figure 2.1. The SONET protec-
tion approaches can be classiﬁed as Automatic Protection Switching (APS), Self-Healing
Ring (SHR) and dual homing. APS is a link based protection approach, which can be
classiﬁed into three categories: 1+1 APS, 1:1 APS and 1:N APS in terms of the backup
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Figure 2.1: Protection in SONET [ZS00]
resource assignment strategy. SHR is employed to protect the networks with the cyclic
topologies. SHR can protect node and link against failures, whereas, APS can only restore
link failure(s). The backbone networks generally consist of multiple SONET rings. To
protect the interconnection nodes of these rings against failures, dual homing is exploited.
This scheme makes use of two hub nodes to interconnect two rings. Traﬃc across rings is
duplicated in the two hub nodes [ZS00].
2.2.2 Protection in Optical Mesh Networks
In WDM mesh networks, the classiﬁcation of the protection approaches is shown in Figure
2.2. In terms of the protection unit, the mesh-based protection can be classiﬁed into link
based, segment based and path based approaches, each of which can be further classiﬁed as
dedicated or shared protection. With the dedicated protection approaches, backup paths
are all pre-cross-connected before a failure occurs as each backup path is dedicated for
protection of a single working path. With the shared protection, the backup network
resources are shared among multiple working paths. According to the cross-connection
of the switches on the backup paths, the shared protection approaches can be further
classiﬁed into two categories, the pre-planned and the pre-cross-connected one. With the
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pre-planned protection, along the backup path, the capacity and the wavelength channels are
reserved but the OXC/OADM switches en route are not cross-connected ahead of a failure
occurrence. In contrast with the pre-planned protection, under the pre-cross connected
protection, the switches along the backup paths are pre-cross connected before a failure
occurs.











Figure 2.2: Protection in optical mesh networks
Until recently, node protection was only discussed in the context of path protection
under the assumption that the protection and the working paths are node disjoint. When
researchers deal with a single link-failure protection, unless it is explicitly speciﬁed, they do
not care about node protection.
Link based protection approaches
The link-based protection approach reserves backup paths for each link in optical networks.
In contrast with restoration, backup paths in the link protection approach are pre-planned
rather than computed after failure occurrences. Each link may carry many wavelength
channels, each of which has a backup path. Backup paths for these wavelength channels
may use diﬀerent routes or wavelengths. When a link fails, the end nodes of the link switch
disrupted traﬃc to the backup paths around the failed link. With a link based protection,
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node failures cannot be handled. Link protection can be further classiﬁed as a dedicated or



















(b) Shared link protection
Protection path
Figure 2.3: Link protection
Dedicated-backup link based protection approaches (DBLP). In dedicated-backup
link protection (1+1), a protection channel is dedicated to a working channel. In this way,
even if two backup paths overlap, they must be assigned two diﬀerent wavelengths on the
common link, one for each backup path. Figure 2.3(a) shows that backup paths a-c-b and
d-a-c protect links a-b and c-d, respectively. The two backup paths have a common link
a-c. With DBLP, they must traverse diﬀerent wavelength channels, say λ1 and λ2. In this
respect, link protection can survive multiple link failures.
Shared-Backup Link Protection (SBLP). In SBLP, backup paths can share reserved
resources, such as wavelength on common links only if the related working channels are
routed on diﬀerent links. SBLP is illustrated in Figure 2.3(b), where, backup paths for links
a-b and c-d can share the same wavelength, say λ1, on link a-c provided that failures do
not occur simultaneously on the diﬀerent working links. Thus, backup channels are shared
for protection of diﬀerent links. Therefore, SBLP is more capacity-eﬃcient compared to
DBLP.
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However, due to sharing backup resources on the common link, protection paths have
to be cross-connected on the ﬂy after a failure occurs; while, in DBLP, along backup paths,
spare capacities are pre-connected and switches are pre-conﬁgured in case of failure oc-
currence. Therefore, the recovery speed of the shared link protection is slower than the
dedicated one.
Path protection
To improve capacity eﬃciency, path based protection methods have been explored in WDM
mesh optical networks. Path protection denotes end-to-end rerouting of the disrupted work-
ing path(s). Upon establishment of each working path, a corresponding link-and-node dis-
joint backup path is determined, along which spare capacities are reserved and switches are
either pre-cross-connected or pre-planned. As in path restoration, the end nodes of a work-
ing path switch disrupted traﬃc over the backup path when any link or intermediate node
fails on the working path. In contrast with path restoration, the backup path is computed
ahead of failure occurrence in path protection. Note that signaling is required to notify the
end nodes of the aﬀected working path(s) upon a failure.
In terms of backup capacity sharing, path protection approaches are classiﬁed as Dedicated-
Backup Path Protection (DBPP) and Shared-Backup Path Protection (SBPP) [RSM03], as
illustrated in Figure 2.4.
Dedicated-Backup Path Protection (DBPP). In DBPP, like DBLP, a backup wave-
length on a link is reserved for only one working path. Then, the switches are pre-cross
connected ahead of the failure occurrence. Figure 2.4(a) illustrates DBPP. Working paths
a-b-c-d and e-f-g-h are protected by backup paths a-j-k-d and e-j-k-h, respectively,






















(b) shared path protection
Figure 2.4: Path protection
link j-k. Thus, this method is not capacity eﬃcient due to extra spare capacity required
for protection. When there is no failure, spare capacities are either kept idle or carry some
low priority, pre-emptible traﬃc.
Shared-Backup Path Protection (SBPP). With SBPP, a backup wavelength on a
link can be used to protect more than one working path. Prerequisite for sharing backup
resources is that the physical routes for working paths must be disjoint, and the correspond-
ing backup paths must share one or several links. This protection approach is more capacity
eﬃcient than the dedicated one. However, the SBPP recovery speed is slower than DBPP
because upon failure happening, SBPP requires signaling and assembles the protection re-
sources on the ﬂy, e.g., switch conﬁguration, although the resources have been reserved in
advance. Figure 2.4(b) illustrates SBPP. Backup paths a-j-k-d and e-j-k-h, which protect
working path a-b-c-d and e-f-g-h, respectively, are carried on the same wavelength on the
common link j-k. Thus one wavelength is saved compared to DBPP.
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Segment protection
To balance the recovery time and the capacity eﬃciency between link and path protection,
segment (sub-path) protection is introduced in [XXQ03]. A segment is a subset of con-
secutive links on a path. In segment protection, working paths are divided into multiple
segments upon connection setup. For each working segment, a link/node disjoint protection
segment is calculated prior to failure occurrence.
S MN A TB
A working path
A backup segment
(a) Segment protection for non-overlapping working segments
S MN A TB
A working path
A backup segment





Figure 2.5: Segment protection
Segment protection can be classiﬁed into two categories depending on the node protec-
tion capability. One approach copes with single link failures. With this approach, a working
path is divided into a sequence of non-overlapping segments, and each working segment is
protected individually. In case of failure, the end nodes of the aﬀected segment switch dis-
rupted traﬃc to its protection segment, and other working segments work as usual to carry
traﬃc.
As illustrated in Figure 2.5(a), working path s-t is divided into two non-overlapping
segments: one is segment s-n-m protected by backup segment s-c-m; the other is segment
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m-a-b-t protected by backup segment m-h-g-t. If a link, say, a-b fails, the traﬃc carried
on the aﬀected segment,m-a-b-t, is switched to the backup segment m-h-g-t, and the other
working segment s-n-m carries their traﬃc as usual.
This kind of segment protection cannot protect against the failure of the segment end
node, which is also an intermediate node of a working path, e.g. node m in Figure 2.5(a).
For protection of such segment end nodes, another segment protection has been proposed
in [XXQ03]. Under this last segment protection, a working path is divided into several
overlapping segments. Each working segment is protected individually, as illustrated in
Figure 2.5(b). Working path s-t is divided into two overlapping segments: one with segment
s-n-m-a protected by backup segment s-c-a, the other with segment m-a-b-t protected by
backup segment m-h-g-t.
As in the path or the link based protection, segment based protection can also be
categorized as shared and dedicated. For the dedicated schemes, backup resources are
reserved only for one segment. However, with the shared protection, backup resources can
be shared among pairwise link-and-node disjoint working segments only if their backup
segments have common links.
Segment protection, in general, is comparable with or superior to path protection in
terms of recovery time and capacity eﬃciency. Segment protection generally holds faster
recovery speed than path protection as it requires shorter failure notiﬁcation time, which
in turn comes from the fact that a segment is shorter than the related path in terms of
the number of links. Non-overlapping segment protection generally holds higher backup
sharability and thus is more capacity eﬃcient than path protection, since, in terms of
probability of being node-and-link disjoint, two working segments hold lower value than
two working paths, and then have more chances to share backup resources.
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2.3 p-Cycle Based Protection Schemes
2.3.1 Link p-Cycles
In SBLP, the backup resources, such as wavelength channels on the common links, can
be shared among the protection paths. Thereby, SBLP holds a high capacity eﬃciency.
However, due to the backup resource sharing, upon a single link failure, the protection
paths are assembled on the ﬂy. In SONET rings, such as BLSR, protection paths are
preplanned and pre-cross connected. Upon a single failure, only the end nodes of the failed
link perform real-time switching to re-route the aﬀected traﬃc to the related protection
paths. Thus, 50ms recovery time can be obtained. It is much faster than SBLP, which
requires more than 100 ms [RSM03] to reroute disrupted traﬃc. However, BLSR is less
capacity eﬃcient than SBLP as it requires at least 100% redundant capacity [Gro04a].
p-Cycles (short for pre-conﬁgured protection cycles) well balance the capacity eﬃciency
and the recovery speed between SBLP and BLSR. p-Cycles have BLSR ring-like recovery
speed and SBLP-like capacity eﬃciency [GS98]. p-Cycles are fully pre-conﬁgured cycles.
Upon a single link failure, similar to BLSR, only the two end nodes of the failed link take
action and switch automatically the disrupted traﬃc to the associated protection paths. In
this way, p-cycles hold the ring-like recovery speed.
As in SONET rings, a p-cycle can protect on-cycle links. Moreover, a p-cycle can protect
straddling links. A straddling link of a p-cycle is such a link that it does not belong to the
p-cycle but its two end nodes do. For each straddling link, a p-cycle can oﬀer two protection
paths without requiring any extra spare capacity. Therefore, p-cycles can achieve SBLP-like
capacity eﬃciency.
A p-cycle is illustrated in Figure 2.6. A network topology and a unit p-cycle c1 is
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(a) Network topology and
link p-cycle
(b) An on-cycle link failure (c) A straddling link failure
Figure 2.6: p-Cycle protection approach
presented in Figure 2.6(a). Upon an on-cycle link failure, as, e.g., link b-d shown in Fig-
ure 2.6(b), the p-cycle provides one unit of protection path b-a-c-f-d along the survival
part of this p-cycle, as BLSR does. In case of a straddling link failure, as, e.g., link b-f
shown in Figure 2.6(c), this p-cycle oﬀers two units of protection paths b-a-c-f and b-d-f
to recover two units of the disrupted traﬃc.
2.3.2 FIPP p-Cycles
With SBPP, spare capacity can be shared among various protection paths only if the as-
sociated working paths are mutually disjoint and the associated protection paths share
some links. Thereby, SBPP holds a high capacity eﬃciency. However, some issues exist
when SBPP is used to protect WDM networks. With SBPP, protection paths must be
cross-connected on the ﬂy upon failure occurrence due to sharing backup resources. The
associated protection paths then cannot be pre-engineered and tested. As a result, their
transmission quality cannot be guaranteed for carrying connections properly as even in the
design of a 10 Gb/s point-to-point optical link, approximate 20 diﬀerent DWDM network
impairments [Fre02] need to be handled carefully.
In this context, Failure-Independent Path-Protection (FIPP) p-cycles have been pro-
posed. Protection paths along FIPP p-cycles are fully pre-cross connected. Thus, through
pre-engineering and pre-testing, the protection paths can be ﬁtted for the delivery of the
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(a) Network instance and
FIPP p-cycle
 
(b) On-cycle path failure
 
(c) Straddling path failure
Figure 2.7: FIPP p-Cycle protection approach
disrupted connections. The signal quality of the recovered traﬃc can thereby be guaranteed.
In case of failure occurrence, only the two end nodes of a failed path perform real-time
switching, FIPP p-cycles therefore retain the ring-like recovery speed. FIPP p-cycles can
protect on-cycle working paths as well as straddling working paths. With respect to a FIPP
p-cycle, a straddling path is such a path that its two end nodes sit on the p-cycle but not
any link. For each on-cycle working path, a FIPP p-cycle provides one protection path; for
each straddling working path, a FIPP p-cycle can oﬀer two protection paths. Thus, FIPP
p-cycles can obtain SBPP-like capacity eﬃciency.
As in SBPP, the two end nodes of failed working paths switch the disrupted end-to-end
connections to associated protection paths in case of any failure. Thereby, the intermediate
nodes of working paths can be protected as well. In addition, with end-to-end backup
switching, failure localization is also bypassed. FIPP p-cycles are therefore very suitable
for protection of WDM networks where the detection of light loss is awkward.
A network instance and a path p-cycle are presented in Figure 7(a). Upon a link failure,
as, e.g., link a-c shown in Figure 7(b), the end nodes of the failed working path a-c switch
failed connection to protection path a-b-d-c. Upon a straddling path failure, as shown in
Figure 7(c), the end nodes of the failed work path a-e-f-d perform end-to-end switching to
protection paths a-b-d and a-c-d. Two units of working paths can thereby be recovered.
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2.3.3 Flow p-Cycles
Shen and Grover in [SG03] proposed the concept of path-segment-protecting p-cycles (ﬂow
p-cycles for short). Therein, a working segment is deﬁned by a sequence of contiguous
links on a working path (but not necessarily routed on the same wavelength). With this
deﬁnition, optical signal carried on a working segment does not necessarily keep in optical
domain.
In this thesis, we assume that, a working segment is a set of contiguous links of a
working path such that the signal carried on the segment keeps in optical domain, and only
at its two end nodes, undergoes optical-electrical-optical conversion. This suggests that
protection switching is only performed at the end nodes of working segments. Next, we will
















Figure 2.8: Segment p-cycles
An illustration of the various types of protected segments is given in Figure 2.8 where a
p-cycle, represented by the brown solid line, protects three working segments belonging to
three diﬀerent requests. Each request is supported by a 3-hop path, where endpoints of the
segments are represented by squares, and segment intermediate nodes are represented by
circles. For a given segment p-cycle, working segments can be of three types: (i) on-cycle
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segments, as for segment s2 of request #2 (blue dashed line): all its links and intermediate
nodes are protected by its complement part in the p-cycle; (ii) straddling segments, as
for segment s5 of request #1 (pink dotted line): all its links and intermediate nodes are
protected by the two halves of the p-cycle deﬁned by the endpoints of s5, meaning that
one unit of s5 is provided two protection units by the p-cycle; (iii) hybrid segments, as for
segment s8 of request #3 (green dash-dot line): all its links and intermediate nodes are
protected by the p-cycle arc delimited by its two endpoints, which does not contain any
link of s8.
To simplify notations and to improve the readability, in the sequel, we will talk about
link, segment, path p-cycles in place of p-cycles, ﬂow p-cycles and FIPP p-cycles.
2.4 Related work
In this section, we attempt to synthetize the design problems of p-cycle schemes according to
protection units, protected failure scenarios, traﬃc patterns as well as the objectives. Table
2.1 summarizes the literature related to the design of p-cycle based survivable WDM mesh
networks. We survey the associated design and solution methods. Speciﬁcally, overview
of the papers on the p-cycle is reviewed next. Following this, we categorize the design
problems systematically and survey the associated design and solution methods for link
p-cycles, path p-cycles and segment-protecting p-cycles.
Grover and Stamatelakis, and Grover in [GS00, Gro04a] present a good introduction
and summary on the early work regarding p-cycle concept, design and networking. The
authors in [KAJ09] review the diﬀerent facets of p-cycles and the associated studies. Also,
therein, they review the work on path p-cycles, on the availability-aware p-cycle design and































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.4.1 Link p-Cycle Design
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Figure 2.9: Taxonomy of p-cycle design
In this section, we survey the literature on the survivable network design based on link
p-cycles. The classiﬁcation of these design problems is shown in Figure 2.9. From the
viewpoint of protection against the failure scenarios, these designs fall into three recovery
scenarios: (i) a single link failure, or (ii) dual or multiple link failures, or (iii) a single
link/node failure. The ﬁrst scenario, i.e., p-cycle design against single link failures has been
extensively studied. According to the traﬃc pattern considered, this ﬁrst scenario can be
further studied under two assumptions, static traﬃc and dynamic traﬃc. Regarding the
other two failure scenarios, all studies in the literature deal with static traﬃc, and the
objective is to minimize spare bandwidth usage.
Static Traﬃc Protection against Single Link Failures
Given a traﬃc matrix, design p-cycles such that 100% survivability can be guaranteed
againsta any single link failure. Most studies on p-cycle design are with the objective
of minimizing spare bandwidth usage. In this respect, two ways exist to design p-cycle
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networks. One way is the sequential optimization, where the traﬃc is routed before p-cycle
design. The objective is then to minimize spare bandwidth usage of p-cycles. The other
way is joint optimization, with which the traﬃc routing and p-cycle design are determined
simultaneously. Accordingly, the objective is to minimize overall capacity usage of working
paths and p-cycles.
Sequential Optimization
The sequential p-cycle optimization studies the following problem. Given a network topol-
ogy and the routed connection requests, design p-cycles such that 100% survivability can
be guaranteed against any single link failure. The objective is mainly to minimize the spare
bandwidth usage.
Mathematical Model. Let us represent a WDM mesh network by a graph G = (V,L),
where V is the set of nodes indexed by v, and L is the set of ﬁber links indexed by . Let
ω be the number of traﬃc units on link . For a given working path p ∈ P , let dp be the
number of connection requests carried on it, and let Vp be the set of its intermediate nodes.
To address the optimized design of p-cycles against any single link failure, integer linear
programming (ILP) has been extensively exploited. In order to present the ILP model, let
us introduce the concept of conﬁgurations where a p-cycle conﬁguration c is made of a one
unit cycle, and a subset of links protected by this cycle. Formally, a p-cycle conﬁguration c
is represented by a vector (ac)∈L. The vector component a
c
 ∈ {2, 1, 0} denotes the number
of traﬃc units on link  which can be protected by p-cycle c. Let costc be the spare cost
of the p-cycle c.
Variables zc ∈ Z+ denotes the number of copies of unit p-cycle conﬁguration c that are
selected in the solution.
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Uncapacitated networks. Assuming that there is no capacity limitation on each link








ac zc ≥ ω  ∈ L (2)
Constraints (2) ensure that the overall traﬃc is protected against any single link failure.
Capacitated networks. Given that a network is capacitated, i.e., each link  is with
W capacity available. Then, the following set of constraints are also required besides
constraints (2) for p-cycle design.
∑
c∈C
ac zc + ω ≤ W  ∈ L (3)
Constraints (3) say that, for each link, the working load and p-cycles across it cannot
overrun its capacity limitation.
Solution methods. Many studies investigate the eﬃcient and scalable methods for so-
lution of the ILP model.
• Oﬀ-line enumeration of all possible p-cycle candidates
Earlier studies in [GS98, GS00, GS02] enumerate all p-cycle candidates in a network.
Then, the ILP model selects p-cycles among the candidates. For small networks, this
solution method can reach an optimal solution. However, for dense or large networks, there
may exist huge number of p-cycle candidates as the number of p-cycles in a network increases
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exponentially with the network size. The resulting large-scale ILP becomes intractable.
Therefore, this exact solution method suﬀers the scalability issue.
• Oﬀ-line enumeration of a subset of p-cycle candidates
In order to deal with the scalability issue, many eﬀorts have been put for pre-selection or
generation of a good subset of p-cycle candidates. Then, the ILP model is solved based on
this generated candidate set. Thus, the resulting solution methods are scalable. However,
there is no tool to evaluate the solution accuracy. Studies in [SGA02,Gru03] set a maximum
length limit on p-cycle candidates to reduce the number of p-cycle candidates. Simple (resp.
non-simple) p-cycle candidates are enumerated in [SGA02] (resp. [Gru03]). Alternatively,
the study in [GD02] proposes two metrics, i.e., the Topological Score (TS ) and the Apriori
Eﬃciency (AE ) for ranking and pre-selecting a subset of candidate p-cycles. For a p-cycle
c, TS is calculated as the number of links which can be protected by c, while AE is the
ratio of the potential protected working capacity to the total cost of c. These two metrics
can help to reduce the number of p-cycle candidates fed into the ILP model. However, the
enumeration is still required of all possible candidate p-cycles in a WDM network.
Zhang and Yang [ZY02] propose the Straddling Link Algorithm (SLA) for generation of
a promising candidate p-cycle subset. The SLA main idea is to build one p-cycle for each
link in a network such that the link straddles the p-cycle if possible. Liu and Ruan [LT04]
propose an algorithm which can generate a good small subset of candidate p-cycles. Therein,
the main idea is as follows. One generates two kinds of candidate p-cycles, i.e., high eﬃcient
cycles and short cycles individually for each link in a network. Then, one can use the high
eﬃcient cycles to protect heavy traﬃc while using the short cycles for light traﬃc. For
each link, a high eﬃcient cycle is calculated using the proposed Weighted DFS-based Cycle
Search (WDCS) algorithm. Two short cycles are built for each link in such a way that one
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takes the link as on-cycle link, and the other holds the link as a straddling link if such a
cycle exists.
SLA and WDCS can enumerate a small set of candidate p-cycles. Based on the p-cycle
candidates from SLA, however, the ILP model may not produce good solutions because in
such candidates, each p-cycle has no more than one straddling link. On the other hand,
the ILP model with the WDCS-enumerated candidates can produce near optimal solution,
however, the trade-oﬀ exists between the candidate number and the solution quality.
In order to ensure the transmission quality of the protection paths, also to reduce the
requirement for the costly regenerators along p-cycles, the work in [KSG05] is the ﬁrst one
which sets limits on the associated protection paths. Therein, an ILP model is proposed,
and pre-enumerated candidates are supplied to the ILP for solution. The work in [OG08a]
explores the p-cycle design with the requirement diﬀerent from those in [KSG05]. p-Cycles
are designed in such a way that the lightpath length in the recovered state should meet the
length limit after a link fails en route. Again, an ILP model is formulated and requires the
candidate pre-enumeration.
The papers reviewed above assume the WDM mesh networks with full wavelength con-
version capability at each node. However, the papers in [SSG03,LW06] study the design of
p-cycle based survivable WDM mesh networks with sparse wavelength conversion capabil-
ity. Therein, the studies formulate individually the problem as ILP models. The objective
of these models is identical, i.e., minimization of the overall cost of spare capacity usage
and the required wavelength converters. To solve these ILP models, a subset of p-cycle can-
didates are enumerated a priori. The diﬀerences between [SSG03,LW06] these two studies
exist in the assumptions on the network architecture. In [SSG03], no speciﬁc limitation
exists for network architecture, and two wavelength conversion methods are proposed for
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p-cycle deployment. However, in [LW06], the assumption is that the network under consid-
eration holds sparse wavelength converters in a subset of nodes, and the maximum number
of converters in such nodes is limited.
It is shown in [SSG03] that, with respect to p-cycles, with only a small increase in
spare capacity usage, the total number of wavelength converters required can be greatly
reduced. The numerical results in [LW06] show that, in terms of protection cost, the
proposed approach signiﬁcantly outperforms the approach for p-cycle design under the
wavelength continuity constraints. Also, in comparison with p-cycle design provided that
each node holds wavelength conversion capability, the proposed approach can achieve the
identical optimal performance, but requires fewer wavelength conversion sites and fewer
wavelength converters.
• Column generation based method
In order to deal with the scalability issue in the conventional design, Rocha and Jaumard
in [RJ08,RJB09] propose the scalable solution method based on the CG techniques, where,
only promising candidate p-cycles are generated dynamically when needed. With the CG,
the p-cycle design is decomposed into the master problem and the pricing problem. The
master problem is used to select p-cycles from the candidates which are generated by the
pricing problem iteratively in the course of the optimization process. In order to achieve
the integer solution, the ILP model is solved using CPLEX MIP solver with the candidates
generated during the CG process. Therefore, the design methods in [RJ08, RJB09] are
scalable.
• ILP without p-cycle enumeration
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Schupke in [Sch04] presents the ﬁrst ILP model for p-cycle design without requiring any
candidate cycle enumeration. The ILP model consists of the constraints for cycle deﬁnition,
p-cycle selection as well as identiﬁcation of on-cycle link and straddling links. In this ILP,
a cycle is deﬁned as a close path where each node in the network holds either 2 or 0 on-
cycle link(s) adjacent to it. With this cycle deﬁnition, a candidate p-cycle may include
multiple node disjoint cycles. If this is the case, it will make identiﬁcation of the straddling
links diﬃcult. To ensure that a candidate p-cycle only contains one cycle, a ﬂow-based
mechanism is proposed. As the ILP model is too complex, a four-step heuristic is proposed
for solution of the ILP model.
More recently, Wu et al. [WYH10a] develop the ILP models without prerequisite for
enumeration of candidate p-cycles. Therein, three ILP models are proposed with the same
cycle deﬁnition as in [Sch04]. In contrast with the model in [Sch04], the ﬁrst two mod-
els in [WYH10a] allow that a candidate p-cycle contains multiple disjoint cycles. Then,
to identify the protected links, a recursion process and a ﬂow conservation approach are
adopted respectively. It is shown that the ﬂow conservation approach is more eﬃcient than
the recursion process. The third model combines the advantages of Schupke’s ILP [Sch04]
(easy identiﬁcation of link protection) and their own models just reviewed (simpliﬁcation of
the cycle generation). Accordingly, the solution process of the third model is much faster
than the ﬁrst two models. To solve these ILP models, the limit is set on the number of
cycles which a p-cycle candidate can contain. Therefore, these design methods are heuristic
and scalable.
Pure heuristics. The studies in [DHGY03,ZYL04,LHP+06] propose pure heuristics for
p-cycle survivable network design without using any ILP model. Doucette et al. [DHGY03]
propose the ﬁrst pure heuristic, named as Capacitated Iterative Design Algorithm (CIDA)
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for p-cycle design. CIDA iteratively selects p-cycles from the candidate p-cycle set until all
working capacities are protected. In each iteration, a p-cycle is selected and equipped in the
network, then, the unprotected working bandwidth is reduced accordingly. p-Cycle selection
depends on the proposed capacity-weighted eﬃciency metric. A p-cycle is selected if it has
the highest eﬃciency. Candidate p-cycles are constructed in two steps. Firstly, SLA [ZY02]
is invoked to generate primary cycles. Then, the proposed algorithms, i.e., ‘Add’, ‘Join’,
‘Expand’ or ‘Grow’, generate larger p-cycles. Among these proposed algorithms, ‘Grow’
generates the most eﬃcient candidate p-cycles due to the large number of straddling links
added to the set of candidate p-cycles.
Zhang et al. in [ZYL04] propose an ER-based unity-p-cycle design algorithm. This
algorithm is quite similar to CIDA [DHGY03] except for enumeration of candidate p-cycles.
Therein, directed p-cycles are exploited.
Lo et al. [LHP+06] propose an algorithm for p-cycle design in a capacitated WDM
network. This algorithm consists of two sequential heuristics: the heuristic p-cycle selection
(HPS) and the reﬁne selected cycles (RSC). HPS is exploited ﬁrst for iterative selection of a
cycle from the candidate set based on the cycle eﬃciency. The cycle candidates are created
with an algorithm very similar to SLA [ZY02]. Then, the RSC heuristic is utilized to merge
two or more cycles selected by HPS into one cycle such that the required spare capacity is
reduced without compromising the number of protected working capacity units.
Joint Optimization
The joint optimized design of the p-cycle based survivable WDM network design is described
as follows. Given the network topology and the traﬃc matrix, route connection requests
and built p-cycles for protection against a single link failure simutaneously. The objective
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is to minimize the overall bandwidth usage of working paths and p-cycles.
Oﬄine candidate enumeration. Grover and Doucette in [GD02] ﬁrst address this joint
optimization problem. Therein, the problem is formulated as an ILP model. To solve
the ILP model, the candidate p-cycles are pre-selected from all possible candidates in the
network using one of the proposed metrics, i.e., the topological score (TS) and the apriori
eﬃciency (AE).
Mauz [Mau03] proposes an ILP model and a heuristic respectively for this joint opti-
mization problem without and with wavelength continuity constraint. The objective is to
minimize the total bandwidth usage for connection provisioning and p-cycle deployment.
It is found there, with a single pair of ﬁbers for each link, wavelength conversion can sig-
niﬁcantly save spare capacity.
Nguyen et al. in [NHP10] propose a hierarchical method for the joint optimization of
p-cycle network design. In the ﬁrst step, an ILP model is formulated for selecting the
fundamental cycles and the available straddling links. A fundamental cycle refers to a
cycle without any straddling link. The available straddling links are the links which can
be obtained by merging two or more fundamental cycles. Then, the other ILP model is
proposed for translation of the previous ILP solution to p-cycles. In contrast with the
previous work, non-simple p-cycles are used for protection.
Schupke et al. [SSG03] investigate the joint p-cycle design (in addition to the sequential
design) in WDM mesh networks with limited wavelength conversion capability. Therein,
two basic strategies are proposed for setting the wavelength converters on p-cycles. The
design problem is formulated as an ILP model. The objective is to minimize the overall
cost of working paths, p-cycles and wavelength converters. To solve the ILP model, the
candidates of working paths and cycles are oﬄine pre-enumerated.
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He and Somani in [HS07] compare the capacity eﬃciency of p-cycles with other shared
path protection approaches under the wavelength continuity constraints. For this, the
authors propose an ILP for the joint design of p-cycle network. As in the previous work,
the working paths and p-cycle candidates are oﬀ-line pre-enumerated.
Eshoul and Mouftah in [EM09] also investigate the joint optimization of p-cycle network
design under the wavelength continuity constraints. Therein, the problem is formulated
as an ILP. To solve the ILP, working path candidates and p-cycle candidates are pre-
enumerated. In order to reduce the number of the p-cycle candidates which in turn reduce
the complexity of the ILP model, a metric named as Route Sensitive Eﬃciency (RSE) is
introduced. Based on RSE, the p-cycle candidates are ranked and pre-selected before fed
into the ILP model.
For the joint optimization of p-cycle design, all studies reviewed so far are heuristic, and
the solution accuracy keeps unaware.
Dynamic candidate generation. The study of Rajan and Atamturk [RA02] is the
ﬁrst one that proposes the CG model for the joint optimization of p-cycle design. The
candidates are generated dynamically when needed. The master problem takes care of the
path and p-cycle selection respectively from the path candidates and p-cycle candidates.
The two pricing problem are used respectively to generate path candidates and p-cycle
candidates. To generate directed p-cycles, a heuristic is proposed and later an ILP is
formulated in [AR08]. A branch-and-cut algorithm is suggested in [AR08] to obtain the
integer solution. However, the authors in [AR08] assume that the spare capacity cost can
be fractional rather than a multiple of unit capacities. This assumption is unrealistic from
the networking point of view. Stidsen and Thomadsen in [ST05] also propose the CG model,
which is diﬀerent with the one in [RA02] by using undirected p-cycles.
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Under the wavelength continuity constraints, Hoang and Jaumard in [HJ11a] propose
a ﬁrst scalable CG model for the joint optimization of p-cycle network design. The objec-
tive is to minimize the total bandwidth usage for the design of p-cycle based survivable
WDM networks. Therein, a new decomposition scheme of the joint optimization problem
is suggested. The master problem is used to select working paths and p-cycles from the
candidates which are produced by the unique pricing problem. A candidate contains a
wavelength, a p-cycle and the protected working paths carried on the wavelength. Also,
both simple p-cycles and non-simple p-cycles can be used for protection. Moreover, the
authors allow a p-cycle to comprise several node disjoint cycles, thereby the model scala-
bility is greatly improved. The study in [HJ11a] shows clearly that under the wavelength
continuity constraints, the total bandwidth requirement is slightly more that without such
constraints. The early related work in [SGA02,Mau03] reports the contradictory results.
Therein, these work adopts either the sequential designs or the heuristic solution methods.
ILP without candidate enumeration. Wu et al. [WYH10a] investigate joint optimiza-
tion of traﬃc routing and p-cycle design. They formulate the problem as an ILP model.
This is the ﬁrst model for joint optimization without requirement of p-cycle candidate enu-
meration. The ILP model consists of the constraints for p-cycle deﬁnition and traﬃc routing
and identiﬁcation of the protected links.
Minimum CAPEX Design
Based on the normalized NOBEL cost model in [GLW+06, HGMS08], the CAPEX of p-
cycles was ﬁrst calculated in [GGC+09,OG11]. There, the authors proposed a node archi-
tecture and a protection switching mechanism for p-cycles, and then computed the CAPEX
of p-cycles, once they have been designed using a design with minimum spare capacity
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usage. The equipment for p-cycle deployment is employed with the same network-wide
Maximal Transmission Distance (MTD), i.e., optical reach.
Dynamic Protection Provision
The current trend in WDM networks is to dynamically provision survivable connections,
i.e., set up survivable working paths for the connection requests when they arrive. Several
work on p-cycles copes with dynamic traﬃc.
Maximize PWCE. Grover [Gro04b] proposes Protected Working Capacity Envelope
(PWCE) to support dynamic traﬃc in p-cycle networks. The PWCE concept is as follows.
Given spare capacity budgets in the network, p-cycles are built in such a way that the total
protected working capacities (PWCE) are maximized. Then, the incoming requests which
are routed over the PWCE will be protected automatically. Thereby, dynamic survivable
service provisioning is accomplished.
To design p-cycle-based PWCE, two ILPs are formulated in [SG05] with the objective
of maximization of the PWCE against single link failures. These two ILPs vary with the
input and the output. The input to the ﬁrst ILP is the spare capacity budget on each
link in the network, while the input to the second one is the network-wide spare capacity
budget. The solution of the ﬁrst ILP is the best combination of p-cycles selected from the
candidate cycle set. For the second ILP, the solution comprises the selected p-cycles as well
as the spare capacity distribution on each link in the network. Zhang et. al. in [ZZB05]
also develop an ILP model for the PWCE maximization given spare capacity budget on
each link. In contrast with the work in [SG05], directed p-cycles is adopted. These methods
suﬀer the scalability issue as the candidate p-cycles need to be pre-enumerated.
Sebbah and Jaumard in [SJ08a,SJ08c] propose eﬃcient and scalable CG-based solution
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methods for maximum PWCE design. Based on the CG techniques, the PWCE design
problem is decomposed into the master problem and the pricing problem. The master
problem is used to select p-cycles which are generated dynamically by the pricing problem.
In contrast with the design in [SJ08a], the design in [SJ08c] allows using non-simple p-cycles
to build PWCE, and the resulting PWCE size is bigger than that using simple p-cycles
in [SJ08a].
Minimize bandwidth usage and others. The work in [ZZ05,Sch05a] investigates the
dynamic service provisioning using p-cycles. The objective is to minimize the blocking
probability. Zhong and Zhang in [ZZ05] propose pure heuristics without using any ILP
model. They extend the ER-based unity-p-cycle design heuristic [ZYL04] for p-cycle se-
lection. When a new request arrives, the related RWA (short for routing and wavelength
assignment) is solved using the algorithm one prefers. Once the new lightpath sets up suc-
cessfully, it can be protected either by the existing p-cycles, or new ones, or a combination
of them. Three strategies have been suggested, and diﬀer from each other in the ways
to release and rebuilt the existing p-cycles. Schupke in [Sch05a] proposes two approaches
which are similar to the strategies in [ZZ05].
Ruan et al. [RTL06] propose a strategy to deal with dynamic survivable service provi-
sioning based on p-cycles. Therein, the main idea is similar to the one in [ZZ05]. When a
new request arrives, its working lightpath is established ﬁrst without releasing any existing
p-cycle. Then, for each link on the working path, one tries to ﬁnd an existing p-cycle to
protect the link. If it is not successful, a new p-cycle is built to protect the link. In contrast
with the one in [ZZ05], this strategy takes p-cycles reuse into account when calculating
the working lightpath. As a result, the blocking probability is improved signiﬁcantly in
comparison with that in [ZZ05].
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Metnani and Jaumard [MJ09, JM10, MJ11b] investigate the p-cycle-based survivable
dynamic provisioning within the framework of small-batching provisioning, as in [Gro07].
For this, in [MJ09], the authors propose three strategies for p-cycle setup. In the ﬁrst
strategy, it is forbidden that the established p-cycles are re-conﬁgured. In the second one,
it is allowed that a small set of p-cycles can be modiﬁed. In the last one, all existing p-
cycles reset. For each strategy, the mathematical model is developed with the objective of
minimization of the spare bandwidth usage such that 100% survivability can be ensured
from any single link failure.
In [JM10,MJ11b], in order to study the p-cycle stability, a new mathematical model
is formulated, where the objective consists in minimizing the number of optical bypass
reconﬁgurations upon modiﬁcation/upgrade of the existing p-cycles. To solve these models,
the CG based solution method is introduced. With the CG method, the promising p-
cycle candidates are generated dynamically when needed using the pricing problem. The
experimental results show the high scalability of the mathematical models and the high
stability of p-cycle.
Protection against Dual/Multiple Link Failures
Clouqueur and Grover [CG02] present the ﬁrst work that investigates the design of p-cycle
networks with complete or enhanced dual failure recoverability. Therein, three ILP models
are proposed. The ﬁrst one, with the objective of minimizing spare bandwidth usage, is used
to select p-cycles such that 100% survivability is guaranteed against any dual link failures.
The second one takes care of selecting p-cycles for maximizing the dual failure restorability
under the given spare capacity budget. The third one is formulated to deploy p-cycles
with minimum spare bandwidth usage such that only the speciﬁcally intended services or
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customers obtain full dual failure restorability.
Schupke [Sch03b] investigates the tradeoﬀ between the number of conﬁgured p-cycles
and the ability to survive dual ﬁber duct failures in the network which is designed for
surviving from any single link failure. To this end, the ILP model (1) - (2) is modiﬁed
through replacing the objective function (1) with the new proposed formulas. Based on the
solutions obtained, the dual failure restorability is calculated posteriorly. Results show that
the number of conﬁgured p-cycles has a big impact on the dual failure restorability.
The work in [LDZ07,DLZ07,AD09] studies design of p-cycle networks with a speciﬁed
minimum dual-failure restorability. The problem is formulated as an ILP model in each
work. The diﬀerence between the work in [LDZ07] and [DLZ07] consists in the way to
calculate the dual failure recovery ratio. The work in [AD09] extends the one in [DLZ07]
through the proposed enhance dual failure recovery strategy. With this enhanced strategy,
the numerical results show that, the spare bandwidth cost is reduced considerably compared
with [DLZ07]. To solve these ILP models, therein, a subset of p-cycle candidates is oﬄine
pre-enumerated, and thus the solution quality cannot be guaranteed.
Sebbah and Jaumard [SJ09] propose a scalable optimization solution method for the
p-cycle design such that the speciﬁc level of dual link failures can be guaranteed. Therein,
the design problem is formulate as an ILP. In contrast with all previous related work, based
on the CG, very limited number of promising p-cycles are calculated on the ﬂy in the course
of optimization process. The author conclude that p-cycles are quite expensive in terms
of spare capacity usage in order to design survivable WDM networks against any dual link
failures.
The work in [SGC04,MAA06,SD09] investigates, based on reconﬁgurable p-cycles, the
design of survivable networks against dual failures. The assumption is that the second failure
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occurs after the ﬁrst one has been recovered by p-cycles. The objective is to minimize spare
capacity usage such that 100% guranteed survivability can be ensured against dual link
failures. In these work, diﬀerent strategies have been proposed for p-cycle reconﬁguration,
and diﬀerent ILP models have been developed accordingly. The capacity eﬃciency of the
solutions from these designs is ranked as the order shown. To solve these ILP models, the
p-cycle canadiates are oﬀ-line enumerated with/without length limitation. The tradeoﬀ
exists in these designs between the scalability and solution quality.
Wang and Mouftah in [WM05] study the p-cycle network design in order to survive
against multiple failures which may occur in larger networks. Liu and Ruan in [LR06b]
investigate p-cycle design in the presence of the failure of any shared risk link group (SRLG).
A SRLG refers to a set of links which shares the same risk of failure. For this, an ILP model
is formulated, and its objective aims at minimizing spare capacity usage such that 100%
survivability can be guaranteed against any single SRLG failure. The p-cycle candidates
are oﬄine enumerated and supplied to the ILP for p-cycle selection. To avoid enumeration
of all possible cycles in a nework, a heuristic has been proposed to generate a basic p-cycle
candidate set. Thus, the solution time is comprimised with the spare capacity usage of the
ILP solution.
Clouqueur and Grover in [CG05a] present the ﬁrst work on joint optimization of traﬃc
routing and p-cycle design such that the demands with higher availability requirements
can be met besides 100% guaranteed survivability from any single failure. For this, two
mathematical models are developed with diﬀerent demand routing strategies. The objective
is identical, i.e., to minimize the total capacity usage of working paths and p-cycles. To solve
the ILP models, a subset of candidate routes and candidate p-cycles are pre-enumerated
respectively. Therefore, the design method is heuristic and scalable.
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The authors in [KRJA09] investigate the p-cycle design such that the unavailability of
all end-to-end working paths is kept less than a given upper bound. The objective is to
minimize spare capacity usage. This problem is formulated as an ILP model. To solve
the ILP model, given routed demands, all possible candidate p-cycles in the network are
enumerated and pre-selected. Since only a subset of candidate p-cycles is oﬄine enumerated,
the scalability of this design method compromises with the solution accuracy.
Protection against Single Link/Node Failures
A few studies have investigated the link-protecting p-cycle design for full node protec-
tion. Stamatelakis and Grover [SG00b] propose node-encircling p-cycles (NEPCs) for node
protection. With NEPCs, each node is surrounded by a p-cycle which traverses all the
associated adjacent nodes. Thus, the traﬃc transiting each node can be protected against
a single node failure. However, another set of link-protecting p-cycles is also needed to
protect against a single link failure.
As NEPCs are too costly for protection against any single link/node failures, Schupke
[Sch05b] proposes an Automatic Protection Switching (APS) protocol enhancement to pro-
vide the means for node protection using p-cycles. Therein, to design p-cycles against
any single link/node failures, an ILP model is develop with the objective of minimization
of space capacity usage. Candidate p-cycles, which are supplied to the ILP model, are
pre-enumerated in such a way that each candidate is routed through all the nodes on the
associated working paths. Under this design, the associated p-cycles may be less capacity
eﬃcient due to their limited routing paths.
In order to provide node protection, p-cycles have been generalized to segment p-cycles
in [SG03]. Segment p-cycles can protect on-cycle and straddling working segments. Thereby,
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the intermediate nodes of the working segments can be inherently protected but not the
end nodes of the working segments. Kodian and Grover [KG05] proposed path p-cycles to
provide end-to-end path protection. Note that ﬂow p-cycles and FIPP p-cycles are usually
more capacity eﬃcient than link protection schemes [SG03,KG05]. However, the recovery
speed is slower as in any path or segment protection schemes.
Onguetou and Grover [OG08b] proposed a new insight of node protection with over-
lapping p-cycles providing partial or full protection of all the intermediate nodes of the
working paths. The same authors later restrict in [GO09] the segments to be two-hop
segments in order to retain the simplicity of p-cycle switching operations. Onguetou and
Grover in [OG08b] develop an ILP model for link Np-cycle design with minimum spare
capacity usage for protection against any single link/node failure. Therein, a subset of Np-
cycle candidates are pre-enumerated for solution of the ILP model. Therefore, this design
method is heuristic and scalable.
2.4.2 Path p-Cycle Design
Several studies in the literature investigate path p-cycle design. The classiﬁcation of the
path p-cycle designs is shown in Figure 10(a). In general, path p-cycle design problems
can be divided into two categories in terms of the protected failure scenarios: (i) a single
link/node failure and (ii) dual/multiple link failures.
Path p-cycle design problems against a single link failure can be further classiﬁed into
two groups according to the traﬃc pattern under consideration, i.e., static traﬃc or dynamic
traﬃc. In each group, the design problems may vary with the objective pursued.
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Figure 2.10: Taxonomy of path and segment p-cycle design
Protection against a Single Failure
Sequential Optimization
The following states the sequential optimization of path p-cycle design. Given the network
topology and the routed connection request set, design path p-cycles such that 100% sur-
vivability can be guaranteed against any single link failure. The objective is to minimize
spare capacity usage of path p-cycles.
Mathematical models and solution methods. The ﬁrst work on path p-cycles design
is report in [KG05], where the problem is formulated as an ILP model. To solve the ILP
model, a subset of cycles is pre-enumerated in a network. Then, the ILP is solved to
determine the best combinations of cycles and the given working paths such that the spare
capacity usage is minimized against any single link failure. As there may exist a huge
number of such combinations, which lead to a huge number of variables and constraints,
and therefore the resulting ILP is not scalable.
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The authors in [KGD05] propose an ILP model which takes as input path p-cycle candi-
dates. A subset of path p-cycle candidates is pre-enumerated in the following way. Firstly,
mutually disjoint route sets (DRSs) is built based on the given working paths using a
heuristic. Then, several path p-cycles for each DRS are established such that each p-cycle
traverses all end nodes of working paths belonging to the related DRS. Since only a subset
of candidate path p-cycles is pre-enumerated, the solution method is scalable, buth the
solution quality cannot be ensured.
The authors in [OBG09] propose a hierarchical approach for design of near-optimal
path p-cycle network. Therein, ﬁrstly, the design problem is formulated as an ILP model
without consideration of the failure independent constraints. After the solution of the ILP,
the working paths violating such constraints are identiﬁed. Finally, the path p-cycle solution
is obtained by adding more cycles for protecting these identiﬁed working paths. To solve
the ILP model, general path p-cycle candidates are oﬀ-line enumerated using the proposed
generic algorithm.
Jaumard et al. [JRBG07] propose a ﬁrst CG model for path p-cycle design against
a single link failure. The candidate path p-cycles are generated on the ﬂy when needed.
Based on the CG techniques, the path p-cycle design problem is decomposed into the master
problem and the pricing problem. The master problem is used to select path p-cycles from
candidates which are generated by the pricing problem dynamically when needed in the
course of the optimization process. The improved model for the pricing problem is presented
in [RJB09]. Further improvement of the CG model is reported in [RJ12], where two pricing
problems are exploited for candidate path p-cycle generation. Thereby, the solution process
is much faster than the previous two CG models. Therein, A path p-cycle can protect the
pair-wise disjoint working paths. Also, it can protect the pair-wise non-disjoint working
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paths only if their protection paths are disjoint. Thereby, the capacity eﬃciency of path
p-cycles is greatly improved in comparisons with that in [KG05,KGD05].
Pure heuristic. Zhang and Zhong in [ZZ06] present a heuristic algorithm for design of
path p-cycles without using any ILP model. The main idea which is similar to the one pro-
posed for link p-cycle design in [ZYL04], is as follows. In the beginning, one selects the most
eﬃcient path p-cycle from the candidate p-cycles according to the proposed eﬃciency score,
and then reduces the number of unprotected working paths accordingly after conﬁguring
the selected path p-cycle. This process is iterated until all working paths are protected.
Joint Optimization
The joint optimization of path p-cycle design problem is stated as follows. Given a net-
work topology and traﬃc matrix, routing traﬃc and selecting path p-cycle are determined
simultaneously such that the overall capacity usage of working paths and path p-cycles is
minimized for protection against a single link failure.
The ﬁrst work on this joint optimization problem is presented by Ge et. al. in [GBSZ07].
Therein, a pure heuristic is proposed. With this heuristic, a set of candidate cycles is ﬁrst
enumerated, and then several DRSs are built for each cycle based on multiple route options
enumerated for each demand. Finally, based on the protection eﬃciency metric, the best
combinations of cycles and DRSs are selected as path p-cycles.
The authors in [BGK08] formulate as an ILP model the joint optimization of path p-cycle
network design against any single link failure. To solve the ILP model, the candidate sets,
including the route set and path p-cycle candidate set, are enumerated through extension
of the DRS strategy [KGD05]. Speciﬁcally, for each demand, the N shortest routes are
enumerated to form an eligible route set, where N is an input parameter. Then, eligible
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DRSs are constructed based on mutually disjoint route options. For each DRS candidate,
a number of eligible cycles are produced as path p-cycle candidates which traverse all end
nodes of the working paths in the related DRS. As only a subset of candidates is pre-
enumerated, this design method is heuristic and scalable. Therein, the numerical results
show that, with the joint optimization design, the resulting networks are at costs that are
signiﬁcantly lower than non-joint designs.
Minimum CAPEX Design
The authors in [GGC+09] evaluate the CAPEX cost of path p-cycles against a single link
failure. Due to the great complexity of the CAPEX optimization design, the authors calcu-
late the path p-cycle CAPEX posteriorly from the solution of minimization of spare capacity
design in [GGC+07].
Dynamic Protection Provisioning
He et al. [HCM07] propose Protected Working Lightpath Envelope (PWLE) for dynamic
provisioning survivable service. The PWLE concept is similar to PWCE [Gro04b], and is
a path protection approach based on path p-cycles. To design the PWLE, a Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) is developed with the objective of maximizing the PWLE for
protection of working paths against a single link failure. To solve the MILP, the pre-request
is to enumerate possible candidate cycles and their potentially protected working lightpaths.
As a large amount of candidates may exist, the resulting MILP is less tractable for large
networks. The same authors in [HCM08] propose a heuristic for pre-enumeration of a subset
of candidate cycles, and develop three pure heuristic algorithms for path p-cycle selection.
Metnani and Jaumard [MJ11a] study the path p-cycles stability under dynamic traﬃc.
They formulate as an ILP model the problem of path p-cycle design for dynamic provisioning
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survivable service. The objective of the ILP model is to minimize the number of OXC
port reconﬁgurations in the context of dynamic traﬃc such that 100% survivability can be
ensured against any single link failure. To solve the ILP model, a CG-based scalable solution
method is proposed without any requirement of path p-cycle candidate pre-enumeration.
Based on CG, the path p-cycle design problem is decomposed into the master problem and
the pricing problem. The master problem is used to select path p-cycles from candidates
which are generated by the pricing problem dynamically when needed. To speed up the
solution process, the pricing problem is further divided into two pricing problems: the ﬁrst
one is used for generation of a new path p-cycle, and the second one for improving the use of
existing p-cycles. It is shown that, using the number of required switching reconﬁgurations,
path p-cycles are highly stable. In the context of incremental traﬃc, the percentage of
required switching reconﬁgurations follows the percentage of the increased traﬃc.
Protection against Dual / Multiple Failures
Eiger et. al. in [ELS12] investigate the path p-cycle design problem such that demands in
the network can survive from single or dual failures depending on their requirement. The
problem is formulated as an ILP model with the objective of minimizing spare capacity
usage. To solve the ILP model, a subset of path p-cycle candidates are pre-enumerated with
the proposed algorithm. As only a subset of path p-cycle candidates is pre-enumerated, the
solution accuracy remains unaware.
Hoang and Jaumard in [HJ11b, JHD12] study the path p-cycle design against multiple
link failures. The objective is to minimize spare capacity usage. Therein, they propose
a generic ﬂow formulation model and the CG-based scalable solution method. The path
p-cycle candidates are generated dynamically when needed. With the CG, the original
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design problem is decomposed into the master problem and the pricing problem. The
master problem is formulated for selection of candidate path p-cycles, which are generated
by the pricing problem dynamically when needed. In order to speed up the solution process
of the pricing problem, a hierarchical decomposition of the pricing problem is utilized, as
in [RJ12]. Also, two heuristics is proposed for eﬃcient solution of the pricing problem in
large instances. The numerical results show that path p-cycles require much less spare
capacity than link p-cycles in order to protect against dual link failures.
Ranjbar and Assi in [RA09] present the ﬁrst work which addresses the availability-ware
path p-cycle design such that the end-to-end unavailability of a working path is no more
than a given upper limit. The objective is to minimize spare capacity usage. The design
problem is formulated as an ILP model. Given the routed demands, candidate path p-
cycles are enumerated using the DRS approach [KGD05]. As only a subset of candidates is
enumerated, the solution method is scalable, but the solution accuracy keeps unaware.
2.4.3 Segment p-Cycle Design
Only few studies investigate segment p-cycle designs. The classiﬁcation of these design
problems is shown in Figure 2.10(b). These problems can be divided into two groups
according the protected failure scenarios, i.e., single link failures, or single link/node failures.
In the former group, the design problems can be further classiﬁed into two types according
to the traﬃc pattern, i.e., static or dynamic.
Minimum Bandwidth Usage with Static Traﬃc
Shen and Grover [SG03] proposed a ﬁrst method for the design of segment p-cycles. Therein,
the design problem is formulated as an ILP model with the objective of minimizing the spare
capacity usage for protection against a single link failure. To solve the ILP model, the
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candidate cycles are pre-enumerated and the potentially protected links of working paths
are pre-identiﬁed. As the number of cycles increases exponentially with the network size
increase, this model is not scalable.
In practice, network designers proceed in two steps: ﬁrstly, the deﬁnition of the work-
ing paths (point to point connection with eﬀective guaranteed bandwidth) and secondly
with the deﬁnition of the protection scheme. The segmentation of the working paths into
segments (i.e., optical hops) is usually obtained as the result of the grooming, routing and
wavelength assignment (GRWA) step, as in, e.g., Bouﬀard [Bou05, BJH11]. In Shen and
Grover [SG03] (see page 1312, left column), the working segments are post-deﬁned, i.e.,
“come out implicitly from the choice of p-cycles”. This is not quite realistic from a network
management point of view. That is the reason why, in this thesis, we assume that working
segments are available at the outset of the second step, i.e., the design of the protection
scheme. In addition, in [SG03], only the segment intermediate nodes are guaranteed a
protection against single node failures, excluding a priori the endpoints of the segments.
Dynamic Survivable Service Provisioning
The work in [LR06a] is the only one to date which investigates dynamic survivable service
provisioning based on segment p-cycles. Therein, the following problem is studied. Given a
demand request, calculate a working path and a set of segment p-cycles which can protect
this path. The objective is to minimize the total capacity cost of the working path and the
segment p-cycle set. To address this problem, an ILP model is proposed. To reduce the
total capacity cost of the demand just arrived, the ILP model is formulated in such a way
that the existing p-cycles (i.e., segment p-cycles conﬁgured for protection of the existing
demands in the network) can be reused to protect this demand. To solve the ILP model,
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the combinations of the working path and segment p-cycle candidates are pre-enumerated.






Among p-cycles based schemes, segment p-cycles oﬀer the best compromise between the
link p-cycles and the path p-cycles in terms of capacity eﬃciency and recovery delay. How-
ever, only very few studies consider segment p-cycle design. In this chapter, we therefore
investigate the design of survivable WDM mesh networks based on segment p-cycles.
Most studies on p-cycle based structures have focused on minimizing the spare capacity.
While the spare capacity is certainly a decisive design criterion, once optical ﬁbers have
been deployed, the nodal equipment cost, i.e., a key component of the CAPital Expenditures
(CAPEX), becomes signiﬁcant in order to set up p-cycle structures. Therefore, the goal here
is to investigate the optimal design of segment p-cycles not only with respect to the capacity
cost/usage, but also with respect to the nodal cost, in order to ensure 100% survivablity
against any single link failure.
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The nodal equipment cost will be estimated by the number of transport blades (a pair
of input and output ports). It varies with the transport capacity, (for instance, the cost of
an OC-192 transport blade is about 2.5 the cost of an OC-48 transport blade). Driven by
this, we propose a multi-granularity segment p-cycle design method (see Section 3.5 for the
details) that will be able to mix diﬀerent granularities.
The chapter is organized as follows. Shen and Grover’s design method of segment
p-cycles [SG03] is presented in Section 3.2. Our proposed design method is presented in
Section 3.3. The comparisons of the two design methods are made respectively with the help
of an example in Section 3.4 and the numerical results over network instances in Section 3.8.
We propose the directed multi-granularity segment p-cycles in Section 3.5. To design di-
rected multi-granularity segment p-cycles, in Section 3.6, we develop an optimization model
together with an eﬃcient algorithm in order to solve it. In Section 3.9, computational re-
sults are presented with respect to design of multi-granularity segment p-cycles. Conclusion
is drawn in Section 3.10.
3.2 The ILP-based Design Method (E-ILP)
In this section, we review the three-step design method of segment p-cycles proposed
in [SG03]. There, in the ﬁrst step (the preprocessing step), a subset of promising seg-
ment p-cycle candidates is generated. In the second step (the ILP-based selection step),
an ILP model is proposed to select the most promising subset of segment p-cycles. In the




All possible cycles in a network are ﬁrst enumerated, protection relationships are then
determined between cycles and links of given working paths. A cycle c can protect link
 of a segment belonging to a working path p if the segment and the cycle have at least
two common nodes. With respect to a working path p and a cycle c, a link of a fully
or partially on-cycle working segment can be provided one unit of protection segment; A
link of a fully straddling working segment can be oﬀered two protection segmented paths.
Thereby, the values of the protection-relation parameters ap,c ∈ {0, 1, 2} are assigned and
will be employed in the ILP model (see Section 3.2).
Preselecting a subset of cycle candidates
In order to limit the number of candidate cycles, a metric named Scoring Credit (SC) [SG03]
is deﬁned for preselecting a promising subset of segment p-cycles out of the whole cycle




lengthp × dp × ap,c
costc
where P is the working path set, indexed by p, Lp is the link set on the working path for
demand p, dp is the number of unit requests in path p (i.e., the number of unit connection
requests between endpoints of path p), ap,c is deﬁned as above, and costc is the cost of
cycle c (e.g., spare capacity).
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Step 2: ILP-based Selection
In the second step, an ILP is proposed for selecting the most promising subset of the
candidates generated in the ﬁrst step. The following notations are used:
SETS
L set of links in the WDM network, indexed by .
C set of segment p-cycle candidates, indexed by c.
P set of demands whose working paths traverse link .
PARAMETERS
cost cost of a capacity unit on link .





zc number of copies of cycle c.
zp,c number of copies of segment p-cycle c needed for protecting working path p from a
failure on link .















zp,c  ∈ L, c ∈ C (3.5)
zc, z
p
,c ∈ Z+c ∈ C,  ∈ L, p ∈ P. (3.6)
Constraints (3.4) ensure that all demands are protected from any single link failure.
A single link failure will disrupt all passing-through working paths. If a segment p-cycle
is selected to protect a given link , the copies of this segment p-cycle must be able to
recover from this link failure for all the working paths (demands) containing . This is
ensured by constraints (3.5). A segment p-cycle may protect links with diﬀerent traﬃc
load. Constraints (3.5) also ensure that the copies of a segment p-cycle must be enough to
recover from the failure of any of their protected link with the heaviest traﬃc load.
Step 3: Working Segment Deﬁnition
To completely deﬁne the segment p-cycles, one needs to formally deﬁne the working seg-
ments: it is done in a third step. Once the E-ILP model is solved, the working segments
are obtained as follows. If a selected segment p-cycle c protects a largest set of consecutive
on-cycle links on a working path p, then this set deﬁnes a working segment of the working
path (zp,c > 0, a
p
,c > 0), and consequently, the protection segments of the protection cycles
are fully deﬁned accordingly.
However, some confusion may exist with the deﬁnition of the straddling and of the
partially straddling/on-cycle segments. Let us ﬁrst illustrate the diﬃculties on the example
of Figure 3.1.
Two demands A-D and E-C are respectively routed on the working path A-B-C-D and
E-B-C, as shown in Figure 3.1. The demands A-D and E-C respectively require one unit
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and two units of working capacity, see the numbers shown beside both working paths. Two
segment p-cycles C1 and C2 are selected by E-ILP to protect the two demands. Both
segment p-cycles are with one unit of spare capacity. Segment p-cycle C1 is employed to
protect the two units of demand E-C along the path E-B-C. The two protection segmented
paths (with endpoints C and E) on segment p-cycle C1 are used for recovering any link
failure on the two-unit working path E-B-C (made of a single working segment). According
to the E-ILP solution, this segment p-cycle also protects link A-B (i.e., the associated value
of zp,c is one) but not the whole segment A-B-C along the working path A-B-C-D. Note
that link B-C cannot be protected by segment p-cycle C1 (i.e., the associated value of z
p
,c
is zero) because there is not enough available spare capacity available on C1. The other
segment p-cycle C2 is employed to protect the working segment B-C-D of the working path
A-B-C-D.
(a) E-ILP solution (b) Working and protection segments
Figure 3.1: An example of segmenting working paths
Obviously, we can take the path E-B-C as a working segment which is an integral part
protected by C1. For the working path A-B-C-D, we take B-C-D as a working segment
s2 because it is an integral part protected by segment p-cycle C2. For the segment A-B-C
which straddles cycle C1, where link A-B is protected by C1 while link B-C is protected by
C2, we can then deﬁne a segment s1 = A-B-C protected by C1; and as s1 is overlapping s2,
then we will need two copies of C1 to guarantee 100% link protection.
The above example thus illustrates the possibly extra protection bandwidth that might
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be required in the E-ILP approach in order to properly deﬁne segment p-cycles that fully
protect all working segments. Note that no detailed algorithm is provided in [SG03] in order
to construct the working and the protection segments.
3.3 Optimal Design of Segment p-Cycles (CG)
We propose an optimization method based on the column generation (CG) techniques for
segment p-cycle design, assuming working segments are deﬁned together with the working
paths. The objective is to minimize the spare capacity usage such that the given working
segment set can survive from any single link failure.
The CG techniques rely on a decomposition of an optimization problem into two sub-
problems: the master problem and the pricing problem. The master problem deals with
the selection of the most promising segment p-cycles from the candidates, each of which is
generated individually and dynamically by the pricing problem at each iteration of the CG
algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. At each iteration, a restricted linear relaxation of
the master problem is solved and the associated values of the dual variables are provided to
the pricing problem. Next, the pricing problem feeds the master problem with promising
segment p-cycles.
3.3.1 The Master Problem
The master problem takes care of segment p-cycle selection to protect the whole working
segment set S so that the overall spare cost is minimized. Candidate segment p-cycles
are associated with conﬁguration set C. A conﬁguration (segment p-cycle) c consists of a
cycle that protects a subset of working segments. Formally, a conﬁguration c is represented
by a vector ac = (asc)s∈S , where asc ∈ {2, 1, 0} encodes the number of protection segments
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provided by conﬁguration c for the failed working segment s (due to the failure of one of its
link). For each working segment s ∈ S, let ds be its capacity (number of capacity units),
and srcs and dsts its two endpoints, respectively. Variables zc encodes the number of
copies of conﬁguration c that are selected in the current solution. Then, the mathematical








asc zc ≥ ds s ∈ S (3.7)
zc ∈ Z+ c ∈ C (3.8)
Constraints (3.7) ensure that all working segments are protected from a single link
failure. Constraints (3.8) are variable domain constraints.
3.3.2 The Pricing Problem
The purpose of the pricing problem is to generate a promising segment p-cycle that, once
added to the master problem, will improve the value of the current solution. The pricing
problem corresponds to the optimization problem of minimizing the so-called reduced cost
of the restricted linear-relaxed master problem subject to a set of segment p-cycle design
constraints. The reduced cost is written as follows:





c c ∈ C,
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where us are dual variables associated with constraints (3.7). Let us introduce the following
notations before describing the set of constraints.
SETS
V set of nodes in a network, indexed by v.
ω(V ′) co-cycle of V ′ ⊆ V , i.e., the set of links with exactly one end node belonging to V ′.
Note that a co-cycle corresponds to a cut in an undirected graph. ω(v) set of links




= 1, if working segments s, s′ are not link disjoint; 0 otherwise.










1 if link  protects working segment s;
0 otherwise.











The pricing problem includes two blocks of constraints. The ﬁrst block of constraints is
deﬁned for generating a simple cycle, which is formulated next.
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The ﬁrst block is deﬁned next.
∑
∈ω(v)
x ≤ 2 v ∈ V (3.9)
∑
′∈ω(v):′ =
x′ ≥ x  ∈ ω(v), v ∈ V (3.10)
∑
∈ω(V ′)
x ≥ x′ + x′′ − 1 V ′ ⊂ V, ′ ∈ ω(V ′), ′′ ∈ L, ′′ /∈ ω(V ′) (3.11)
Any on-cycle node must have two incident links on the cycle. This is ensured by the
sets of constraints (3.9) and (3.10). Constraints (3.11) prevent generation of a conﬁgura-
tion which includes multiple cycles. Otherwise, it burdens the determination of straddling
working segments in the next step.
The second block of the constraints is proposed for determining a set of working segments
which can be protected by the current cycle under construction.






xs s ∈ S (3.13)
∑
∈ω(v)
xs ≤ 2 s ∈ S, v ∈ V (3.14)
∑
′∈ω(v): ′ =
xs′ ≥ xs  ∈ ω(v), v ∈ V \{srcs,dsts}, s ∈ S (3.15)
xs + x
s′
 ≤ 2− βs,s
′
s, s′ ∈ S,  ∈ L (3.16)
xs ≤ 1− τ s  ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.17)
x, x
s
 ∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L, s ∈ S, v ∈ v (3.18)
Constraints (3.12) ensure that only on-cycle links can be considered for providing protection.
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Constraints (3.13) say that, for any working segment, the associated protection segment(s)
must end at its two end nodes. Constraints (3.14) ensure that the current cycle under
construction can provide at most two protection segments for any working segment. Con-
straints (3.14) together with (3.15) guarantee ﬂow conservation in the intermediate nodes
along protection segment(s). Constraints (3.16) ensure that only link-disjoint working seg-
ments can share protection segments. Constraints (3.17) prevent a link from protecting
itself and the related protected working segments.
The above two blocks of constraints are adapted from those proposed in [RJB09]. The
pricing problem in [RJB09] is used to generate path-protecting p-cycles.
3.4 Comparison of E-ILP and CG: An Example
We saw in the previous sections that a ﬁrst diﬀerence between E-ILP and CG models is
that, while working segments are deﬁned a posteriori in E-ILP, they are part of the inputs
in the CG model. We next show that, in spite of using the working segments output by
E-ILP, the CG model can ﬁnd a more bandwidth eﬃcient solution than the E-ILP model.
Let us consider the example instance shown in Figure 3.2(a), where two demands A-C
and E-C are routed on paths A-F-C and E-F-C, respectively. Each demand is of one unit
capacity.
(a) An instance (b) E-ILP solution (c) The CG solution
Figure 3.2: Comparison of the design of segment p-Cycles: E-ILP vs. CG
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With E-ILP, protection is determined independently for each working path. The segment
p-cycle C1 (i.e., cycle A-B-C-F-A) is selected in the optimal E-ILP solution since its spare-
capacity cost is minimum among all possible segment p-cycles to protect working path
A-F-C. Likewise, segment p-cycle C2 (i.e., cycle F-C-D-E-F) is selected to protect working
path E-F-C. Both C1 and C2 cost each, four units of spare capacity. Thus, the total spare
cost is eight units. The corresponding capacity redundancy is 8÷ 4 = 200%. (Note that if
cycle A-B-C-D-E-A had been selected, two copies of it would have been needed according
to E-ILP, to protect working paths A-F-C and E-F-C, respectively. It leads to a total spare
capacity cost of 10 units. From the optimal E-ILP solution, we deduce two on-cycle working
segments, i.e., A-F-C and E-F-C.
In contrast to E-ILP, the model CG considers protection for all working segments si-
multaneously. Moreover, the CG model allows non-link-disjoint working segments to share
a segment p-cycle if their associated protection segments are link-disjoint. Thereby, to pro-
tect the working segments deduced from E-ILP, the optimal solution of CG outputs, see
Figure 3.2(c), a segment p-cycle C3 (i.e., cycle A-B-C-D-E-A) for protecting both working
segments. The total spare capacity cost is ﬁve units and the associated capacity redundancy
is 5 ÷ 4 = 125%. The solution of E-ILP is 75% more redundant than CG although both
models protect the same working segments.
3.5 Multi-granularity Segment p-Cycles
This section illustrates the proposed multi-granularity segment p-cycles are segment p-cycle
scheme. Multi-granularity segment p-cycles are segment p-cycles with multiple transport
capacities, e.g., OC-48 (2.5 Gbps), OC-192 (10 Gbps), and OC-768 (40 Gbps). A segment
p-cycle with a given transport capacity can be used to protect working segments with the
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same or smaller transport capacity. We assume, as in practice, that values of the transport
capacities are quadruple multiple of OC-48, i.e., OC-48, OC-192 = 4 × OC-48, OC-768,




tc ≥ t, where tc is the capacity of segment p-cycle c.
Multi-granularity segment p-cycles is illustrated in Figure 3.3. A small network instance
is depicted in Figure 3.3(a), where two demands, of granularity OC-48 and OC-192, are
routed on path W1 (D → F → A) and W2 (A → F → C), respectively. Both demands
are segmented at node F . To protect these working segments from any single link failure,
two kinds of conﬁgurations based on diﬀerent granularity segment p-cycles, are needed, as
shown in Figure 3.3(b) and 3.3(c).
(a) Network topology and working paths (b) Segment p-cycle c1
(c) Segment p-cycles c2 (red) and c3 (or-
ange)
Figure 3.3: Multi-granularity segment p-Cycles
From the capacity usage point of view, conﬁguration c1 in Figure 3.3 (b), along cycle
A → D → F → C → B → A, is an optimal solution, which requires 5 OC-192 units of spare
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channels. Moreover, c1 needs 4 OC-192 transport blades at the end nodes of the protected
working segments in order to switch the aﬀected traﬃc to the protection segments in case
of any single link failure. Thus, total nodal cost is 4 × 10K = 40K$ where the cost of an
OC-192 transport blade is estimated to 10K$.
However, from the nodal cost perspective, it is the conﬁguration in Figure 3.3(b), with
c2 and c3, that is optimal. Multi-granularity segment p-cycles c2 and c3 are with transport
capacity OC-192 and OC-48, respectively. In case of any single link failure, three OC-192
blades are needed to switch segments A → F, F → A and F → D in conﬁguration c2 while
2 OC-48 blades are required in c3 to switch segment C → F . Therefore, the total nodal
cost equals 3×10K$+2×4K$ = 38K$. In terms of spare capacity, conﬁguration c2 requires
4 OC-192 spare channels and c3 requires 4 OC-48 spare channels, i.e., eight spare channels
in total.
Comparing the above two conﬁgurations, we observed that performance of the conﬁgu-
rations varies with the optimization criterion. The conﬁguration in Figure 3.3(a) outweigh
that in Figure 3.3(b) in terms of capacity eﬃciency. However, this is achieved at the ex-
pense of more nodal ports compared with Figure 3.3(b), and vice versa. Based on those
observations, we proposed two models (see Section 3.6) to investigate the performances of
the resulting optimized conﬁgurations.
3.6 Design of Multi-granularity Segment p-Cycles
We propose an optimization model in order to design a directed multi-granularity segment
protection p-cycle that entitles to protect all given working segments in such a way that
either the nodal equipment cost or spare capacity cost is minimized.
We represent the optical network by a directed graph G = (V,L), where V and L are
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the sets of nodes and links, respectively indexed by v and . We denote by − the link in
the opposite direction of ﬁber link , and by ω+(v) (resp. ω−(v)) the set of outgoing (resp.
incoming) links of node v.
3.6.1 Optimization Model: The Master Problem
Each working segment is identiﬁed by a 5-tuple (s, srcs, dsts, ds, ws), where srcs and
dsts are the source and destination of the working segment s, ds the number of segment
copies, and ws the transport capacity of the segment (e.g., 2.5G, 10G, 40G . . . ).
In order to set the mathematical model, we introduce the concept of cycle conﬁguration.
A cycle conﬁguration c is composed of (i) a set of protection links all with the same transport
capacity t ∈ T = {t1 = OC−48, t2 = OC−192, . . . , tn = OC−n}) and (ii) a set of protected




Ct where Ct is the set of conﬁgurations with transport capacity t.
We associate with each conﬁguration c ∈ C, a vector ac = (acs)s∈S such that acs is equal
to 1 if working segment s is protected by the segment p-cycle associated with conﬁguration
c, and 0 otherwise.














c ≥ ds ws s ∈ S (3.20)
zc ∈ Z+ c ∈ C, (3.21)
where αt is a constant ∈ {2.5Gb/s, 10Gb/s, 40Gb/s, . . .} associated with each transport
capacity t ∈ T .
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The conﬁguration cost, denoted by costc, is either deﬁned by the nodal equipment cost
as estimated by the cost of the transport blades, i.e., the cost of a pair of input and output
ports on the segment p-cycle, or by the spare capacity cost. Constraints (3.20) guarantee
that all given working segments with various transport capacities are protected. Constraints
(3.21) deﬁne the domain of variables zc.
One way to approach the solution of the above model is to ﬁrst enumerate all the
candidate conﬁgurations (cycles), and then access the solution through a selection of the
promising conﬁgurations from the candidate set. However, the number of candidate conﬁgu-
rations increases exponentially as the network size increases, and the resulting optimization
becomes ineﬃcient [SJ08b]. We propose to use the CG techniques to solve the related
optimization problem, see section 3.7.
3.6.2 The Pricing Problem: Segment p-Cycle Generator
Minimization of nodal cost (node cost model)
The aim of the pricing problem is to built a potential segment p-cycle of a given transport
capacity t that, once added to the master problem, will improve the value of its current
solution.
The reduced cost, i.e., the pricing objective is written as follows:





c c ∈ Ct, (3.22)
where u = (us)s∈S is the dual vector associated with constraints (3.20).
We deﬁne the following set of parameters and variables.
• Parameters
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γsv = 1 if node v is an endpoint of segment s, 0 otherwise.
τ s = 1 if s traverses link  or −, 0 otherwise.
• Variables.
pv = 1 if a transport blade is required at v, 0 otherwise.













where costv designates the cost of a transport blade.






x = 0 v ∈ V (3.24)
∑
∈ω+(v)
x ≤ 1 v ∈ V (3.25)
x + x− ≤ 1  ∈ L (3.26)













xs = 0 s ∈ S (3.29)
xs + x
s′
 ≤ 2− βs,s
′
s, s′ ∈ S,  ∈ L (3.30)






v − 1 v ∈ V, s ∈ S (3.32)
x, x
s
 , pv ∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L, s ∈ S, v ∈ V. (3.33)
The ﬁrst three sets of constraints contribute to the deﬁnition of a directed cycle. Constraints
(3.26) prevent the generation of cycles made of two links (same ﬁber) with reverse direction.
Constraints (3.27) say that only on-cycle links can protect working segments. Constraints
(3.28) are ﬂow conservation, dedicated to guarantee end-to-end protection ﬂow circulation.
Constraints (3.30) indicate that two working segments can share a protection segment along
the p-cycle only if they are link-disjoint. Constraints (3.31) prevent a link from protecting
itself. Constraints (3.32) determine the nodes on which an input/output port should be
installed. These constraints ensure that an output (resp. input) port is set on the source
(resp. destination) node of working segment s if it is protected by the current cycle under
construction.
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Minimization of spare capacity (link cost model)
With respect to minimization of spare capacity, the above pricing problem needs to be











In addition, constraints (3.32) are irrelevant and thus erased from the design with the
spare capacity objective.
3.7 Solution of the Optimization Models
We expose here the details of the solution process for the optimization models described in
this chapter. The solution process includes two steps, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. The ﬁrst
step consists in solving the linear relaxation of the optimization model with the column
generation (CG) technique. The inner loop (Step 1) illustrates the iterative process of the
CG algorithm. The outcome of the ﬁrst step is a lower bound z = zlp (i.e., the optimal
value of the linear relaxation) on the optimal integer solution of the model that is solved.
The second step consists in building an integer solution of value z˜ilp, as shown by the outer
arrow (Step 2).
3.7.1 Column Generation Technique
In order to deal with the optimization models arising in the design of p-cycle-based schemes,
decomposition techniques are required in order to overcome their large number of variables.
They allow an iterative solution scheme where p-cycle conﬁgurations are on-line generated as
long as there exists an augmenting conﬁguration, i.e., a conﬁguration such that its addition
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Figure 3.4: Classical CG and ILP Solutions
means an improvement of the current solution of the linear relaxation of the master problem.
If no conﬁguration with the negative reduced cost can be produced by the pricing problem,
the optimal LP solution is achieved.
The master problem model is used to select conﬁgurations as formulated in Section 3.6.
The pricing problem models are present next for generation of conﬁgurations.
3.7.2 How to Get an Optimal (near Optimal) Integer Solution
Once the optimal solution of the linear relaxation of an ILP model has been reached, the
next step consists in computing an integer solution, ideally an optimal one. However, in
order to guarantee reaching an optimal integer solution, one must use a branch-and-price
method (see, e.g., [BJN+98]) when a column generation model is used. It requires some
eﬀort in order to identify an eﬃcient and scalable branching scheme. Instead, let z˜ilp be the
optimal integer solution of the ILP model such that its constraint matrix is associated with
the last solved restricted master problem. It is well known that z˜ilp is not necessarily the
value zilp of an optimal integer solution of the master problem. However, z

lp, the optimal
value of the linear relaxation of the master problem provides a lower bound on zilp. It
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follows that the accuracy ε of z˜ilp can be measured by the following optimality gap (in
percentage):





3.8 Computational Results Based on Segment p-Cycles
In this section, with respect to the design of segment p-cycles for protection against a
single link failure, we compare the performances of our CG-based design method with the
one based on classical ILP (E-ILP) proposed in [SG03]. We compare the two methods
regarding their capacity redundancy, the number of candidate segment p-cycles considered
in the ﬁnal solution, and their running time.
Data instances
We use four sample networks in the evaluation and comparison processes. The network
names for reference and associated characteristics are present in Table 3.1. For each network,
we present its number of nodes, number of links, average nodal degree for approximately
representing connectivity, number of demands, and the working capacity cost. Each element
in the traﬃc matrices indicates the number of unit requests.




NSF [HBB+04] 14 21 3.0 91 585
BELLCORE [SG03] 15 28 3.7 105 684
NJ LATA [YAK03] 11 23 4.2 55 213
SmallNet [SG03] 10 22 4.4 45 258
COST239 [BDH+99] 11 26 4.7 55 288
Recall that both design methods (i.e., E-ILP and CG) take as inputs the identical data
instances, but with diﬀerent traﬃc formats. The traﬃc input to CG is a working segment
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set, while the input to the E-ILP [SG03] model is a set of working paths. In order to fairly
compare both designs, we perform the following process to protect the same set of working
segments for each instance.
In general, we ﬁrst conduct the experiments using E-ILP for each instance; we then
obtain a working segment set from the E-ILP optimal solutions; ﬁnally, the results of CG
are computed using the input of the working segment set.
For large networks with, e.g, 40 nodes, it may be impossible to enumerate all simple
cycles included. Thus, E-ILP is intractable. Although our CG may solve the associated
design problem, it is too time-consuming. Therefore, a heuristic needs to be developed to
balance the solution quality and the running time.
Computation time
In this section, we present numerical results obtained respectively from the ﬁve network
instances using E-ILP and CG design approaches. Table 3.2 compares the performances of
the two designs, E-ILP and CG, in terms of the number of candidates considered as well as
of the associated running times. The ﬁrst column lists the network instances. The following
two columns present the number of candidates considered in each design method. The last
two columns show the running times needed by both designs. We observe that the number
of candidate segment p-cycles in E-ILP increases as the network size increases as well as
the running time. In contrast with E-ILP, CG considers a much smaller number of segment
p-cycles in each network instance. For the ﬁrst three network instances, which are either
sparse or moderately dense, E-ILP runs faster than CG. However, for the last two dense
networks, CG is much faster than E-ILP. Especially, for BELLCORE, CG runs ten times
faster than E-ILP.
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Table 3.2: Number of candidates and running time: E-ILP vs. CG
Network instance
Num. candidates Running time (sec.)
E-ILP CG E-ILP CG
NJ LATA 307 38 8.1 35.9
NSF 139 58 12.1 82.1
SMALLNET 833 128 67.0 303.1
BELLCORE 976 101 6,915.4 701.5








































(b) Num. of distinct cycles: E-ILP vs. CG
Figure 3.5: E-ILP vs. CG
Capacity redundancy
Figure 3.5(a) shows the variation of the capacity redundancy of E-ILP versus CG in the ﬁve
network topologies. In each network, the solution of CG is more capacity eﬃcient (i.e., less
capacity redundant) than the E-ILP one. Diﬀerences in the capacity redundancy between
E-ILP and CG lies in the interval [3%, 20%].
Number of distinct cycles
Figure 3.5(b) shows a variation of the number of distinct cycles output by the E-ILP and
CG approaches in the ﬁve test networks. For each network instance, E-ILP method requires
more distinct segment p-cycles than CG. The diﬀerences on the number of distinct cycles
between these two designs vary from ∼29% to ∼43% over the ﬁve networks. Thereby, from
the networking and management point of view, CG method leads to better solutions than
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E-ILP, in addition to be more realistic with the deﬁnition of the working segments together
with the working paths.
3.9 Computational Results Based on Multi-granularity Seg-
ment p-Cycles
We compare the two design models of multi-granularity segment p-cycles proposed in Section
3.6. Two protection metrics, node cost redundancy and capacity redundancy, are considered
for comparisons. We deﬁne the node cost redundancy as the ratio of protection nodal cost
over working nodal cost, i.e., extra nodal cost that is required in order to ensure 100 %
segment survivability against any single link failure.
Data instances
Four network instances are used in the comparison, see Table 3.3 for their characteristics.
Traﬃc is given as a set of working segments (# WS). They are derived as the output of
a grooming, routing and wavelength assignment (GRWA) algorithm ( [BHJ06]) on traﬃc
instances, generated according to [HBB+04]. We use the following cost values: 10K$ for an
OC-192 transport blade and 4K$ for a OC-48 one.






Atlanta [OPTW07] 15 22 2.9 126 12.7%
NSF [HBB+04] 14 21 3.0 132 17.4%
BELLCORE [SG03] 15 28 3.7 95 27.4%























































































ATLANTA NSF BELLCORE COST239
Avg. # segments of LINK_COST Avg. # segments of NODE_COST
Avg. # links of LINK_COST Avg. # links of NODE_COST
Networks
(d) Average number of links and average num-
ber of segments
Figure 3.6: Performance analysis
Node cost redundancy
Figure 3.6(a) depicts the node cost redundancy of the link cost versus node cost solu-
tions for the four network instances. For each network, the node cost segment p-cycle
solutions are less cost redundant than the link cost ones, which is in line with the example
in Section 3.5. The cost redundancy diﬀerences between the link cost and node cost




Figure 3.6(b) describes the capacity redundancy of the link cost versus node cost so-
lutions. For each network, the link cost solutions show less capacity redundancy than
the node cost ones, in line again with the example in Section 3.5. Diﬀerences range from
∼14% to ∼48%.
Number of distinct cycles
In Figure 3.6(c), we provide the number of distinct cycles for both model solutions. For each
network instance, the node cost model produces protection with less distinct segment p-
cycles than with the link cost model. Diﬀerences are similar, ∼45%, for each network.
The advantage in terms of management is therefore considerable.
Solution structure
Figure 3.6(d) shows the solution structure of the link cost versus node cost models. For
each network, the average size of the segment p-cycles derived with the node cost model
is larger than that of the segment p-cycles of link cost, as measured by the average
number of links. The reason is that the more links are used for cycles, the more likely it
is to have working segments with straddling segments sharing transport blades with other
protected working segments. As such, the node cost model is less capacity eﬃcient than
the link cost one. With respect to the number of protection segments, the node cost
model has a smaller number, on average, than the link cost one. Each protection segment
needs one pair of ports, i.e., the equivalent of a transport blade. As such, the node cost
model is less costly than the link cost one.
Overall, the node cost design outperforms the link cost one in terms of nodal cost
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and operational eﬀorts of deployment of segment p-cycles and recovery switching. If capacity
eﬃciency is more of a concern than the nodal cost, the link cost design outperforms the
node cost one. Trade oﬀ exists between node cost and capacity cost.
3.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, we developed a design method of survivable WDM mesh networks based on
segment p-cycles. Using the CG techniques, we proposed a scalable design method where
only few segment p-cycles are explicitly dynamically generated when needed during the op-
timization process. The computational results show that CG-based design outperforms the
prevalent three-step approach (E-ILP) of Shen et al. [SG03] in terms of capacity eﬃciency,
manageability, and scalability. With respect to the running times, the CG model is shown
much more eﬀective and faster than E-ILP in large networks.
Moreover, we proposed a new multi-granularity segment scheme to protect a set of work-
ing segments with diﬀerent granularities. Scalable ILP models, solved with the use of the
CG techniques, are developed with the objective of minimizing the nodal cost (node cost)
and of minimizing the spare capacity cost, respectively. The computation results show that
diﬀerences between the models are signiﬁcant. When nodal cost is more of a concern than
spare capacity, the model node cost outperforms the link cost one.
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Chapter 4
The Node p-Cycle Scheme
4.1 Introduction
The overwhelming majority of studies explored the protection of WDM networks against
single link failures, the dominant failure scenario in WDM mesh networks, and did not
worry about single node failures. However, the failure of a single node can occur, even
though not so often, as a result of disasters such as ﬁres or ﬂoods. A single node failure
is equivalent to the failure of all its incident ﬁber links and their connections through that
node. The consequences of a node failure are therefore devastating.
This chapter investigates the design of p-cycle-based schemes for 100% node protection,
and proposes a new scheme for node protection using p-cycles. The underlying idea comes
from the observation that a node is protected if its two adjacent links on the working
path are protected by the same p-cycle. It resembles the two hop approach of Grover
and Onguetou [GO09], with one additional feature, detailed in Section 4.3. We develop a
new Column Generation (CG) model to design p-cycles with node protection in order to
adequately address the scalability issue aﬄicting the classical design of p-cycles. In order
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to make a quantitative comparison of the proposed node-protecting p-cycles with path p-
cycles, we adapt the CG model for the design of FIPP p-cycles of [RJ12] so as to guarantee
100% protection against a single node / link failure.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we ﬁrst explain how p-cycles can be
used to guarantee node protection and then present a comprehensive example for illustrating
the distinctive characteristics of the four compared p-cycle-based protection schemes. In
Section 4.3, we develop an original and scalable optimization model for the design of node
p-cycles, i.e., p-cycles ensuring 100 % node protection. In Section 4.4, we re-use the same
optimization model framework to design a scalable model for the node p-cycle scheme of
Grover and Onguetou [GO09]. In Section 4.5, we then adapt the column generation model
of [RJ12,RJ08] for the design of FIPP p-cycles in order to guarantee 100% node protection.
In Section 4.6, we present the solution methods to the column generation models developed
in Sections 4.3 to 4.5. Intensive comparative numerical results are presented in Section 4.7.














Figure 4.1: p-Cycles for node protection
In order to protect an intermediate node of a working path, a p-cycle can be constructed
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in such a way that two adjacent links  and ′ of a node v on a given working path p are
protected by the same p-cycle. We denote such link pairs by (, ′)v,p, or equivalently
by ωp(v), i.e., the co-cycle of v restricted to the links of p. Upon the failure of such an
intermediate node, the two closest (adjacent) nodes on the working path can detect the
failure and switch the disrupted traﬃc automatically onto the p-cycle(s), as in the link
failure scenario.
An illustration is provided in Figure 4.1. In order to oﬀer node and link protection to
the request demand between nodes v5 and v11, one needs two p-cycles c1 (short dashes) and
c2 (long dashes). All links of the working path are protected as each of them is either an
on-cycle link or a straddling link of c1 or c2. Each intermediate node is also protected as
the two adjacent links on its working path are protected by the same p-cycle. For instance,
node v7 has its two adjacent links {v7, v9} and {v7, v11} protected by c1. It follows that, if
node v7 fails, the subpath v9 − v7 − v11 is rerouted on, e.g., v9 − v10 − v11.
Node protection with p-cycles was previously investigated by Grover and Onguetou
[GO09]. Their study relies on a 2-hop strategy which allows a p-cycle to protect a node
with respect to one working path. Our proposal is more general as it allows the protection
of a node lying on several working paths by the same p-cycle if the working paths use link
disjoint protection entities following the failure of that node. As we will see in the numerical
results, this allows reducing the spare bandwidth requirement.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the idea with a network topology comprising eight nodes and three
demands routed on primary paths w1, w2 and w3. Figure 4.2(a) shows the solution of the
design strategy proposed in [GO09]. Therein, three p-cycles, c1, c2 and c3, are required
to provide full node protection. The resulting spare capacity requirement amounts to 12


























(b) Our Node p-Cycle Scheme
Figure 4.2: Comparison of our node p-cycle scheme with that of Grover and Onguetou
(2009)
p-cycle, c4, is required in order to provide full node protection. Upon the failure of node v1,
on-cycle protection paths v2 − v6 − v3, v3 − v7 − v4 and v4 − v8 − v5 can be used to recover
the three disrupted demands routed on w1, w2 and w3, respectively. The associated spare
capacity cost is eight units of channels. Compared with the strategy of [GO09], our solution
reduces by 33% the amount of required bandwidth.
Literature Review
In order to provide node protection, p-cycles have been generalized to path-segment-protecting
p-cycles (ﬂow p-cycles for short) in [SG03], where a ﬂow p-cycle can protect on-cycle and
straddling working segments. Thus, the intermediate nodes of the working segments can be
inherently protected but not the end nodes of the working segments. Kodian and Grover
in [KG05] proposed Failure-Independent Path-Protecting (FIPP) p-cycles to provide end-to-
end path protection. Note that ﬂow p-cycles and FIPP p-cycles are usually more capacity
eﬃcient than link protection schemes [SG03,KG05]. However, optical recovery is slower as
for any path or segment protection schemes.
In most previous works, comparisons were performed with heuristics as the classical
model for the design of p-cycle-based schemes relies on an Integer Linear Program (ILP)
model where each variable is associated with a potential cycle. Then, the solution of such
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an ILP model involves the oﬀ-line generation of either the whole set of potential p-cycles
[GS98, Sch05b, SGA02], or a restricted set of promising candidate p-cycles [GD02, RT05],
leading to a huge ILP or to a heuristic solution with unknown accuracy, respectively. Indeed,
it has been shown in [JRBG07], in the case of FIPP p-cycles, that heuristics may provide
quite inaccurate solutions in some cases.
Most studies on FIPP p-cycles did not pay attention to node protection, but merely to
path versus link protection with respect to bandwidth requirements, as in [KG05,JRBG07,
RJ08,RJB09]. FIPP p-cycle design may vary from one study to the next (see [RJ12] for a
thorough analysis of their diﬀerences). Indeed, as a path protection scheme, FIPP p-cycles
can inherently provide node protection assuming protection and working paths are pairwise
node disjoint, and the set of working paths which are protected by the same unit FIPP
p-cycle are node disjoint.
To simplify notations and to improve the readability of the chapter, in the sequel, we
will talk about link, segment, path p-cycles instead of p-cycles, ﬂow p-cycles and FIPP
p-cycles. Link p-cycles with node protection capability will be referred to as node p-cycles.
4.2.1 Motivation and a Comprehensive Example
Path p-cycles are known to be more capacity eﬃcient than link p-cycles in the context of
protection against a single link failure [RJ08,RJB09]. With respect to single node failures, to
the best of our knowledge, comparisons can only be found in [GO09], where the conclusion is
that node p-cycles hold a capacity eﬃciency comparable to path p-cycles and, therefore, are
an attractive approach for link and node protection. Our conclusions are slightly diﬀerent,
depending on the data instances. The motivation of this chapter is to go one step further
with our enhanced node p-cycle scheme on the one hand, and exact solution of the ILP
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models on the other hand, rather than heuristic solutions or exact solutions on very small
network and traﬃc instances.
Before going into the details of the optimization models, we propose to ﬁrst explore
the distinctive characteristics between the various protection schemes on a small example.
We use the bellcore network topology with two unit demand requests, see Figure 4.3(a).
Therein, the number on each link is the link geographical length [MK98], expressed in
thousands of kilometers. Three protection schemes are illustrated: link p-cycles in Figure
4.3(b), node p-cycle in Figure 4.3(c) as our newly proposed node p-cycle scheme described
in Section 4.2, and path p-cycle in Figure 4.3(d), i.e., the so-called FIPP p-cycle with the
required adaptations in order to guarantee node protection, as discussed in Section 4.5.
Note that, on that simple example, both our node p-cycle protection scheme and that of
Grover and Onguetou give the same results. For diﬀerences, see the example illustrated in
Figure 4.2 or to Section 4.7.
The protection schemes, which are illustrated in Figure 4.3, can be described as follows.
To protect traﬃc against a single link failure, two link p-cycles, c1 and c2 as shown in Figure
4.3(b) are used, with a spare capacity requirement of 14.5. To provide protection not only
against single link failures, but also against single node failures, we need again two node
p-cycles, c3 and c4, diﬀerent from c1 and c2, as depicted in Figure 4.3(c). Their overall
spare capacity is equal to 31.5. If, instead of link p-cycles, we now consider path p-cycles,
again two p-cycles c5 and c6 are needed, as shown in Figure 4.3(d), with a spare capacity
equal to 38.8.
This example shows that, as expected, the node p-cycles require more spare capacity
than the link p-cycles for node protection. On the other hand, while it would have been






































































Figure 4.3: Illustration of diﬀerent p-cycle-based protection schemes
it is not the case for the above example. As will be seen in the sequel, node p-cycles are
sometimes more bandwidth eﬃcient, sometimes less bandwidth eﬃcient than path p-cycles,
which depends on the network topologies.
4.3 A New Scalable Optimization Model for Node p-Cycles
4.3.1 Notations
For a given working path p ∈ P , let dp be the number of connection requests carried on it,
and let V p be the set of its intermediate nodes.
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We propose a model for the design of p-cycle-based schemes against any single link or
node failures with minimum bandwidth requirements. The model relies on p-cycle conﬁgu-
rations, where a p-cycle conﬁguration consists of a one unit p-cycle and the set of links and
nodes it protects.
Before setting the details of the model, we need to introduce some notations.
Sets
C set of p-cycle conﬁgurations, indexed by c.
Parameters
ac ∈ {0, 1, 2} number of working capacity units on link  protected by p-
cycle c. ac = 1 (resp. 2) if link  is an on-cycle (resp. a
straddling) link, 0 otherwise.
acpv ∈ {0, 1} number of protection paths provided by p-cycle c for working
path p against the failure of node v.
We can observe that by assuming acpv ∈ {0, 1, 2} rather than {0, 1}, we can easily embed
some additional cases for node protection as illustrated in Figure 4.4. Indeed, if a node
v belonging to a working path is on a 2-hop chord of the p-cycle, then the latter one can
provide 2 units of protection to that node. Such a node will be called a straddling node.
Note that the links adjacent a straddling node will be protected together or one at a time
by another p-cycle(s) as, in this case, they cannot be protected by the same p-cycle than
node v. For instance, in Figure 4.4, demand v1− v5 is routed on path v1− v2− v3− v4− v5,
with p-cycle c1 built to protect node v3. If v3 fails, its adjacent nodes v2 and v4 can
switch the disrupted traﬃc on c1, which can oﬀer two protection paths. However, note that
neither link v2 − v3 nor v3 − v4 can be protected by c1. We included straddling nodes in
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Figure 4.4: A straddling node
our formulations in order to facilitate the comparisons with the node protection scheme
of Grover and Onguetou [GO09]. However, we observed that very few such nodes are
encountered in the solutions, most probably due to the fact that the protection of their
adjacent links requires another p-cycle (possibly two more).
From now on, we will therefore assume that acpv ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
4.3.2 An Enhanced Optimization Model for Node p-Cycles
We propose an optimization method based on Column Generation (CG) techniques for the
design of node p-cycles according to the description given in Section 4.2. Following a CG
modelling, the design problem is decomposed into two subproblems: the master problem and
the pricing problem. The master problem selects the best combination of p-cycles in order to
guarantee the node/link protection while the pricing problem dynamically generates new p-
cycles, which iteratively contribute to the improvement of the current value of the objective
of the (continuous relaxation of the) master problem. This way, the number of generated




The master problem relies on the concept of conﬁgurations, where a p-cycle conﬁguration
c is represented by a vector (ac)∈L and a matrix (a
c
pv)p∈P, v∈V p .








ac zc ≥ d  ∈ L (4.2)
∑
c∈C
acpv zc ≥ dp p ∈ P, v ∈ V p (4.3)
zc ∈ Z+ c ∈ C. (4.4)
Constraints (4.2) ensure that the overall traﬃc is protected against a single link failure.
Constraints (4.3) ensure that all demands are protected against a single failure at node v
with respect to working path p, for all intermediate nodes on all working paths. Constraints
(4.4) deﬁne the domains of variables zc.
The Pricing Problem
The role of the pricing problem is to generate a promising p-cycle that, once added to the
master problem, will improve the value of the current solution of the linear relaxation of
the master problem. Its objective corresponds to the minimization of the so-called reduced
cost subject to a set of constraints for the generation of not only a p-cycle but also of the
set of its protected links/nodes. Readers who are not familiar with linear programming are
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referred to, e.g., Chvatal [Chv83].














where u and upv are the dual variables associated with constraints (4.2) and (4.3) respec-
tively.





pv the two nodes adjacent to node v on path p.
Variables
s = 1 if link  straddles the cycle under construction; 0 otherwise.
yv = 1 if node v lies on the cycle under construction; 0 otherwise.
xpv = 1 if link  is used to protect working path p against the failure of inter-
mediate node v; 0 otherwise.


















The set of constraints can be subdivided into two groups of constraints. The ﬁrst group
of constraints is associated with the generation of a simple cycle and the identiﬁcation of the
set of links which are protected by this cycle. The second group takes care of determining
pairs (p, v), made of a working path p and one of its intermediate node v, such that node v
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is protected by the cycle with respect to p.
The ﬁrst group of constraints can be written as follows:
∑
∈ω(v)
x = 2 yv v ∈ V (4.7)
s ≤ yv − x v ∈ V,  ∈ ω(v) (4.8)
s ≥ yv + yv′ − x − 1 v, v′ ∈ V,  = {v, v′} ∈ L (4.9)
∑
∈ω(V ′)
x ≥ yv + yv′ − 1 3 ≤ |V ′| ≤ |V | − 3, V ′ ⊂ V, v ∈ V ′, v′ ∈ V \V ′. (4.10)
Each node on a given cycle must have two incident links on that cycle. This is ensured
by constraints (4.7). Constraints (4.8) and (4.9) are used to identify straddling links. A
link straddles a cycle if its two end nodes are on the cycle, but the link itself is not.
Constraints (4.10) prevent from generating a p-cycle conﬁguration which includes multiple
cycles. Otherwise, the identiﬁcation of the straddling links would become too diﬃcult.
Before describing the second group of constraints, we introduce one more notation: P v ,
the set of working paths going through node v ∈ V , with v being an intermediate node of
the path.
xpv ≤ x p ∈ P, v ∈ V p ,  ∈ L (4.11)






xpv p ∈ P, v ∈ V p (4.13)
∑
∈ω(v′)






pvp ∈ P, v ∈ V p , v′ ∈ V \{v1pv, v2pv}, ′ ∈ ω(v′) (4.15)
∑
p∈P v
xpv ≤ 1  ∈ L, v ∈ V (4.16)
x, s ∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L (4.17)
yv ∈ {0, 1} v ∈ V (4.18)
xpv ∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L, p ∈ P, v ∈ V p . (4.19)
Constraints (4.11) ensure that only on-cycle links are eligible for protecting an intermediate
or a straddling node of working path p against a single node failure. Constraints (4.12)
say that, if a link is adjacent to an intermediate node v of working path p, the link cannot
be used for protection of node v, i.e., cannot be on a protection path going around node
v. Constraints (4.13) - (4.15) are ﬂow conservation constraints for deﬁning the protection
paths. Constraints (4.13) say that a protection path, which protects node v, must go
through the two nodes which are adjacent to node v on working path p. Constraints (4.13),
together with (4.14), ensure that a p-cycle can provide at most two protection paths for
the protection of a node lying on a working path. Constraints (4.14) and (4.15) ensure that
protection paths are simple paths (without any loop), meaning that, a given node is either
not on the protection path, or only encountered once. Upon the failure of a node, working
paths passing through the failing node are all disrupted. Constraints (4.16) say that a link
channel can only be used for recovering one unit of disrupted working paths. The last sets
of constraints (4.17), (4.18), and (4.19) deﬁne the domains of the variables.
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4.4 A Column Generation Reformulation of the Model of
Grover and Onguetou (2009)
In order to compare our node p-cycle scheme with the one by Grover and Onguetou (2009)
[GO09], we next rewrite their integer linear program in a column generation (CG) framework
so as to obtain a scalable model which can solve larger instances than in their original
chapter. Note that instead of a two step process as in [GO09] (ﬁrstly, identify the best
p-cycles, secondly, decide for each node which p-cycle protects it), the proposed CG model
corresponds to an equivalent one step solution process.
We ﬁrst recall their original ILP model with uniﬁed notations, and then reformulate it
in a column generation framework.
4.4.1 ILP Model by Grover and Onguetou (2009)
While re-using notations of the previous section, we need two additional sets of variables,
which are deﬁned as follows:
zcpv number of copies of p-cycle c to protect intermediate node v of path p.
tcpv number of demand units of node v in path p, which are protected by
p-cycle c in the event of a failure of node v.










c ≥ d  ∈ L (4.21)
tcpv ≤ acpv zcpv p ∈ P, v ∈ V p , c ∈ C (4.22)
∑
c∈C
tcpv ≥ dp p ∈ P, v ∈ V p (4.23)
zcpv ≤ M acpv p ∈ P, v ∈ V p , c ∈ C (4.24)
∑
p∈Pv
zcpv ≤ zc v ∈ V, c ∈ C (4.25)
zc ∈ Z+ c ∈ C (4.26)
zcpv, t
c
pv ∈ Z+ c ∈ C, p ∈ P, v ∈ V p . (4.27)
The objective is to minimize the spare capacity requirements. Constraints (4.21) ensure
100% guaranteed protection against a single link failure. Constraints (4.22) determine the
units of protection that a p-cycle can provide for a single intermediate or straddling node
of a working path upon the node failure. Constraints (4.23) ensure that all intermediate
nodes of all working paths are protected against a single node failure. Constraints (4.24)
indicate that, a p-cycle can be used to protect an intermediate (resp. straddling) node if
(, ′)v,p link pair is on the cycle (resp. straddle the cycle, as illustrated in Figure 4.4).
Constraints (4.25) say that, for a given path p going through node v, if node v is protected
by p-cycle c with respect to p, the reserved copies of unit p-cycle c should be enough to
recover all impaired traﬃc on p against node v failure. Constraints (4.26) and (4.27) deﬁne
the domains of the variables.
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4.4.2 CG Reformulation of the Model by Grover and Onguetou (2009)
In order to reformulate the above ILP in a column generation framework, the design problem
is decomposed into two problems which will be solved alternately: the master problem and
the pricing problem. The master problem selects p-cycles which are calculated on the ﬂy
by the pricing problem at each iteration of the CG algorithm. The p-cycle candidates are
associated with conﬁguration set C. A conﬁguration c consists of a cycle that protects a
set of links and a set of intermediate (possibly straddling) nodes of working paths. Unlike
the p-cycle conﬁguration deﬁned in Section 4.3.2, a node p-cycle conﬁguration can only be
used to protect a given node for a single impaired working path.
The CG reformulation leads to a master problem, which is the same as the model (4.1)
- (4.4), i.e., our newly proposed model. However, while the objective of the pricing problem
is the same as (4.5), its constraints diﬀer. Before presenting it, we need to introduce the
following sets and variables.
Sets
ωp(v) Pair of links on a working path p which are adjacent to an intermediate
or a straddling node v. Those link pairs will be denoted by (, ′)v,p in
the sequel.
Vp,v Pair of nodes that are adjacent to node v on working path p.
Variables
bvp = 1 if the cycle under construction protects node v in path p, with v lying
on the cycle; 0 otherwise.
svp = 1 if the cycle under construction protects node v in path p, with v being
a straddling node; 0 otherwise.
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Again, the pricing problem contains two blocks of constraints. The ﬁrst one consists of
the constraints for deﬁning a cycle, which are identical to constraints (4.7) to (4.10). The
second block of constraints is as follows:
bvp ≤ x + s p ∈ P, v ∈ V p ,  ∈ ωp(v) (4.29)
svp ≤ yv′ p ∈ P, v ∈ V p , v′ ∈ Vp,v (4.30)





p) ≤ 1 v ∈ V (4.32)
x, s ∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L (4.33)
yv ∈ {0, 1} v ∈ V (4.34)
bvp, s
v
p ∈ {0, 1} p ∈ P, v ∈ V p . (4.35)
Constraints (4.29) say that an intermediate node on a working path p can be protected
in an on-cycle manner, i.e,. the node belongs to the cycle under construction, if its two
adjacent links on p are also protected by the cycle under construction. Constraints (4.30)
and (4.31) together say that the cycle under construction can protect a straddling node v
on a working path p if its two adjacent nodes on p belongs to the cycle (i.e., are on-cycle
nodes), but not v itself. Upon node failure of v, all working paths transmitting the failed
node are disrupted, but the cycle under construction can oﬀer node protection only for a
single path with respect to node v, which is stated by constraints (4.32).
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This last CG-ILP model, through its pricing problem, is not fully equivalent to the
model of Grover and Onguetou [OG08b], but corresponds to where they aim at with their
two phase process. Details follow.
Firstly in the above pricing problem of the CG-ILP model, we directly generate a unique
p-cycle for the protection of a given node, as obtained with the two step process in [GO09].
Indeed, a candidate p-cycle consists of a unit cycle, the protected links and the potential
protected intermediate nodes of working paths, in such a way that a node can be protected
by a pcycle for a unique working path. As shown in Figure 4.5, two candidates, c1 and c2
are generated respectively for protecting node v of path p1 and for v of p2. The master








(b) A candidate for v of path p2










Figure 4.6: An example candidate for the ILP model by Grover and Onguetou
Figure 4.6(a) presents a network topology, and two demands carried respectively on
paths p1 and p2. Both paths pass through node v. Figure 4.6(b) illustrates a candidate
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p-cycle, which is made up of an unit cycle c, the protected (on-cycle and straddling) links
and the potential protected node v of p1 and of p2. The model by Grover and Onguetou
then determines in turn how many units of cycle c are allocated for node v of p1 and for
node v of p2.
4.5 Column Generation Model for Design of FIPP p-Cycles
We adapt the column generation formulation of [RJ12] in order to guarantee 100% node
protection. Note that we consider here, as in [RJ12], a decomposition of the pricing problem
in order to further enhance the CG model scalability as path p-cycles are more costly (with
respect to computing times) to compute than link p-cycles.
4.5.1 The Master Problem
As for the models in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, the master problem selects path p-cycles for
protection of all working paths against single link or node failures so that the overall spare
capacity is minimized. A conﬁguration c is made of a cycle and the set of working paths
it protects against single node/link failures, represented by vector ac. The vector element
acp ∈ {2, 1, 0} encodes the number of protection paths provided by this conﬁguration c for








acp zc ≥ dp p ∈ P (4.36)
zc ∈ Z+ c ∈ C. (4.37)
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Constraints (4.36) express that all working paths should be protected against a single
link or node failure. Constraints (4.37) deﬁne the domains of the variables.
Figure 4.7: Link disjoint paths which are not node disjoint
4.5.2 The Pricing Problem
The goal of the pricing problem is to generate a valid augmenting conﬁguration, i.e., a unit
path p-cycle with the set of requests it protects against single node/link failures. We are
discussing below the changes to the previous model of [RJ12] so to guarantee protection
against single node failures.
The ﬁrst one is due to the fact that link disjoint paths are not necessarily node disjoint,
as shown in Figure 4.7. Therein, node v7 can not be protected if both working paths v3−v11
(blue path) and v1 − v10 (green path) are protected by the path p-cycle c1(in red in Figure
4.7). The second one deals with the case of (partially) straddling working paths with one
intermediate node belonging to a path p-cycle. For instance, see working path v3−v11 (blue
path) in Figure 4.7. Indeed, for protection against single link failures, it is required that
working and backup paths to be pairwise link disjoint. Similarly, in order to guarantee node
protection, working and backup paths must be pairwise node disjoint. Back to the example
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with working path v3 − v11, path p-cycle c1 oﬀers only one unit of protection through the
backup path v3 − v4 − v11 as one of its intermediate node, v9, is on the cycle, even if the
working path is a straddling one.
The pricing problem generates a promising conﬁguration for the master problem in each
iteration of the CG algorithm such that the value of the current solution (linear relaxation)
may be improved. Its objective corresponds to the minimization of the so-called reduced
cost of the linear relaxation subject to the conﬁguration constraints, and can be written as
follows.





p c ∈ C, (4.38)
where up are the dual variables related to constraints (4.36).
Before describing the constraints of the pricing problems, we need to deﬁne some addi-




= 0 if working paths p and p′ are node disjoint (and hence, link disjoint);
1 otherwise.




p end nodes of working path p.
Variables
xp = 1 if link  is used to protect working path p; 0 otherwise.
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Once more, constraints can be subdivided into two subsets. The ﬁrst subset takes care
of the generation of a cycle which consists of constraints (3.9) - (3.11). The second subset
of constraints deals with the identiﬁcation of the protected working paths by the current
cycle.
xp ≤ x p ∈ P,  ∈ L (4.39)





xp p ∈ P (4.41)
∑
∈ω(v)
xp ≤ 2 p ∈ P, v ∈ V (4.42)
∑
′∈ω(v): ′ =
xp′ ≥ xp p ∈ P, v ∈ V,  ∈ ω(v) (4.43)
∑
p∈P v
xp ≤ 1 v ∈ V,  ∈ L (4.44)
x ∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L (4.45)
xp ∈ {0, 1} p ∈ P,  ∈ L. (4.46)
Constraints (4.39) say that only on-cycle links are eligible for protection of working
paths. Constraints (4.40) ensure that a working path and its corresponding protection path
are node disjoint. Constraints (4.41) say that, for any working path, its protection path(s)
must end at its two end nodes. Constraints (4.41) and (4.42) ensure that the conﬁgura-
tion under construction can provide at most two protection paths for any working path.
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Constraints (4.42) together with (4.43) guarantee ﬂow conservation in the intermediate
nodes along protection path(s). Constraints (4.44) ensure that only link-and-node-disjoint
working paths can share protection paths.
4.6 Enhanced Solution of the Optimization Models
Basically, the solution process for all the optimization models described in the last three
sections is as described in Section 3.7.
Figure 4.8: Enhanced CG and ILP Solutions
In order to speed up the CG algorithm, based on the observation that we may have the
same cycle belonging to diﬀerent conﬁgurations, we ﬁrst generate the augmenting conﬁgu-
rations using the cycles which have already been used in the previously generated conﬁgura-
tions. This iterative process is illustrated by Step 1a in Figure 4.8. Note that the search of
a conﬁguration is advantageously speeded up if a cycle has been already selected, meaning
that the ﬁrst group of constraints of the pricing problems disappear. If no augmenting
conﬁguration can be generated with the last generated cycles, then we solve the complete
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pricing problem, which includes the ﬁrst group of constraints, i.e., the search of a cycle.
This iterative process is illustrated by Step 1b in Figure 4.8. The resulting cycle can either
be a brand new one, or one of the cycles generated with one of the earliest conﬁgurations.
We observe, in practice, that very few complete pricing problems need to be solved, usu-
ally the number is of the order of the number of distinct cycles among the overall set of
conﬁgurations.
Column generation algorithms which are described in the early chapters often assume
that we eliminate at each iteration the columns associated with nonbasic variables in order
to keep the size of the constraint matrix as small as possible. However, in practice, this
often entails regenerating several times some columns (or managing a column buﬀer), and
therefore, the most eﬃcient strategy is to “price out columns” only when the constraint
matrix becomes too large, so say every 50 to 100 iterations in practice. Column pricing is
conducted looking at the variables/columns with the largest reduced cost. This technique
corresponds to the box entitled “Column pricing operations” in Figure 4.8.
4.6.1 How to Get an Optimal (near Optimal) Integer Solution
In this study, we used the so-called rounding up method. It consists in an iterative algorithm,
which, at each iteration, selects the conﬁguration variable with the largest fractional value,
round it up, and set the variable to that rounded value. The linear relaxation of the resulting




In this section, we evaluate the performances of the newly proposed scheme for node pro-
tection using p-cycles (node p-cycles), and compare it with three other schemes:
(i) the OG p-cycle scheme of [GO09] (OG p-cycle) using a column generation reformula-
tion as described in Section 4.4;
(ii) the path p-cycle scheme using the model of Section 4.5;
(iii) the link p-cycle scheme corresponding to the original p-cycles using the column gen-
eration model of [RJ08].
Note that the column generation does not change the models initially proposed (in relation
with the constraint set), but only the scalability of the solution process. In addition, they
allow an exact and scalable solution of the models, and hence make their comparison more
eﬃcient and equitable.
We estimate the bandwidth cost in two diﬀerent ways, the number of link channels on
the one hand, and the sum of the geographical distances of the links on the other hand,
while assuming the cost to be proportional to these parameters. For performance evaluation
and comparison, we use three metrics.
• Capacity redundancy - Rp/w, i.e., the ratio of spare capacity cost over working capacity
cost.










where d is the number of traﬃc units carried on link  (see notations in Section 4.3.1),
loss(, ′) is the total number of unprotected traﬃc units under the dual failure of
links  and ′.
• Number of topologically distinct p-cycles which need to be conﬁgured upon the deploy-
ment of a p-cycle scheme, a measure of the complexity of the protection management
overhead.
Table 4.1: Data instances
Networks
nsf germany bellcore njlata cost239 eon2004
[HBB+04] [HBB+04] [MK98] [MK98] [BDH+99] [HBB+04]
# nodes 14 17 15 11 11 28








e average 3.0 3.1 3.7 4.2 4.7 2.9








min 387 36 130 250 210 218
max 3,529 353 520 950 1,310 1,500











[hops] 3 6 4 4 3 8













ce [hops] 3.6 4.2 3.2 2.3 2.2 5.6














[hops] 3.7 3.5 2.9 2.2 2.2 3.8














DV 1.8 1.3 1.6 1.6 3.4 1.6
DP 1.7 1.2 1.4 1.6 3.4 1.3
# Demands 91 136 105 55 55 378
Working cost 1,970 4,050 2,610 943 792 2,984
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Data Instances
We use six diﬀerent network instances, which are described in Table 4.1, together with
some key characteristics of the traﬃc instances. For each network instance, we provide the
number of nodes, the number of edges, the nodal degree (average and standard deviation
values) as an indicator of the regularity of the network connectivity, and the link length
(minimum, average, maximum).
In order to go one step further in the analysis of the results, we added three more
characteristics for the network instances. They are all expressed in two units, number of
hops and km. We therefore computed the network diameter, i.e., the length of the longest
path among the shortest paths for any node pair in the network. Moreover, for all working
paths, we provide the average distance of the alternate shortest path, which is link and
(, ′)v,p link disjoint respectively, see the columns entitled Avg. alter. distance (resp. Avg.
Link pair dist.).
At last, we added two parameters for characterizing the network connectivity in the
context of path p-cycles and node p-cycles, which are deﬁned below.
For a path p-cycle protection scheme, we deﬁne the DP parameter as the average number
of node disjoint protection paths (for construction of path p-cycles) over the set SD of node






where DPsd is the maximum number of node disjoint protection paths for a node pair {s, d}.
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where DVp,v and DL denote the maximum number of node disjoint protection paths for
the (, ′)v,p link pair and for link  (a one-hop working path), respectively.
Traﬃc instances are described by their number of demand requests and working capacity
(i.e., number of link wavelength channels which are required for the primary paths), in the
last two lines of Table 4.1. For each network, the number of demand units between a given
node pair is randomly generated (uniform distribution) in the interval [1..20] for the ﬁrst
ﬁve networks, and in the interval [1..3] for EON2004. Working paths are computed in such
a way as to guarantee that they are of minimum length subject to the condition that there
exists at least one potential protection path that is link and node disjoint with the working
path.
4.7.1 Capacity Redundancy
We ﬁrst compare the four protection schemes, link p-cycle (LpCycle), OG p-cycle (OG-
pCycle), node p-cycle (LNpCycle) and path p-cycle (PpCycle), with respect to capacity
redundancy. Results are summarized in Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) for the hop and the geo-
graphical distance (km) metrics, respectively. Except for Germany instance, the behavior
(ranking of the four protection schemes according to the capacity redundancy) is identical
for the two bandwidth cost metrics.
As expected, extra spare capacity is required by p-cycles for node protection compared
with those providing only link protection for each network instance. As for node p-cycle
with hop metric (resp. for the geographical distance metric), from 1.3% to 25.3% (from 1.7%
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(b) Distance metric (km)
Figure 4.9: Capacity redundancies
against single link and node failures.
Node p-cycle is more capacity eﬃcient than OG p-cycle for all network instances, keeping
in line with the comparison of these two protection schemes in the example presented in
Section 4.2 (see Figure 4.2). The redundancy diﬀerences vary from 7% to 18% for the hop
metric, and from 5% to 11% for the geographical distance metric.
For path p-cycle vs. node p-cycle, for nsf and cost239 with the small deviation of node
degree (0.6 shown in Table 4.1), the path p-cycle scheme has an advantage over the node
p-cycle one in terms of capacity eﬃciency, following the belief that a shared path protection
approach is more capacity eﬃcient than a shared link one. The diﬀerence ranges from 7.8%
to 17.1% for the channel metric, and from 7.7% to 14.9% for the geographical distance
metric. However, for the four other instances with a high node degree deviation, node p-
cycle outperforms path p-cycle, with respect to capacity eﬃciency. This is in accordance
with the example illustrated in Section 4.2.1. The diﬀerences vary from 0.5% to 10.2%
(resp. 1.1% to 8.6%) for the hop (resp. distance) metric. We analyze further those results
in the next paragraph throughout the impact of the network topology.
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Impact of the Network topology
In order to understand the impact of the network topologies, we calculate the average
distance of the shortest node disjoint protection paths for all working paths. The average
distance is provided in the row with the header of Avg. alter. distance in Table 4.1. Also,
for all (, ′)v,p link pairs, we calculate the average distance of their shortest node-disjoint
protection paths, see the row entitled by Avg. link pair distance in Table 4.1.
We can observe from Table 4.1 that, for NSF and COST239, the average path distance
for the intermediate node protection is equal to or longer than that for the path protection.
However, for the other four instances, the average path distance for the node protection
is shorter than that for the path protection. Note that, in the optimal solution of node
p-cycles (resp. path p-cycles), the shortest protection paths are most probably used for the
construction of node p-cycles (resp. path p-cycles) in order to keep spare capacity usage
minimal. As a result, node p-cycles require less spare capacity, and therefore are more
capacity eﬃcient than path p-cycles in these four instances. Thereby, the experimental
results shown in Figure 4.9(b) are veriﬁed.
We next investigate further how the capacity eﬃciency of path p-cycles (resp. node
p-cycles) varies with the topology characteristics, and on which kind of topology path p-
cycles (resp. node p-cycles) can achieve better performance. To this end, we calculate the
indicator DP (resp. DV) for each working path (resp. each (, ′)v,p link pair with respect
to an intermediate node of each working path), and present its value in Table 4.1. The
relationship of DP (resp. DV) with the capacity redundancy is shown in Figure 4.10(a)
(resp. 4.10(b)) for path p-cycles (resp. node p-cycles) respectively.
Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) suggest that the average number DP (resp. DV) of alternate
paths in a network is a key factor impacting the performance of path p-cycles (resp. node
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p-cycles) with respect to the capacity eﬃciency. In general, the more protection paths, the
more eﬃcient path p-cycles (resp. node p-cycles) are in the context of protection against a
single link/node failure. The reason is as follows. For each working path (resp. (, ′)v,p link
pair), if more protection paths, and thereby more p-cycles are available, more opportunities



























































(b) Redundancy vs. DV
Figure 4.10: Capacity redundancies vs. connectivity
4.7.2 Number and Length of the Cycles
Assuming no restriction on the length of the p-cycles, in Figure 4.11, we present respectively
the number and length of the cycles in the optimal solutions of link p-cycle (LpCycle),
OG p-cycle (OGpCycle), node p-cycle (LNpCycle) and path p-cycle (PpCycle). Since the
excessive length of p-cycles has been often criticized (see, e.g., [SG03,CJ07]), we will study,
in Section 4.7.4, the impact of shortening the p-cycles on the performance metrics.
Here, we observe more diﬀerences when comparing the four protection schemes, de-
pending on the selected bandwidth metric. With respect to the number of distinct cycles,
comparative performance (ranking of the four protection schemes) is the same for bell-
core, njlata and eon2004. With respect to the average length of the cycles (weighted
with the number of cycle occurrences), comparative performance (the protection scheme
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ranking) is the same for the germany, bellcore and eon2004 instance, while it diﬀers
for the other three instances. A ﬁrst observation is therefore that the number of hops is
not necessarily a good approximation of the geographical length depending on the network
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(d) Average length of a cycle (km)
Figure 4.11: Number and Length of the Cycles
Overall, the link p-cycle scheme requires the smallest number of distinct cycles among
the four protection schemes for all instances (independently of the topologies). For the
distance metric, there is no clear winner among the three other protection schemes for the
number of distinct cycles, while for the hop metric, if we exclude the bellcore instance, the
node p-cycle scheme requires the smallest number of distinct cycles, a possible advantage
for the cycle management. Regarding OG p-cycle versus path p-cycle, the ranking varies
with the network topologies, and there is no systematic ranking between them.
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From the perspective of the average length of the p-cycles ensuring node protection,
node p-cycle is equal to or larger than the other two protection schemes (OG p-cycle and
path p-cycle). In contrast with link p-cycle, the average length of node p-cycle is larger in
the germany, njlata and eon2004 instances.
4.7.3 Protection against Dual Link Failures
We next compare the four protection schemes with respect to the dual link failure restoration
ratio (R2) over the six network instances. Note that here the protection against dual link
failures comes for free from the solutions ensuring 100% link or link/node protection. Results
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Figure 4.12: Traﬃc Weighted Dual Recovery Ratio
The ranking of the four schemes with the hop metric is similar to the one with the
distance metric except for nsf and germany instances. OG p-cycle holds the largest value
of R2 for all instances except for germany. This comes from the fact that OG p-cycle is
the most capacity redundant among these four schemes. The R2 diﬀerences between node
p-cycle and OG p-cycle range from 3.1% to 15% (resp. from 0.1% to 9.1%) for the hop
metric (resp. the distance metric).
Except for eon2004 instance, node p-cycle outperforms path p-cycle. Node p-cycle can
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provide from 8% to 27.9% (resp. 6.5% to 22.4%) more R2 than path p-cycle for the hop
(resp. distance) metric. In contrast with link p-cycle, the node p-cycle scheme provides
comparable R2 value for all instances except for bellcore and nsf. This can be explained
by the fact that the average length of the cycles in the solutions based on node p-cycle is
larger than those based on link p-cycles. In bellcore, however, node p-cycles can provide
10% more R2 than link p-cycles for both bandwidth metrics.
4.7.4 Impacts of Cycle Length Limitation on Performance Metrics
The numerical results in the previous sections have been obtained without any limitation
on the p-cycle length (whether for link, node or path protection), as for most of the related
studies in the literature. However, length restrictions may have to be taken into account, if
the delay of a connection is limited, especially if we assume that wavelength conversion is
available at each node (the assumption of this study). For those reasons, we next investigate
further the performance of the node protection schemes (node p-cycle and path p-cycle),
while some restrictions are applied on the length of the p-cycles. We added the following
constraint in the pricing problems:
∑
∈L
length x ≤ length, (4.48)
where length is the length limit on the p-cycles.
Experiments are carried out on the cost239 and eon2004 instances, and the numerical
results are summarized in Figure 4.13 and 4.14 respectively.
For cost239 (resp. eon2004) network, length value ranges between 3,000 km (resp.
7,000 km) and 6,000 km (resp. 15,000 km), and no limit on the length of the p-cycles. Those
values have been selected in order to guarantee that solutions exist for node p-cycle with
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100% node protection. Note that for values slightly smaller, neither of these two instances
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Maximum allowed p-cycle length (1,000km)
(d) Total copies of conﬁgured p-cycles
Figure 4.13: Eﬀects of maximum allowed physical p-cycle length: COST239
Figures 4.13(a) and 4.14(a) show the decrease of the redundancy ratio as the length of
the p-cycles increases for cost239 and eon2004 respectively. Note that for both instances,
especially, for eon2004, there is no path p-cycle protection ensuring full link/node protec-
tion much earlier than for the node p-cycle scheme (length = 7,000 vs. 12,000) as the
length limit of p-cycles decreases. The reason is as follows.
For path p-cycles, the length limit on the cycle length should be at least twice as much as
the network diameter (1,660km for cost239 and 5,051km for eon2004, as shown in Table
4.1) to ensure 100% guaranteed link and node protection for all demands. With respect
to node p-cycle, however, there is no such restriction, and the length limit on cycles only
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Maximum allowed p-cycle length (1,000km)
(d) Total copies of conﬁgured p-cycles
Figure 4.14: Eﬀects of maximum allowed physical p-cycle length: EON2004
that, node p-cycle is an interesting scheme for link and node protection in the context of
the existence of very restricted length limit.
For both instances, there is a length threshold (5,000 for cost239 and 12,000 for
eon2004) beyond which the redundancy of these two protection schemes does not decrease
signiﬁcantly.
One of the advantages of short p-cycles, both for path and node p-cycles, but more so
for node p-cycles, is the protection for dual link failures which reaches, e.g., 83% for node
p-cycles when length = 3, 000, as shown in Figure 4.13(b). Although here, we evaluate
the protection against dual failures which comes for free when ensuring protection against a
single node/link failure, it shows that it should be rather easy to ensure protection against
targeted dual failures (e.g., shared risk link group (SRLG) failures) while ensuring protection
against a single link/node failure without requiring extra bandwidth.
For the overall number of p-cycles, there is a sharp increase of their number as the
length limit decreases, especially for the node p-cycles, as shown in Figure 4.13(d) and
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4.14(d). However, the number of distinct cycles (with respect to the links they use) remains
rather stable. This suggests that the length limit has a minor impact on the management
overhead.
4.8 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed an enhanced node p-cycle scheme, which improves the ﬁrst
node p-cycle of Onguetou and Grover [GO09]. Also, we have studied the comparison of
it with the other three p-cycle-based schemes in WDM mesh networks for single link or
node failures. Uniﬁed column generation models have been written and developed for all
compared protection schemes.
Numerical results show that ensuring node protection in addition to link protection
against a single failure is not signiﬁcantly more costly in terms of spare capacity than for
link protection against a single failure.
Contrary to a wide belief that path p-cycles have an advantage of capacity eﬃciency
over p-cycles for link and node protection, numerical results reveal that, in some network
instances with high standard deviation for the node degree, p-cycles ensuring node pro-
tection hold comparable capacity eﬃciency as path p-cycles. In some network instances,
node p-cycles are even more capacity eﬃcient than path p-cycles. In addition, results show
that p-cycles with node protection can achieve higher recovery ratio of dual link failures
than path p-cycles. In the context of restricted length cycles, node p-cycle solutions exist
for much smaller cycles than path p-cycle for full link and node protection. The above
observations suggest that p-cycles with node protection are a promising alternative of path
p-cycles for full link and node protection.
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Chapter 5
The Segment p-Cycle with Full
Node Protection Scheme
5.1 Introduction
Segment p-cycles oﬀer an interesting compromise between the classical (link) p-cycles and
the path p-cycles (also known as FIPP p-cycles), inheriting most advantages of both p-cycle
schemes. In their original form, segment p-cycles do not oﬀer 100% node protection, i.e.,
do not guarantee any protection against node failure for the endpoints of the segments.
We propose a new eﬃcient design approach for segment p-cycles, called segment Np-
cycles, which ensure 100% protection against any single failure, either link or node (end-
points of requests are excluded). In order to evaluate the performances of segment Np-cycles,
we compare segment Np-cycles with original segment- and path-protecting p-cycles mainly
from the perspectives of the network cost and the failure recovery time.
We consider the network cost respectively from two aspects: the bandwidth usage and
the capital expenditures (CAPEX). To this end, we develop two optimization models: One
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optimization model is to minimize spare capacity usage, as in conventional designs, the other
is to minimize CAPEX. Deﬁnition of the protection segments (i.e., optical hops) takes into
account the fact that equipment cost varies with the optical reach: longer reach means
less equipment, but more expensive equipment. In order to identify the best trade-oﬀs, we
develop a new set of ﬂow conservation constraints in order to optimize the length of the
protection segments. These optimization models are solved using the column generation
(CG) techniques. The use of such techniques eliminates the need to explicitly enumerate
all segment Np-cycle conﬁgurations, but instead leads to a process where only improving
segment Np-cycle conﬁgurations are generated.
Besides these, we develop three new formulas respectively for estimation of the recovery
time based on these p-cycle schemes in order to compare quantitatively their recovery speed.
The rest part of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 introduces our proposed
segment Np-cycles followed by the bandwidth minimization model present in Section 5.4.
Section 5.3 illustrates respectively the CAPEX model of segment Np-cycles, segment p-
cycles and path p-cycles. In Section 5.5 and Section 5.6, accordingly, we present the CG-
based optimization models. The formulas for the recovery time estimation are reported in
Section 5.7. The numerical results are shown in Section 5.8 followed by conclusion made in
Section 5.10.
5.2 Segment Np-Cycles
In order to provide full node protection with the segment p-cycle scheme, we propose a new
protection scheme, named as segment Np-cycle. The ﬁrst key idea is to pair consecutive
segments belonging to the same lightpath, and to ensure that both segments are protected
by the same segment p-cycle. Let us see Figure 5.1 for an illustration. Therein, we have one
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request supported by a lightpath made of three segments s1, s2, s3, with their endpoints
represented by squares, and their intermediate nodes by circles. There are two segment
p-cycles, the ﬁrst one (c1) protects segments s1 and s2 (both are on-cycle segments), the
second one (c2) protects segments s2 and s3 (again, both are on-cycle segments). If the
common endpoint v1 of s1 and s2 fails, then the lightpath is protected, using the counter
part of c1 with respect to s1 and s2. It is similar for the v2 failure. Protection of nodes v1
and v2 comes at the expense of an overlapping of the two p-cycles with respect to s2.
Figure 5.1: Segment Np-cycles which ensure 100% intermediate node protection
Several diﬀerent relationships may exist between segment Np-cycles and the pair of
working segments they protect. Some cases are illustrated in Figure 5.2. For a given pair
of segments, the two segments may be, e.g., one on-cycle one and one straddling one (see
Figure 5.2(a)), one straddling and one hybrid one (see Figure 5.2(b)).
(a) Pairing of one straddling and
one on-cycle segment
(b) Pairing of one straddling and
one hybrid segments
Figure 5.2: Two possible conﬁgurations of segment Np-cycles
5.3 Capex Cost Model
In this section, we propose a new segment Np-cycle (p-cycle) framework based on the node
architecture in [OG11]. We then illustrate respectively, based on this framework, how
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Figure 5.3: A segmented path and a segment p-cycle
5.3.1 p-Cycle Framework
In optical WDMmesh networks, we assume that each node hosts a transparent OXC/OADM
together with an EXC (e.g., node va in Figure 5.3). We propose accordingly a new segment
p-cycle (Np-cycle) framework in such WDM networks, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. A
demand vs − vt is carried on path vs − va − vb − vc − vd − vt, as shown in Figure 5.3(a),
which is segmented at nodes vb and vd. In each segment (e.g., vs − va − vb), the signal
keeps in the optical domain. A segment p-cycle is shown in Figure 5.3(b). Upon a link
failure (e.g, vb − vc), the end nodes (e.g., vb and vd) of the aﬀected working segment (e.g.,
vb − vc − vd), with the help of the EXC switching, switch the traﬃc to the transponders
for access to the p-cycle. The signal switched onto such segment p-cycle remains in optical
domain. A pair of a transponder and an EXC port is required at each end node of working
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segment for access to the related segment Np-cycle.
We assume that each OXC/OADM holds wavelength conversion functionality, and con-
sequently, we do not consider wavelength continuity constraints in the present study. Other
assumptions are those: (i) EXCs are only for protection switching, (ii) there are enough
deployed ﬁbers for accommodating p-cycles required, (iii) we only consider the network
equipment usage with respect to p-cycle construction.
5.3.2 CAPEX of Segment Np-Cycles
We next illustrate the calculation of segment Np-cycle CAPEX, which comes from three
CAPEX components: transmission cost, link cost and node cost. For illustration, Fig-
ure 5.4(a) is used as an example network topology, the number beside each link denotes the
link length in km. In this network, two demands, each with one unit request, are routed
along segmented working paths: va − vh and vd − vk are routed on path va − vc − vd − vh
and vd− vf− vg− vi− vk, and segmented at node vd and vf, respectively. Another demand










































(d) A path p-cycle
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(f) Node vg with
vgvh cut
Figure 5.5: Details of nodes in a segment Np-cycle
• Transmission cost
The transmission cost includes the cost of the transponders and of the EXC ports for
access to segment Np-cycles. Each end node of each unit working segment requires one
transponder and one EXC port to switch the aﬀected traﬃc to a segment Np-cycle.
As shown in Figure 5.5(a) and 5.5(b), node va of va − vc − vd in Figure 5.4(b) requires
one transponder and one EXC port for access to c4.
Segments with a common end node, say v and protected by the same Np-cycle can share
the transponder and EXC port at v if these segments are node disjoint except for node v.
As shown in Figure 5.5(c) and 5.5(d), node vd only requires one transponder and one EXC
port for switching traﬃc to segment Np-cycle c4. For each unit straddling segment (e.g.,
vg − vh), each end node (e.g., vg and vh) requires one transponder and one EXC port, as
shown in Figure 5.5(e) and 5.5(f).
The optical reach of a transponder should fulﬁll the length of the associated protection
segment. If a transponder is shared by diﬀerent working segments, its optical reach should
match the longest protection segment which it spans.
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In the NOBEL cost model [HGMS08], the normalized cost of an EXC port is 0.67, and
the cost of a 750 km (LH) (resp. 1500 km, ELH) transponder is 1 (resp. 1.25). Table 5.1
summarizes the transmission cost of segment Np-cycle c4 in Figure 5.4(b).






segmentation node Length (km)
va va − vc − vd, vd 960 elh 1.92
vd
vd − vc − va, 1,440 elh 1.92
vd − vf, vd − vh
vf
vf − vd, 1,320 elh 1.92
vf − vg − vj − vk
vk vk − vj − vg − vf, vf 1,320 elh 1.92
vg, vh
vg − vh 480 lh 2× 1.67
vg − vh 1,220 elh 2× 1.92
Total cost 14.86
• Link cost
The link cost comprises the costs of the following network elements: (i) optical line
ampliﬁers (OLAs); (ii) dispersion compensating ﬁbers (DCFs); (iii) dynamic gain equalizers
(DGEs). An OLA and a DCF are required every 80km between two transparent nodes, and
a DCF is required every fourth OLA [HGMS08]. These network elements operate in the
ﬁber level, and therefore are priced per ﬁber link. With respect to a optical ﬁber, the optical
signals may have diﬀerent optical reach, and the optical reach of OLAs and DCFs on this
ﬁber should meet the longest signal reach.
In Np-cycle c4, each link may carry the ELH signal depending on utilization of the
protection segments, then requires OLAs and DCFs with ELH optical reach. Given that
one OLA (resp. a DGE) costs 2.77 (resp. 3.17) for the ELH optical reach [HGMS08], the
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− 1) × (2.77 + 3.17) = 83.16.
• Node cost
The node cost involves the cost of OADMs/OXCs. An OADM/OXC is priced by the
ﬁber port number. The ﬁber ports on an OADM/OXC should be enough for the overall
ﬁbers on the links adjacent to the node for carrying the crossing Np-cycles.
Each node on the Np-cycle c4 in Figure 5.4(b) requires an OADM for cross connection
of on-cycle links. Given that an OADM costs 18.8, the c4 node cost is 18.8 × 9 = 169.2.
This leads to the overall CAPEX of 14.86 + 83.16 + 169.2 = 267.22 for segment
Np-cycle c4.
5.3.3 CAPEX of Segment- and Path-protecting p-Cycles
• Segment p-cycles
The CAPEX of segment p-cycles is calculated in the same way as that of segment
Np-cycles. It also consists of three components: transmission cost, link cost and node cost.
Recall that segment Np-cycles are segment p-cycles with full node protection. Thus, c4
in Figure 5.4(b) can act as a segment p-cycle, and is less costly than conﬁgurations c1 and
c2 in Figure 5.4(c). In Figure 5.4(c), for node vd, two transponders are required to get the
respective access to c1 and c2. In addition, node vd needs to equip an OXC with three ﬁber
ports. However, in Figure 5.4(b), only one transponder and an OADM on vd are needed.
Therefore, we will consider c4 as a segment p-cycle (no protection for segmentation nodes)
and calculate its CAPEX cost.
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With respect to segment p-cycles, the calculation of transmission cost is similar to the
one shown in Table 5.1. The only diﬀerence exists in that node va is only used to switch
working segment va−vc−vd, whose protection path spans 480 km. Then, node va requires
a LH transponder with an EXC port, the cost is 1.67. Thus, the total transmission cost
is 14.61. The link cost and the node cost are the same as those for the segment Np-cycle.
Then, the overall CAPEX cost amounts to 14.61 + 83.16 + 169.2 = 266.97 if c4 is exploited
as a regular segment p-cycle.
This example manifests that, in contrast with segment p-cycles, segment Np-cycles can
provide full node and link protection with very small extra CAPEX cost.
• Path p-cycles
The CAPEX cost of path p-cycles also consists of the three components, as in segment
p-cycles. In contrast with segment p-cycles, path p-cycles only require the end nodes of
working paths to be equipped with the transponder-and-EXC-port pairs for switching traﬃc
onto p-cycles. Therefore, path p-cycles require less number of transponders, and thus, need
the less transmission cost than segment p-cycles.
Let us calculate the CAPEX of path p-cycle c3 in Figure 5.4(d). Two transponders are
required by the end nodes of working path va − vc − vd − vh (vd − vf − vg − vk), whose
protection path spans 960 km (480 km). Then, these two transponders should be with
ELH (LH) optical reach. For working path vg − vh carrying two unit requests, two pairs
of transponders are needed at each end node. The length of one protection path is 480 km
while the other is 1220 km. This suggests that one pair of transponders should be with LH
optical reach, the other pair with ELH optical reach. Note that, two disjoint working paths
va−vc−vd−vh and vg−vh have the same end node vh, they can then share one transponder
for access to c3. Therefore, the total transmission cost is 4× 1.67 + 3× 1.92 = 12.44.
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The link(resp. node) cost is calculated as the same as that of Np-cycle c4, and the
link (resp. node) cost value is 83.16 (169.2). Therefore, the overall CAPEX cost of c3 is
12.44 + 83.16 + 169.2 = 264.8.
This example shows that path p-cycles can be less costly than segment p-cycles and
Np-cycles.
5.4 Minimum Bandwidth Usage Design of Segment Np-Cycles
To design segment Np-Cycles, we follow a sequential method where the working segments
have been established prior to deﬁning the segment p-cycles. The input of the proposed
optimization model is therefore a set P of working lightpaths together with the set S of
associated working segments. Traﬃc is deﬁned by a set of requests of various granularities,
which are groomed in order to deﬁne the working segments, using the algorithm of [BJH11,
Bou05], with the objective of minimizing the bandwidth requirements.
In order to deal with the scalability issue suﬀered by the past conventional designs,
we developed an optimization model based on a column generation (CG) formulation. In
this way, we avoid the explicit enumeration of all potential segment Np-cycle conﬁgurations
(see next section for a formal deﬁnition), and replace it with an iterative process, where
after the selection of an initial set of conﬁgurations, we only generate the segment Np-cycle
conﬁgurations, one at a time, which improve the value of the current solution. This way,
we can reach an optimal solution (or a near optimal solution) after the generation of a very
small number of cycles. The associated column generation algorithm is identical to the one
described in Section 3.7.
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5.4.1 The Master Problem
For a working segment s ∈ S, let ds be its bandwidth capacity (the number of capacity
units).For a given working lightpath p ∈ P , let dp be the number of bandwidth units it
carries on and V p the set of its segmentation nodes (V

p = Vp \{ endpoints of p}), where Vp
is the set of segment endpoints.
The CG model makes use of a set C of segment Np-cycle conﬁgurations deﬁned as
follows. A conﬁguration c consists in: (i) a cycle; (ii) a subset of working segments protected
by the p-cycle, and (iii) a subset of segmentation nodes protected by the p-cycle. Note
that the intermediate nodes of the segments protected by a given p-cycle are protected.
More formally, a conﬁguration c is deﬁned by the following parameters:
− a vector (ac)∈L such that ac ∈ {0, 1} is equal to 1 if link  is an on-cycle link of the
p-cycle, and 0 otherwise.
− a vector (acs)s∈S such that acs ∈ {2, 1, 0} encodes the number of protection units associated
with a protected working segment s (depending on whether the working segment is an on-
cycle, hybrid or straddling one).
− a matrix (acpv)p∈P, v∈V p such that acpv ∈ {2, 1, 0} represents the number of protection
segments provided by the conﬁguration c for the working path p against the failure of its
segmentation node v.









acs zc ≥ ds s ∈ S (5.1)
∑
c∈C
acpv zc ≥ dp p ∈ P, v ∈ V p (5.2)






, cost being the spare capacity requirement for link .
The objective is to minimize the cost of the selected segment Np-cycles, deﬁned here by
the overall amount of required bandwidth for the set of selected conﬁgurations. Constraints
(5.1) ensure that all working segments are protected from a single failure of one of their link
or of one of their intermediate node. Constraints (5.2) guarantee that segment endpoints
(excluded the endpoints of the requests) are protected against a single failure. Constraints
(5.3) are variable domain constraints.
5.4.2 The Pricing Problem
The pricing problem corresponds to the optimization problem for calculation of a segment
Np-cycle conﬁguration. The objective is to minimize the so-called reduced cost (denoted
by cost) of the master problem. The reduced cost of conﬁguration c is as follows:













where us and upv are the dual variables associated with constraints (5.1) and (5.2), respec-
tively.
We next introduce some notations before setting the mathematical model for the pricing
problem. First, some sets:
Pv set of working lightpaths with v as a segmentation node.
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s = 1 if working segments s and s
′ are not link-and-intermediate-node disjoint, 0 other-
wise.






 are with the diﬀerent deﬁnitions than those in Section 3.3.2.
Let p be a working lightpath. It can be deﬁned by a sequence of one or more segments.
Assuming p contains more than 2 segments, let v be one of the segment endpoints, diﬀerent
from the endpoints of p. Let s1 and s2 be the two segments of p such that s1 and s2
intersects at v. Let e1pv, e
2
pv be the end nodes, 
= v, of the segments of p intersecting at v.
Variables
xpv = 1 if link  is used to protect segmentation node v on working path p, 0 otherwise.





















The set of constraints includes three blocks of constraints. The ﬁrst block takes care of
the generation of a simple cycle, which is made up of constraints (3.9) - (3.11).
The second block takes care of identifying the set of working segments to be protected
by the segment Np-cycle under construction. This block consists of constraints (3.12) -
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(3.15) together with the following two sets of constraints.
xs + x
s′
 ≤ 2− βs
′
s s, s
′ ∈ S,  ∈ L (5.4)
xs ≤ 1− τ s  ∈ L, s ∈ S. (5.5)
Constraints (5.4) ensure that only link-and-node-disjoint working segments can share pro-
tection segments. Constraints (5.5) prevent a link from protecting itself and the related
protected working segments.
The third block of the constraints identiﬁes the segmentation nodes protected by the
segment Np-cycle under construction.
xpv ≤ x p ∈ P, v ∈ V p ,  ∈ L (5.6)






xpv p ∈ P, v ∈ V p (5.8)
∑
∈ω(v′)





pv p ∈ P, v ∈ V p , ′ ∈ ω(v′)











pv ∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L, s ∈ S, p ∈ P, v ∈ V p (5.12)
Constraints (5.6) say that only on-cycle links are eligible for the protection of a segmen-
tation node. Constraints (5.7) say that a link cannot be used to protect a segment endpoint
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if the link is incident to the endpoint. Constraints (5.8)-(5.10) are the ﬂow conservation
constraints for deﬁning the links deﬁning the protection of a segment endpoint: they need
to deﬁne a path from one endpoint (
= v) to the other endpoint (
= v) of the two segments
having v in common (i.e., nodes v′ and v′ in Figure 5.6).
Figure 5.6: Protection of segment endpoints
Note that with the above constraints, we do not necessarily protect the common endpoint
of a segment pairing (see Section 5.2 for the deﬁnition) with the same segment Np-cycle than
the one protecting each or both segments of the pairing, see Figure 5.6. Therein, we have
one Np-cycle (solid brown line), and three requests. A possible conﬁguration c is as follows:
a cycle made of the solid brown lines, protecting segments s6 of request #1 (blue dashed
lines) and s7 of request #3 (green dash-dot lines), and segment endpoints v with respect
to request #2 (pink dotted lines). Additional constraints can be easily added (xpv ≤ xs
for v being an endpoint of s and s belonging to p) in order to ensure the protection of the
adjacent segments of any segment endpoints if desired.
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5.5 Minimum CAPEX Design of Segment Np-Cycles
In this section, we develop two optimization models for design of segment Np-cycles. The
column generation (CG) model I is the restricted one, with which, the transponders on
each generated Np-cycle candidate are with the same optical reach. The CG model II is the
generalized one, with which, the transponders on each generated Np-cycle candidate may
be with the diﬀerent optical reach.
5.5.1 Column Generation Model I
The Master Problem
The objective of the master problem is to minimize the overall CAPEX of the segment
Np-cycles in order to ensure a protection of all segments against any single failure of a link
or a node (except for the working path endpoints).
Let M = {lh, elh, ulh} be the optical reach value set, indexed by m, where lh (resp.
elh and ulh) stands for long haul (resp. extended long haul and ultra long haul) optical
reach, i.e., 750km, 1,500km and 3,000km. The number i of ﬁber ports on an OADM/OXC
belong to the set I = {2,3, . . ., 10}. The cost of an OXC with i ﬁber ports is denoted by
costioxc.
The optimization model relies on the concept of conﬁgurations, where each conﬁguration
c is associated with a potential segment Np-cycle and the set of segments and segmentation
nodes it protects. A conﬁguration (segment Np-cycle) c consists of a cycle, where each
transponder is with the same optical reach m. Formally, it is described by: (i) Vector
(ac)∈L, (ii) Vector (a
c
s)s∈S and (iii) Matrix (acpv)p∈P, v∈V ∗p are as deﬁned in Section 5.4.1.
(iv) Vector (tcm)m∈M , with t
c
m = 1 if each protection segment along the cycle c is with the
optical reach m, 0 otherwise.
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For a conﬁguration c with optical reach m, let costc be the cost of its on-cycle transpon-
ders and EXC ports. Let costta be the cost of a transparent node ampliﬁer, and costfbm
the cost of a ﬁber, on which the equipment is within a m reach. The number of wavelengths
in each ﬁber is denoted by wfb.
We deﬁne the following sets of variables. Let zc ∈ Z+ represent the copies of conﬁgura-
tion c that are selected in the current solution. Let ϕm ∈ Z+ be the ﬁber number variable
of link  with a m reach. The binary variable ψiv is equal to 1 if the OXC/OADM at node
v has i ﬁber ports, 0 otherwise.






















acs zc ≥ ds s ∈ S (5.13)
∑
c∈C





























m zc  ∈ L (5.17)
∑
i∈I








ϕm v ∈ V. (5.19)
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Constraints (5.13) and constraints (5.14) have respectively the same functionality of
constraints (5.1) and (5.2). Each link may consist of multiple ﬁbers, each of which may
carry the recovered signals with the diﬀerent optical reach along Np-cycles. Recall that
the equipment on ﬁbers should meet the longest reach of signals carried on it. Constraints
(5.15) (resp. (5.16), (5.17)) are formulated to determine, for each link, the number of
ﬁbers with the ULH (resp. ELH, LH) equipment. Speciﬁcally, constraints (5.15) say that,
for each link, the number of ﬁbers equipped with ULH optical reach equipment must be
enough to accommodate the crossing Np-cycles, along which the protection segments are
with ULH optical reach. Constraints (5.16) ensure that, for each link, the number of ELH
ﬁbers together with ULH ﬁbers must be suﬃcient to carry all recovered ELH reach signals
along the crossing Np-cycles. Constraints (5.17) ensure that, for each link, the number of LH
ﬁbers together with that of ﬁbers with ELH or ULH equipment must be enough for carrying
the recovered LH reach optical signal on the the crossing Np-cycles. OADMs/OXCs have
several options to set the ﬁber port number (i.e., 2, 3, . . ., 10). However, each OADM/OXC
can only choose one option from these available ones. This is ensured by constraints (5.18).
Constraints (5.19) say that, for any node, the ﬁber ports of an OXC/OADM must be
adequate for all ﬁbers adjacent to it.
Model Solution and The Pricing Problem
Based on the CG techniques, the solution process of the master problem model is identical
to the one described in Figure 3.4.
The objective of the pricing problem consists of the minimization of the so-called reduced
cost of the zc variable of the master problem.
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where us and upv are dual variables associated respectively with constraints (5.13) and




 are dual variables related to constraints (5.15) – (5.17), respectively.
Let us introduce the following notations before presenting the pricing problem model.
Sets and Parameters
costep the cost of an EXC port.
costtpm the cost of a WDM transponder with optical reach m.
J = {0, 1}, the index set of unit protection ﬂows, indexed by j. For a straddling segment
(e.g., as drawn in blue solid line in in Figure 5.7(a)), one unit p-cycle can oﬀer two
units of protection ﬂows (e.g., as drawn in red dash line). These two protection ﬂows
are indexed by 0 and 1 respectively. While for a on-cycle working segment (as blue
solid line shown in Figure 5.7(b)), one unit p-cycle provides one unit protection ﬂow
(red dash line in Figure 5.7(b)), indexed by 1. The other ﬂow does not exist and
therefore set as 0.
Rm maximal transmission distance of reach m.
σsv = 1 if node v belongs to {v1s , v2s}, 0 otherwise.
σpvv′ = 1 if node v
′ belongs to {v1pv, v2pv}, 0 otherwise.
ρvss′ = 1 if working segments s and s







Figure 5.7: Protection ﬂow index
Variables
xjs = 1 if link  on the jth protection segment is used to protect working segment s, 0
otherwise.
yv ∈ {0, 1, 2} represents the number of the pairs of transponders and EXC ports required
at node v.
tm = 1 if each protection segment along the current cycle is with the optical reach m, 0
otherwise.



























u2 tulh x +
∑
∈L






We also introduce variables βmv and α
m
 in order to linearize the quadratic terms tm yv
and tm x in the expression of the reduced cost. The quadratic terms
βmv = tm yv and α
m
 = tm x,
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are then linearized thanks to the following constraints:
βmv ≥ tm + yv − 1, βmv ≤ yv, βmv ≤ tm v ∈ V, m ∈ M
αm ≥ tm + x − 1, αm ≤ tm, αm ≤ x  ∈ L, m ∈ M.
The pricing problem includes ﬁve blocks of constraints. The ﬁrst block deﬁnes a simple
cycle, which consists of constraints (3.9) - (3.11). The second block, which includes con-
straints (5.6) - (5.11), deals with the identiﬁcation of a set of segmentation nodes which can
be protected by the cycle under construction. The third block of constraints is deﬁned next
for determining the working segments protected by and for diﬀerentiating the protection




xsj  ∈ L, s ∈ S (5.20)
∑
j∈J
xsj ≤ 1  ∈ L, s ∈ S (5.21)






xjs j ∈ J, s ∈ S (5.23)
∑
∈ω(v1s)
xjs ≤ 1 s ∈ S, j ∈ J (5.24)
∑
∈ω(v)




xs′j ≥ xjs  ∈ ω(v), v ∈ V \{v1s , v2s}, s ∈ S, j ∈ J (5.26)
xjs + x
s′
j ≤ 2− βs,s
′
s, s′ ∈ S,  ∈ L, j ∈ J (5.27)
xjs ≤ 1− τ s  ∈ L, j ∈ J, s ∈ S (5.28)
Constraints (5.20) say that, if a link is used to protect a segment, it must be on either
of protection segment(s) along the current cycle. Constraints (5.21) state that two possible
protection segments on the current cycle must be disjoint. Constraints (5.22) ensure that
only on-cycle links are qualiﬁed for providing protection. Constraints (5.23) say that, for
any working segment, its protection segment must end at its two end nodes. Constraints
(5.24) ensure that each protection segment along the current cycle can only provide one
unit protection for a working segment. Constraints (5.25) together with (5.26) guarantee
ﬂow conservation in the intermediate nodes along a protection segment. Constraints (5.27)
ensure that only disjoint working segments can share protection segments. Constraints
(5.28) prevent a link from protecting itself and the related working segments.
The next block of constraints is developed for determining the number of pairs of














v′ − 1 v′ 












 ) v ∈ V, s, s′ ∈ S (5.32)
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Constraints (5.29) express that only on-cycle nodes require transponders and EXC ports.
Constraints (5.30) and (resp. (5.31)) ensure that, for a protected working segment (resp. a
protected segmentation node of a working path), if an on-cycle node is its end node (resp.
its adjacent segmentation node or one end node), the number of the pairs of transponders
and EXC ports must match the protected units of segments (resp. segmentation nodes
of working paths). Constraints (5.32) express that if two working segments share a link
adjacent to their common end node, then two pairs of transponders and EXC ports are
required in this end node for switching the failed segments.
The last block of constraints deals with the determination of the optical reach of the
protection segments along the cycle under construction:
∑
m∈M
















Rm tm p ∈ P, v ∈ V ∗p . (5.35)
Constraints (5.33) force the selection of a unique optical reach value for the protection
segments along the cycle under construction. Constraints (5.34) and (5.35) guarantee that
the length of each protection segment on the cycle under protection cannot exceed the
selected optical reach value.
5.5.2 Column Generation Model II
The Master Problem
The main diﬀerence of the CG model II with the CG model I in Section 5.5.1 exists in the
conﬁguration deﬁnition. Herein, An one-unit conﬁguration (segment Np-cycle) c consists
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of a one-unit cycle that protects a set of working segments and a set of segmentation
nodes. With respect to a conﬁguration, on-cycle transponders and link equipment may
have diﬀerent optical reach. Formally, a one-unit conﬁguration c is made up of one vector
and two matrices:
− Vector (acs)s∈S and Matrix (acpv)p∈P, v∈V ∗p are deﬁned as in Section 5.4.1.
− Matrix (tcm)m∈M is related to the link equipment optical reach. Its elements tcm = 1
if on-cycle link  requires link equipment with optical reach m, 0 otherwise.






















acs zc ≥ ds s ∈ S (5.37)
∑
c∈C













( tc,ulh + t
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tcm zc  ∈ L (5.41)
∑
i∈I








ϕm v ∈ V (5.43)
Constraints (5.37) and (5.38) have the same functionality respectively as the ones (5.1)
and (5.2). The descriptions of constraints (5.39) - (5.43) are respectively identical to con-
straints (5.15) - (5.19).
The Pricing Problem
The objective of the pricing problem is minimization of the so-called reduced cost of the zc
variable of the master problem. The reduced cost is written next.

































where us and upv are the dual variables associated respectively with constraints (5.37)




 are the dual variables related to constraints (5.39) – (5.41),
respectively.




δpv For segmentation node v of working path p, there are two working segments on p with v
as their common end node. δpv = 1 if link  is adjacent to node v or the intermediate
node of these two working segments, 0 otherwise.
opvs = 1 if working segment s belongs to working path p and with node v as its one end
node, 0 otherwise.
Variables
xjpv = 1 if link  sits on the jth protection ﬂow, and is employed to protect one-unit traﬃc
carried on working path p against the node v failure, 0 otherwise.
yjv = 1 if a transponder with an EXC port is required at the end node v of the jth protection
ﬂow, 0 otherwise.
tvjm = 1 if the end node v of the jth ﬂow requires a transponder with optical reach m, 0
otherwise.
tm = 1 if the on-cycle link  asks for the equipment with optical reach m, 0 otherwise.





































































The quadratic term is then linearized thanks to the following constraints:
γvjm ≥ tvjm + yjv − 1, γvjm ≤ tvjm , γvjm ≤ yjv
The pricing problem includes ﬁve blocks of constraints. The ﬁrst block deﬁnes a simple
cycle which includes constraints (3.9) - (3.11). The second block, which is made up of
constraints (5.20) - (5.28), is to identify a set of working segments which can be protected
by the current cycle. The third block is deﬁned next for the identiﬁcation of the protected
segmentation nodes by the current cycle.
xjpv ≤ x p ∈ P, v ∈ Vp,  ∈ L (5.44)
∑
j∈J










xjpv ≤ 1 p ∈ P, v ∈ Vp, v′ ∈ {v1pv, v2pv}, j ∈ J (5.47)
∑
∈ω(v′)





pv p ∈ P, v ∈ Vp, ′ ∈ ω(v′), v′ ∈ V \{v1pv, v2pv}, j ∈ J (5.49)






















xjs ) p ∈ P, v ∈ V ∗p (5.52)
Constraints (5.44) say that only on-cycle links are eligible for protection of a segmentation
node. Constraints (5.45) say that, two protection ﬂows must be disjoint for a segmentation
node protection. Constraints (5.46) ensure that the protection ﬂow for a segmentation
node of a working path must be ended at the adjacent segmentation nodes or end nodes
of the working path. Constraints (5.47) state that one unit Np-cycle can only protect one
unit traﬃc through a segmentation node. Constraints (5.48) and (5.49) ensure the ﬂow
conservation in the intermediate nodes of the protection ﬂow for recovery of a segmentation
node. Constraints (5.50) say that a link cannot be used to protect a segmentation node if the
link is adjacent to a segmentation node. For the working segment of a working path adjacent
to the segmentation node, if a link is adjacent to its intermediate node, the link is not eligible
for protection of the segmentation node. This is also ensured by constraints (5.50). The
failure of a node aﬀects all working segments through it and all working paths segmented at
this node. Constraints (5.51) state that one unit protection ﬂow can only protect one unit
disrupted working segments or paths. Constraints (5.52) say that a segmentation node of
a working path can be protected by the current p-cycle only if one of its adjacent working
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segments of the working path is also protected by the current p-cycle.
The following block of constraints is developed for determination of the number of












v′ − 1 v, v′ ∈ V, v′ 
















j) v ∈ V, s, s′ ∈ S, s 
= s′ (5.55)
For a one-unit working segment (resp. one unit traﬃc through a segmentation node)
protected by the current Np-cycle, there exists a one-unit on-cycle protection ﬂow for re-
covery of the segment (resp. the segmentation node). Constraints (5.53) (resp. (5.54)) say
that each end node of such one-unit protection ﬂow must be equipped with a transponder
together with an EXC port. Constraints (5.55) say that, for two working segments (e.g.,
segments s and s′ in Figure 5.8(a)) which share a link (e.g., va−vd) adjacent to the common
end node (e.g., va), if both of them are protected by the current unit cycle (e.g., c), then
two pairs of transponders with EXC ports are required in this common end node (e.g., va
as shown in Figure 5.8(b) and Figure 5.8(c)) for switching the aﬀected working segments





















Figure 5.8: Two transponders required by a node
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The last block of constraints is next present for determination of the equipment optical










pv ≤ Rulh p ∈ P, v ∈ V ∗p , j ∈ J (5.57)
∑
m∈M




















pv p ∈ P, v ∈ V ∗p , v′ ∈ V, j ∈ J (5.60)
∑
m∈M
tm = x  ∈ L (5.61)
tm ≥ xjs + σsv tvjm − 1  ∈ L, m ∈ M, s ∈ S, v ∈ V, j ∈ J (5.62)
tm ≥ xjpv + σpvv′ tv
′j
m − 1  ∈ L, m ∈ M, p ∈ P, v ∈ V ∗p , v′ ∈ V, j ∈ J (5.63)
Constraints (5.56) and (5.57) say that a protection segment length cannot be longer
than ULH optical reach (3000km), which is the longest optical reach of equipment available
in the NOBEL cost model. Constraints (5.58) ensure that a transponder can only be with
one type of optical reach. Constraints (5.59) and (5.60) say that a transponder optical reach
should meet the associated protection segment length. If a transponder on a switching node
is shared by several working segments for access to the current cycle under construction,
the transponder optical reach should meet the associated longest protection segment length.
Constraints (5.61) say that the on-cycle link equipment can only be with one kind of optical
reach. Constraints (5.62) (resp. (5.63)) say that if link  is used to protect working segment
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s (resp. segmentation node v of working path p), then optical reach of link equipment
should match the associated protection segment length. If link  is shared for protection
of several disjoint working segments (resp. segmentation nodes of working paths), the link
equipment optical reach should meet the longest protection segment length.
Enhancing the Solution Process
In order to speed up the CG-based solution process, as illustrated in Fig. 5.9, we propose the
following two techniques to facilitate the calculation of columns (conﬁgurations). The ﬁrst
one lies in the solution of successive MILP (mixed integer linear program) pricing problems
rather than the original ILP one to generate a conﬁguration. The second one relies on the
decomposition of the pricing problem into two pricing problems, as in [RJ12].
Solution of the pricing problem model In order to speed up the computation of a new
conﬁguration (i.e., solution of the pricing problem), we solve a sequence of MILP pricing sub-
problems. Each MILP pricing problem originates from the original ILP pricing problem by
re-deﬁning temporarily the domains of some integer variables, with the following procedure:
Step 1. The ﬁrst MILP pricing subproblem is deduced from the original pricing problem
by keeping as integer the cycle ﬂow x and segment protection ﬂow x
j
s while temporarily
redeﬁning the other variables as continuous variables. We then solve the resulting MILP,
and ﬁx the values of x and x
j
s to their integer optimal values in the MILP.
Step 2. We next deﬁne a second MILP pricing subproblem, starting again from the original
pricing problem with the variable setting as deﬁned at the end of the solution of the ﬁrst
MILP, and then maintaining as integer variables the node-protection ﬂow xjpv and switching
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node ﬂow yjv variables, while temporarily redeﬁning the other variables as continuous vari-
ables. We then solve the resulting MILP, and ﬁx the values of xjpv and y
j
v to their integer
optimal values after solving the second MILP pricing subproblem.







v, and obtain integer values for all variables. Thereby, we obtain
a new conﬁguration.
The above iterative technique allows to go around the scalability issues of solving the
original pricing problem. While it corresponds to a heuristic method, it allows to signiﬁ-
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Pricing problem with 
the latest cycle
(Minimization)
If (reduced cost < 0) 
Add a configuration (column)
Yes
No
Pricing problem with 
a new cycle
(Minimization)





Solve the ILP with 
the columns 
generated so far
Free the fixed 
values of one 
(more) columns
Yes Ɛ-Optical ILP solution 
has been found
No
Select one (more) 
column and fix 
its value
Step 2
Figure 5.9: Classical CG and ILP solutions
Decomposition of the pricing problem Based on the observation that the same cycle
may be used in diﬀerent conﬁgurations, we then ﬁrst calculate the augmenting conﬁgurations
using the cycle which has been used in the latest generated conﬁguration. This process is
iterative, as shown by Step 1a in Fig. 4.8. Note that the calculation of a conﬁguration with
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a given cycle can be greatly accelerated as it suggests that the ﬁrst group of constraints of
the pricing problem disappears. If no such augmenting conﬁguration can be found, we solve
the complete pricing problem, which includes the ﬁrst group of constraints, i.e., the search
of a cycle. This iterative process is illustrated by Step 1b in Fig. 4.8.
We observe, in practice, that very few complete pricing problems need to be solved.
Usually, their number is of the order of the number of distinct cycles among the overall set
of conﬁgurations. In this way, we can signiﬁcantly speed up the CG algorithm.
How to Get an Optimal (near Optimal) Integer Solution After reaching the op-
timal solution of the linear relaxation of an ILP model, we need to calculate an integer
solution, ideally an optimal one. When a column generation solution method is used, one
must use a branch-and-price method (see, e.g., [BJN+98]) in order to guarantee reaching
an optimal integer solution. However, it requires some eﬀort in order to identify an eﬃcient
and scalable branching scheme, see, e.g., [BJN+98].
Note that, With the technique described in Section 5.5.2 for solving the pricing problem,
we only get an approximation (indeed a lower bound) of zlp, denoted by z˜lp, so that the





If the accuracy is less than  (or ′), we stop the solution process and obtain an - or
an ′-optimal ILP solution. Otherwise, as illustrated by Step 2 in Fig. 4.8, we attempt
to obtain a better ILP solution with the following process: we ﬁx some integer variables
(columns) to their values in the last obtained ILP solution, and go on iterating with the CG
algorithm on the remaining ‘free’ variables in order to generate more conﬁgurations, and
proceed again with the search of an ILP solution using the enhanced set of conﬁgurations.
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5.6 Minimum CAPEXDesigns of Segment- and Path p-cycles
5.6.1 Segment p-Cycle Design
With respect to the segment p-cycle design, the objective is the same as in the segment
Np-cycle design in Section 5.5, i.e., minimization of CAPEX for p-cycle deployment such
that all working segments are protected against a single failure. As in the design of segment
Np-cycles, we develop a CG model which consists of the master problem and the pricing
problem. The master problem takes responsible for the selection of the conﬁgurations
(segment p-cycles) which are produced by the pricing problem, one at each iteration.
The conﬁguration c is deﬁned by a cycle and the protected working segments. The
conﬁguration c cost, costc is deﬁned as the overall cost of on-cycle transponders and EXC
ports. A conﬁguration c can be formally represented by a vector (acs)s∈S and a matrix
(tcm)m∈M,∈L. The elements a
c
s ∈ {2, 1, 0} and tcm ∈ {1, 0} hold respectively the same
deﬁnitions as those in Sec. 5.5.2.
The master problem model is with the same objective function as shown in (5.36), and
is subject to constraints (5.37) and (5.39) - (5.43).
















































where, the notations are deﬁned as in Sec. 5.5.2.
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The pricing problem consists of four blocks of constraints. The ﬁrst block deﬁnes a simple
cycle by the constraints (3.9) - (3.11). The second block is facilitated by constraints (5.20)
- (5.28) for identiﬁcation of the working segments which can be protected by the current
cycle. The third block of constraints is used for determination the number of transponders
and EXC ports required for protection switching. This block comprises constraints (5.53)
and (5.55). The last block is formulated to settle on-cycle transponder optical reach, and
possible equipment optical reach of on-cycle links. This block encompasses constraints
(5.56), (5.58), (5.59), (5.61) and (5.62).
5.6.2 Path p-Cycle Design
Recall that a working segment is a set of contiguous links along a working path. If a segment
covers all links of a working path, the segment is equivalent to the working path. Therefore,
if we take each working path as one working segment, we can exploit the optimization
model for the segment p-cycle design in the previous section for path p-cycle design. Note
that path p-cycles are designed in such a way that overall CAPEX is minimized with 100%
guranteed survivability against a single link/node failure.
5.7 Calculation of Failure Recovery Times
In this section, we study the estimation of the recovery time of p-cycle schemes from a
single link/node failure. The optical recovery time refers to the time diﬀerence between the
instant at which the failure occurs and the instant when the aﬀected traﬃc arrives from
protection paths.
For shared (segment) protection approaches, the computation of the recovery time is
exploited in [THV+08,Ram08]. There, protection paths are cross connected after a failure
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happens. For link-based pre-conﬁgured protection approaches, e.g., link p-cycles, the for-
mulation of the recovery time is studied in [HS07,SJ11]. We next propose the new formulas
respectively for the calculation of the recovery time under protection of segment p-cycles,
path p-cycles and segment Np-cycles. Let us introduce the following new notations before
present these new formulas.
V ∗s Intermediate node set of working segment s.
Ls, Lp Link set of working segment s and of working path p respectively.
Ls(v, v′) Link set between two nodes v and v′ along a segment s.
Lp(v, v′) Link set between two nodes v and v′ along a path v.
α1pv, α
2
pv Two adjacent nodes of segmentation node v of working path p.
acs = 1 if the on-cycle link  is used to protect working segment s, 0 otherwise.
acpv = 1 if the on-cycle link  protects segmentation node v of working path p, 0 otherwise.
Td Failure detection time. A failure is detected by the adjacent nodes through periodical
exchange of the packet, say, ‘Hello’. Therefore, we assume that Td is constant, and
set as 4 ms [Ram08].
Tp Message processing and forwarding time at a node. Without loss of generality, we assume
that each node has the same processing capability and set Tp as 4 ms [Ram08].
T g Signal propagation time on link , set as 5 μs per kilometer.
Tsw Traﬃc switching time, the time needed by a node (an EXC) for switching traﬃc from
a working segment (path) to a protection segment (path). We assume that each node
needs the same switching time, i.e., 500 μs [Ram08].
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Upon a link failure, the end nodes (the adjacent nodes) of the failed link (the failed node)
detect the failure. Then, these end nodes (the adjacent nodes) generate failure notiﬁcation
message and send it to the switching nodes along the aﬀected working segments or paths.
Let T s
′
n be the failure notiﬁcation time, i.e., the time diﬀerence between the instant at
which the failure is detected and the instant at which the switching nodes get the failure
notiﬁcation message.
Recall that p-cycles are pre-conﬁgured, i.e., the OXCs en route are pre-cross-connected.
Upon getting failure notiﬁcation message, the switching nodes can therefore automatically
switch the aﬀected traﬃc to the corresponding protection segments (paths). Let T sg denote






s ) be the overall recovery time of segment s from the failure of a single




s ) is calculated as the summation of the recovery time
of each unit working segment in case of the link ′ failure.
The network-wide average recovery time is deﬁned as the summation of the overall
recovery time of each segment (path) upon each link or node failures divided by the number
of all possible failure scenarios of each unit working segment (path). The network-wide
maximal recovery time is the maximum of the recovery time of each unit working segment
(path) over all possible combinations of segments (paths) and links and nodes.
5.7.1 Segment- and Path p-Cycles
For working segment s carrying Ds units of demands, the overall recovery time RT 
′
s from
link ′ failure is calculated as follows.
RT 
′
s = Ds × (Td + T s
′




where, for each unit of working segment s, the failure notiﬁcation time T s
′





∣∣ Ls(e1s, e1′)∣∣ × Tp + ∑
∈Ls(e1s,e1′ )
T g len,
∣∣ Ls(e2′ , e2s) ∣∣ × Tp + ∑
∈Ls(e2′ ,e2s)
T g len}
After the aﬀected segment s is switched to segment p-cycles, total traﬃc propagation time






T g len a
c
s zc
With segment p-cycles, the network-wide average recovery time from a single link failure










( | Ls | + | V ∗s | )× Ds
(5.64)
Working segments are generalization of working paths. Therefore, we can easily derive
from the formula (5.64) a new formula for calculation of the network-wide average recovery
time under protection of path p-cycles.
5.7.2 Segment Np-Cycles
Recall that segment Np-cycles are segment p-cycles with full node (segmentation node)
protection. Thus, the recovery time under protection of segment Np-cycles is calculated in
the way similar to the formula (5.64). In contrast with segment p-cycles, we also need to
take into account the overall recovery time RT vp upon the failure of a segmentation node v
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of a working path p. RT vp is computed as follows.
RT vp = Dp × (Td + T pvn + Tsw) + T pvg
where, T pvn is the failure notiﬁcation time computed as:
T pvn = max{
∣∣ Lp(v1pv, α1pv)∣∣ × Tp + ∑
∈Lp(v1pv ,α1pv)
T g len,
∣∣ Lp(α2pv, v2pv) ∣∣ × Tp + ∑
∈Lp(α2pv ,v2pv)
T g len }
and T pvg represents the propagation time of the recovered traﬃc along Np-cycles upon the
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∣∣ V ∗p ∣∣ × Dp (5.65)
5.8 Numerical Results with Minimum Bandwidth Usage De-
sign
In this section, the numerical results are obtained with the minimum bandwidth usage
design model proposed in Section 5.4 for protection against any single link/node failures.
Based on these results, we evaluate the performances of the proposed the segment Np-cycles
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protection scheme. We compare it with the segment p-cycle scheme and the path p-cycles
(PpCycle) with respect to: the capacity redundancy, the dual link failure restoration ratio
(R2), the number of distinct cycles vs. the total number of one unit p-cycle occurrences
and the average number of links per cycle. Segment p-cycle, as a benchmark of the spare
capacity usage, is designed with the model proposed in Section 3.3 such that the spare
capacity is minimized with 100% guaranteed survivability against any single link failure.
Path p-cycle is designed using the model in Section 4.5 for full link and node protection.
Data Instances
Four diﬀerent topologies have been used in our experiments and their main characteristics
(number of nodes, number of links, and average node degree) are described in Table 5.2.
For the traﬃc, as explained in Section 2.4, we ﬁrst generated a set of requests with dif-
ferent granularities (OC-1, OC-3, OC-12 and OC-48) such that for each pair of nodes, the
number of requests is a random number in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for each granularity. Next, we use
the algorithm of [Bou05,BJH11] to generate lightpaths with a set of working segments of
granularity either OC-48 (reference unit in our experiments) or OC-192 (4 × the reference
unit). The overall number of requests, as well as the overall number of working segments
are given in the last two columns of Table 5.2. The average number of demands per working
segment varies between 5.6 and 6.8 depending on the data instance with a range of values
between 4 and 20.
Table 5.2: Network instances
Networks
# # Avg. node # # working
nodes links degree requests segments
nsf [HBB+04] 14 21 3.0 91 68
germany [HBB+04] 17 26 3.1 136 102
bellcore [SG03] 15 28 3.7 105 76
eon2004 [BHJ06] 20 39 3.9 190 126
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(a) Capacity redundancy (b) Restoration ratio of dual failures
Figure 5.10: Comparisons of the solution performances
Capacity Redundancy
Figure 5.10(a) presents the comparisons for the capacity redundancy of the three protec-
tion schemes: segment p-cycles (SpCycle), segment Np-cycles (NSpCycle) and path p-cycles
(PpCycle) over four network and traﬃc instances. Overall, segment Np-cycles require more
spare capacity than segment p-cycles for the protection of segment endpoints. The diﬀer-
ences for the capacity redundancy vary between ∼0.65% to ∼18.63%. Segment Np-cycles
require less spare capacity than path p-cycles for the germany instance, a similar amount
for the bellcore and eon2004 instances, and less for the nsf instance. In other words,
it varies from one instance to the next. In general, segment p-cycles are more capacity eﬃ-
cient than path p-cycles except for nsf. As expected, segment Np-cycles require more spare
capacity than segment p-cycles, again the diﬀerence varies quite a lot from one instance to
the next.
Dual Link Failure Restoration Ratio
In Figure 5.10(b), we compute the dual link failure restoration ratio (R2), i.e., the per-
centage of double failures against which the network is protected, using the segment/path
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p-cycles build for protection against single link/node failures. In general, segment Np-
cycles oﬀer higher R2 value than segment p-cycles. R2 diﬀerences range from ∼0.98% to
∼13.53%. Segment Np-cycles also outperform path p-cycles in terms of the R2 value except
for germany instance.
Number of Distinct and Overall Copies of Cycles
In Table 5.3, we compare the number of distinct cycles and overall number of copies of
p-cycles for four network instances. We observe that, whatever the protection scheme is
employed, the number of distinct cycles is small in comparison of the overall number of
copies, meaning an easy management of the p-cycles (several copies only diﬀer by their
wavelength assignment). Except for the germany instance, segment Np-cycles have the
largest number of cycle occurrences, larger than for the segment p-cycles (as expected) and
slightly more than path p-cycles.
Table 5.3: Number of distinct/overall number of copies of cycles
Networks segment p-cycles segment Np-cycles path p-cycles
nsf 23 (153) 25 (171) 23 (166)
GEMANY 22 (389) 21 (390) 30 (472)
bellcore 28 (210) 44 (435) 41 (279)
eon2004 44 (398) 50 (494) 72 (481)
Size of the p-Cycles
In Table 5.8, we present the average number of links in the cycles required by the diﬀerent
p-cycle schemes, for four networks. Those are the numbers obtained without setting any
limit on the length of the cycles. The average cycle size of segment Np-cycles is never the
largest one, and it is twice (50% of the cases) the smallest one. More investigation are
needed in order to clearly identify the parameters that inﬂuence the length of the p-cycles
(such as, e.g., the connectivity of the graphs or the traﬃc density).
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Networks Segment p-Cycles Segment Np-Cycles Path p-Cycles
nsf 10.1 8.8 8.7
germany 12.2 11.8 11.9
bellcore 10.5 9.8 9.8
eon2004 10.4 10.2 10.1
5.9 Numerical Results with Minimum CAPEX Design
In this section, we present the numerical results respectively with the minimum CAPEX
design models proposed in Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2. Speciﬁcally, in Section 5.9.1, we eval-
uate the eﬃciency of the proposed CAPEX minimization model in Section 5.5.1. Also, we
evaluate the performances of the eﬃciency of Np-cycles from the CAPEX point of view
by comparison of it with segment p-cycles. In Section 5.9.2, we evaluate the performances
of the new proposed segment Np-cycles based on the CG model present in Section 5.5.2.
There, we compare Np-cycles with segment p-cycles and path p-cycles designed by the
models proposed in Section 5.6.
The integer solutions of the master problem have been obtained with the accuracy
(calculated with the formula (3.35)) smaller than 10% for both the CG model I and II.
Data Instances
Four diﬀerent network topologies have been used in our experiments. For the traﬃc carried
on each network, with the algorithm of [Bou05,BJH11], the set of working segments was
obtained with a normalized line rate (OC-192, 10Gb/s) to match the equipment bit rate
in [HGMS08]. For each node pair, we generated a random number (between 1 and 50) of
requests for each granularity in {OC-1, OC-3, OC-12 and OC-48}. For the working segment
set obtained for each network, we present in Table 5.4 the distinct number of segments, the
overall number of segments, and the maximal segment length (km). We also present in the
table the distinct (resp. overall) number of the demands with the line rate OC-192.
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We made use of the cost parameters in [HGMS08] for the p-cycle installation CAPEX,
and assumed that each ﬁber link carries 80 wavelength channels.
Table 5.4: Network instances
atlanta germany bellcore njlata
[OPTW07] [HBB+04] [SG03] [YAK03]
# distinct
70 88 77 48
segments
# overall
1250 1221 734 628
segments
Maximal
446.4 712 587.7 1,580
seg. len.
# distinct
105 136 105 55
w-paths
# overall
832 808 553 567
w-paths
5.9.1 Numerical Results of Column Generation model I
We compare the CG model I with the heuristic (Np-cycles-BWD), where the CAPEX is
calculated a posteriori, using the solutions of the design of segment Np-cycles in Section
5.4. Therein, again, the objective is to minimize the spare capacity usage. With segment
Np-Cycles-BWD, we set the network-wide equipment reach to the least one such that there
always exists a feasible and less costly solutions. Note that the heuristic Np-cycles-BWD
follows the CAPEX computation method of [GGC+09] for p-cycles.
Moreover, we evaluate the extra CAPEX required by the segment Np-cycles (with full
node protection) in comparison with the CAPEX of the classical segment p-cycles (no guar-
anteed node protection for the intermediate segment endpoints). Both protection schemes
are also compared with respect to their capacity redundancy and their average cycle lengths.
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Figure 5.11: Comparative Performances
CAPEX cost
Figure 5.11(a) describes for the four networks the CAPEX of the solutions from the three
diﬀerent segment protection schemes. For each network, the three columns represent in
turn the CAPEX from the designs segment p-Cycles (Sp), segment Np-Cycles (SNp) and
segment Np-Cycles-BWD (NpB). Each column contains three parts: the transmission cost,
the link cost and the node cost.
Overall, the segment Np-Cycle design outperforms the segment Np-Cycle-BWD in terms
of the CAPEX. The cost savings of segment Np-Cycle over segment Np-Cycle-BWD vary
from ∼30% to ∼37%. They mainly come from the increased sharing of the transponders
and the selection of transponders with an adapted optical reach (shown in Figure 5.11(d))
in the segment Np-Cycle design. On the other hand, segment Np-cycles only require a very
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marginal extra CAPEX (from ∼3% to ∼10%) for full node protection in comparison with
segment p-cycles for link protection. In addition, Figure 5.11(a) shows that the transmission
cost is the dominating component of the CAPEX for each network excluding COST239.
Capacity redundancy
From the capacity redundancy point of view, Figure 5.11(b) presents the comparisons of
the solutions from segment p-Cycle, segmentNp-Cycle and segment Np-Cycle-BWD, re-
spectively, over four network instances. We can observe that, for each network instance,
segment Np-Cycle-BWD is the most capacity eﬃcient among these three designs, which in
accordance with the objective of the segment Np-Cycles-BWD. The redundancy diﬀerences
between the solutions of segment Np-Cycles and segment Np-Cycles-BWD range from ∼4%
to ∼24%. In contrast with segment p-cycles, except for NJ LATA,segment Np-cycles with
no more than 3% extra redundant spare capacity can provide full node protection.
Length of cycles
Figure 5.11(c) provides the average length of cycles in the designs of segment p-cycles, Np-
cycles and Np-cycles-BWD, respectively. The average length of the segment Np-Cycles is
longer than the one of segment Np-Cycles-BWD for NJLATA and GERMANY, while it is
shorter for Atlanta and COST239. In contrast with segment p-Cycles, the average length
of the segment Np-Cycles is longer except for COST239.
Reach distribution
Figure 5.11(d) shows the optical reach distribution of the transponders in the solutions of
the design of segment Np-Cycles for the four network instances. For the networks NJLATA
and COST239, where the maximal length of working segments is larger than 1,500km, there
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is no transponder with LH (750km) optical reach, and the vast majority of transponders
is with ULH reach due to the transponder sharing among segments. For the other two
networks Atlanta and GERMANY, where the maximal length of segments is less than
750km, the transponders with the MTD 1,500km are the most numerous. There is no
transponder in Atlanta with ULH reach. In GERMANY, ∼7% transponders are with LH
reach while ∼20% are with ULH reach.
5.9.2 Numerical Results of Column Generation model II
In this section, we evaluate the performances of the new proposed segment Np-cycles based
on the CG model present in Section 5.5.2. we compare segment Np-cycles (with full node
protection) with the classical segment p-cycles (no guaranteed protection for the interme-
diate segment endpoints) and path p-cycles (with full node protection). Segment p-cycles
and path p-cycles are respectively designed by the models proposed in Section 5.6.
The performance metrics considered consist of the failure recovery time, the CAPEX
cost, the capacity redundancy and the average cycle length. With these metrics, In addition,
we also examine the optical reach distribution of transponders in the solutions of segment
Np-cycle design. The network-wide maximal recovery time and the average recovery time
were calculated using the formulas present in Section 5.7. The calculation of the recovery
time is based on the respective solutions of the optimization models for designs of segment
p-cycles, Np-cycles and path p-cycles.
Recovery time
Figure 5.12(a) (5.12(b)) presents the comparisons of the maximum recovery time (the av-
erage recovery time) among segment p-cycles, Np-cycles and path p-cycles over the four
network instances.
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(a) Maximum recovery time (b) Average recovery time
Figure 5.12: Recovery time comparisons
It is shown clearly that, for each data instance, segment Np-cycles and p-cycles require
the shorter maximal recovery time and the average recovery time than path p-cycles. There-
fore Np-cycles have faster recovery speed than path p-cycles. Segment Np-cycles reduce the
maximum recovery time by 8% (njlata) to 25% (germany) as shown in Figure 5.12(a), and
the average recovery time by 2% (njlata) to 10 % (germany) as shown in Figure 5.12(b).
The recovery time reduction of segment Np-cycles is mainly due to the following two facts.
The ﬁrst one is that segment Np-cycle (p-cycle) protection approach requires the shorter
failure notiﬁcation time (see Section 5.7 for the deﬁnition) than path p-cycle approach. This
is, in turn, because the working segment length is shorter than or equal to the associated
working path length. The second one is that, as shown in Figure 5.13(c), the average size of
segment p-cycles and Np-cycles are smaller than that of path p-cycles except for njlata.
This translates to the shorter propagation delay along segment p-cycles (Np-cycles) than
path p-cycles for traﬃc recovery against a single failure.
In comparison with segment p-cycles, segment Np-cycles involve very marginal extra
recovery time for full link and node protection. This suggests that, Np-cycles hold the
recovery speed comparable with segment p-cycles. For protection a set of segments against
a single link or node failure, segment Np-cycles and p-cycles have the same notiﬁcation time
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and the similar propagation time (see Figure 5.13(c)). The marginal extra recovery time
comes from that for recovery from segmentation node failures in segment Np-cycles.
(a) CAPEX cost (b) Redundancy































Figure 5.13: Comparative Performances
CAPEX cost
Figure 5.13(a) describes, over the four networks, the CAPEX comparisons of the solutions
based on the three diﬀerent p-cycle-based protection schemes. For each network, the three
columns represent in turn the CAPEX of segment p-cycles (Sp), segment Np-cycles (SNp)
and path p-cycles (Pp). Each column is made up of three components: the transmission
cost, the link cost and the node cost. Among these components, the transmission cost is
the dominant one in the p-cycle CAPEX.
We can observe that, for each network, segment Np-cycles only require a very marginal
extra CAPEX (from ∼2% to ∼10%) for full node protection in comparison with segment
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p-cycles (no protection guaranteed for segmentation nodes). This result keeps in line with
what has been illustrated in Section 5.3. The reason is as follows. With segment Np-cycles,
the transponders (e.g., the transponder on node va in Figure 5.4(b)) can be shared for access
to Np-cycles between the related working segments (va − vc − vd) and segmentation nodes
(vd). Then, the transmission cost of segment Np-cycles is comparable to segment p-cycles.
On the other hand, path p-cycles are less costly than segment p-cycles (Np-cycles). The
cost diﬀerences between path p-cycles and Np-cycles range from 12% to 35%. The main
reason is that path p-cycles cut the transmission cost in constrast with segment Np-cycles
for protection against a single link/node failure. The transmission cost savings of path
p-cycles come from the fact that the less number of transponders is required for access to
path p-cycles than that for access to Np-cycles. Speciﬁcally, based on path p-cycles, for
each unit n-hop working path (consisting of n working segments), only two transponders
are required by its two end nodes. However, with Np-cycles, at least n+1 transponders are
required by the switching nodes (end nodes or segmentation nodes) on such n-hop path.
In addition, Figure 5.13(a) shows that, besides the transmission cost, for each protection
scheme, the node (OADM/OXC) cost is the second CAPEX dominant component.
Capacity redundancy
From the capacity redundancy point of view, Figure 5.13(b) presents the comparisons of the
respective solutions based on segment p-cycles, segment Np-cycles and path p-cycles, over
four network instances. We can state that, for each network instance, except for njlata,
segment p-cycles is the most capacity eﬃcient among these three protection approaches.
In comparisons with segment p-cycles, except for germany, segment Np-Cycles requires
no more than 3.2% extra redundant spare capacity for full node protection. On the other
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hand, segment Np-cycles outperform path p-cycles in terms of capacity eﬃciency in sparse
networks.
Length of cycles
Figure 5.13(c) provides, over the four networks, the average cycle length from the respective
solutions based on segment p-cycles, Np-cycles and path p-cycles. We can notice that, the
average cycle length based on the segment Np-cycle solution is longer than that of segment
p-cycles, while it is shorter than or equal to that of path p-cycles except for njlata.
Reach distribution
Figure 5.13(d) presents the optical reach distribution of the transponders in the solutions
based on segment Np-cycles for the four network instances. In njlata and germany, the
transponders with long-haul (LH, 750 km) optical reach take no more than one percentage of
the overall required transponders. The vast majority of transponders is with ultra-long-hual
(ULH) optical reach. This is mainly because of the transponder sharing among segments
and segmentation nodes. Also, this comes from the fact that, as shown in Table 4.1,
the maximal length of the working segments is larger than 1,500 km (712 km) in njlata
(germany). For atlanta, where the maximal length of segments is less than 446 km,
∼84% transponders are with extra-long-haul (ELH) optical reach, no ULH transponder is
required. For bellcore, ∼84% transponders are with ELH optical reach while ∼5% (resp.
∼11%) transponders are with LH (ULH) optical reach, where the maximum length of the
working segments is 587.7 km.
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5.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose a new segment protection scheme based on p-cycles, called
segment Np-cycles, which guarantee 100% protection against a single failure, whether it is
a node or a link failure. From the viewpoint of minimization of bandwidth usage, although
segment Np-cycles require more bandwidth than the regular segment p-cycles, the diﬀer-
ence is not much in exchange of the additional protection for all nodes, including segment
endpoints. In addition, depending on the network and traﬃc instances, they are sometimes
more bandwidth eﬃcient than path p-cycles.
We also developed a new CAPEX optimization model for the design of segment Np-
cycles. It diﬀers from the previous model for CAPEX minimum design of p-cycles by that
the CAPEX minimization is embedded in the optimization model. The new CAPEX opti-
mization model signiﬁcantly outperforms a minimum bandwidth design with an a posteriori
CAPEX calculation.
More importantly, with very marginal extra CAPEX and extra redundant spare capacity,
segment Np-cycles can provide full node protection in comparison with segment p-cycles for
link protection. Segment Np-cycles hold faster recovery speed than path p-cycles, although
segment Np-cycles are more costly than path p-cycles.
Segment Np-cycles are therefore worth of interest within the context of multi-layer
network design in order to address more failure recovery at the WDM layer.
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Chapter 6
The Shortcut p-Cycle Scheme
6.1 Introduction
Although p-cycles represent an attractive protection approach, they have some limitations.
One is related to the length of the recovery paths provided by the p-cycles even if, as found
in [GS98], large p-cycles may be preferred in order to achieve a high capacity eﬃciency.
Another is the presence of loop backs, which makes the recovery paths unnecessarily large.
Long recovery paths lead to slower recovery speeds, and cause optical signal degradation en
route. Moreover, the probability of survival from dual link failures is reduced as well.
In this chapter, we propose the shortcut Np-cycle protection scheme, which not only
eliminates the loop backs in p-cycles, but identiﬁes possible shortcuts in the protection
paths while oﬀering 100% guaranteed protection against any single link/node failures. As
in p-cycle based schemes, shortcut Np-cycles deﬁne a pre-conﬁgured protection approach.
Consider a working path and a related shortcut Np-cycle (i.e., a working path of which some
links are protected by the shortcut Np-cycle). In the event of a single link/node failure, only
the intersecting nodes of this path and the shortcut Np-cycle which are nearest to the the
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end nodes of the working path, perform real-time switching. Therefore, shortcut Np-cycles
retain ring-like recovery speed. Shortcut Np-cycles can protect on-cycle and straddling
intersecting segments of working paths. See Section 6.3 for the details.
Shortcut Np-cycles diﬀer from FIPP p-cycles in that, for a given working path, they do
not necessarily go through its two end nodes. Thereby, shortcut Np-cycles are more ﬂexible
than FIPP p-cycles for providing protection against single link/node failures. Moreover,
with shortcut Np-cycles, the aﬀected traﬃc is switched at the nodes nearest to the end
nodes of working paths, thus, the recovery speed of shortcut Np-cycles is faster than the
one of FIPP p-cycles. To design shortcut Np-cycles, we develop a scalable optimization
model based on a large optimization tool, namely, column generation (CG) techniques,
without requiring any oﬄine candidate enumeration. Extensive experiments have been
carried out in order to evaluate the performance of shortcut Np-cycles.
The rest part of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we illustrate the
limitations of p-cycle schemes and then review the studies on the elimination of loop backs.
In Section 6.3, we present our novel shortcut Np-cycle protection scheme. The optimization
model for the shortcut Np-cycle design is presented in Section 6.4. Experimental results
are discussed in Section 7.2 and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.6.
6.2 Shortcomings of p-Cycle Based Schemes
In this section, we ﬁrst brieﬂy illustrate the shortcomings of node p-cycles and FIPP p-
cycles, followed by the literature review.
If no restriction is imposed on the length of the cycles, p-cycles tend to be quite long,
which result in a high capacity eﬃciency. The restored paths are usually much longer than
























Figure 6.1: Illustration of a loop back and shortcut switching
loop backs in the recovery paths [AS08]. Figure 1(a) illustrates a loop back formed in a
recovery path. Upon link v6− v7 failure, the aﬀected traﬃc is rerouted on the backup path
along p-cycle c1. Then, in the recovery path v5 − v6 − v5 − v3 − v1 − v9 − v10 − v7 − v10,
besides the end nodes of the failed link v6− v7, links v5− v6 and v7− v10, and nodes v5 and
v10 are visited twice. This leads to the formation of loop backs.
FIPP p-cycles are known to be more capacity eﬃcient than link p-cycles in the context
of protection against a single link failure [RJ08]. However, p-cycles have shorter recovery
time. With respect to single node failures, it has been shown [JLR12] that depending on
the network topology, FIPP p-cycles may be sometimes more capacity eﬃcient, sometimes
less capacity eﬃcient than node p-cycles. In the sequel, we will shorten the term FIPP
p-cycles to path p-cycles (there will be no confusion as we only consider failure independent
mechanisms for path protection in this paper).
Path p-cycles are known to be more capacity eﬃcient than link p-cycles in the context of
protection against a single link failure [RJ08]. However, p-cycles have shorter recovery times.
With respect to single node failures, however, it is shown in Chapter 4 that, depending on
the network topology, path p-cycles may be sometimes more capacity eﬃcient, sometimes
less capacity eﬃcient than node p-cycles, depending on the network topology.
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Literature review
Grover and Scheﬀel [GS07] investigate whether loop backs in link-based protection schemes
entail a signiﬁcant capacity penalty. They develop an ILP model to design survivable net-
works based on link protection without worrying about loop backs. The resulting solutions
of the ILP model are then analyzed, and some spare capacity is released by eliminating the
loop backs. It is then shown that, loop backs lead to very small spare capacity penalty.
However, other authors [AS08,AS07] reached a diﬀerent conclusion. Asthana and Singh
[AS08,AS07] examine the removal of loop backs in p-cycle networks, i.e., networks where
protection is ensured by p-cycles. Then, the loop backs in the resulting ILP solution are
removed using a reconﬁguration phase for the recovery paths. The experimental results
show that considerable amount of spare capacity can be released and that the recovery
path length can be also greatly reduced, a conclusion that is the opposite of [GS07].
All the above studies investigate the impact of the loop backs on the spare capacity using
a 2-step solution scheme, in a context of single link failures. The present study explores the
same question in a one step solution scheme for both single link and single node failures.
More, some shortcuts are identiﬁed in the p-cycles in addition to the elimination of the loop
backs.
6.3 Shortcut Np-Cycles: p-Cycles with No Loop Backs
As mentioned in Section 6.2, there may exist loop backs in the recovery paths based on
link p-cycles. To remove such loop backs, and thus reduce the length of the recovery paths
and decrease the signal attenuation, we propose the following shortcut Np-cycle protection
scheme.
As p-cycles, shortcut Np-cycles deﬁne a fully pre-conﬁgured protection scheme. In a
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p-cycle, for any given protected link, the two nodes where protection switching occurs are
the endpoints of the protected link. In a shortcut Np-cycle, this is no more necessarily the
case. Indeed, for a shortcut Np-cycle, and a subset of protected links belonging to a given
working path, the two protection switching nodes are the common nodes of the working
path and the p-cycle, which are nearest to the end nodes of the working path. Thereby, the
links and nodes along the working path between these two switching nodes can be protected
by the shortcut Np-cycle. As protection switching is performed in such nodes rather than
in the end nodes of the failed link, accordingly, the entities of this protection scheme are
called shortcut Np-cycles. The resulting protection scheme encompasses p-cycles in which
loop backs have been removed.
With shortcut p-cycles as illustrated in Figure 1(b), upon link v6 − v7 failure, the
protection switching nodes v5 and v10 re-route the disrupted traﬃc on p-cycle c1, and the
recovery path, v5−v3−v1−v9−v10, is free of any loop back. Indeed, the proposed shortcut
p-cycles encompass p-cycles beyond the elimination of loopbacks, consider the example of
Figure 2(b), where now link v8 − v9 can be protected.
Shortcut Np-cycles can protect on-cycle segments, straddling segments as well as hybrid
segments of working paths. A segment is the consecutive link set along a working path.
For a shortcut Np-cycle, a straddling segment is a working segment along a working path
which has no common links and nodes with the p-cycle except for its two end nodes; while
a hybrid segment is a segment which share some but not all links/nodes with the p-cycle.
A one unit shortcut Np-cycle provides one protection ﬂow unit for each on-cycle or hybrid
working segment, while it oﬀers two units of protection ﬂows for each straddling segment.
Figure 6.2 illustrates a shortcut Np-cycle which protects a hybrid segment and a strad-
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Figure 6.2: General shortcut p-cycles
v10 − v4 along the primary path p, as a hybrid segment can be protected by p-cycle c.
The primary path p drawn in blue line intersects p-cycle c at nodes v10, v3 and v4. Then,
the protection switching nodes are v10 and v4 as they are nearest to the end nodes of the
working path. Thereby, the working segment of path p between nodes v10 and v4 can be
protected by shortcut p-cycle c. Upon a link (resp. node), say, v3 − v8 (resp. v8) failure,
nodes v10 and v4 switch the aﬀected segment on p-cycle c, and the recovered path is thus
rerouted on ϕp, src−v10 − v1 − v6 − v5 − v4− dst.
A straddling working segment of a shortcut Np-cycle is illustrated in Figure 2(b). The
working segment v3 − v10 of path p is a straddling segment for p-cycle c, which has two
end nodes v3 and v10 sitting on p-cycle c but shares no link with it. Shortcut Np-cycle
c can oﬀer segment v3 − v10 two units of protection ﬂows. Upon a node, say, v9 failure,
shortcut Np-cycle c can oﬀer two units of protection ﬂows v10 − v1 − v6 − v5 − v4 − v3 and
v10 − v7 − v2 − v3 to recover the aﬀected traﬃc on the working segment v3 − v10.
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6.3.1 Shortcut p-Cycles vs. Path p-Cycles vs. Node p-Cycles
In order to further understand the diﬀerences of shortcut Np-cycles with node p-cycles and
path p-cycles, we consider an example using the bellcore network with three one unit
demand requests, see Figure 3(a). Therein, the number on each link is the link geographical



























































































Figure 6.3: Illustration of diﬀerent p-cycle-based protection schemes
Four protection schemes are illustrated in Figure 6.3: link p-cycles in Figure 3(a), i.e.,
the original p-cycle protection scheme against any single link failures, node p-cycle in Figure
3(b), path p-cycle in Figure 3(c), i.e., FIPP p-cycle with the required adaptations in order
to guarantee node protection, and the new proposed shortcut Np-cycle in Figure 3(d).
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To protect traﬃc against any single link failure, two link p-cycles, c1 and c2 as shown in
Figure 3(a) are required, with a spare capacity requirement of 37. To protect against any
single link/node failures, we need three node p-cycles, c3, c4 and c5, diﬀerent from c1 and
c2, as depicted in Figure 3(b). The overall spare capacity cost is equal to 57. Regarding
path p-cycles, three p-cycles c6, c7 and c8 are also used, as shown in Figure 3(c), with a
spare capacity equal to 57. These three path p-cycles diﬀer from the node p-cycles although
they are with the same capacity cost as the node p-cycles in this small example. If shortcut
Np-cycles are used for protection, again, three p-cycles c9, c10 and c11, which diﬀer from
the previous p-cycles, are required with a space capacity cost of 56.6.
This example shows that, in comparison with link p-cycles, only designed for link pro-
tection, shortcut Np-cycles may require more spare capacity for node protection. However,
with respect to node protection, shortcut Np-cycles require less spare capacity than node
p-cycles and path p-cycles. This is due to the fact that shortcut Np-cycles can protect more
failure scenarios than node p-cycles, and are more ﬂexible for providing protection than path
p-cycles. As will be explained in the sequel, shortcut Np-cycles are always more bandwidth
eﬃcient than node and path p-cycles. However, in comparison with link p-cycles, depending
on the network topologies, shortcut Np-cycles may require more or less spare capacity in
order to ensure full node protection.
6.4 A Column Generation Model
For a given working path p ∈ P with two end nodes v1p and v2p, let Lp be the set of links
along path p.
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6.4.1 Optimization Model: the Master Problem
The objective of the optimization model (the master problem) is to minimize the spare
capacity usage of shortcut Np-cycles such that 100% survivability can be guaranteed against
any single link/node failure. Note that, with respect to a working path, only its intermediate
nodes are considered for protection against any single node failure.
The optimization model relies on a decomposition where the master problem (i.e., the
model below) selects the potential shortcut Np-cycles together with the links/nodes they
can protect, as generated by the pricing problem (see Section 6.4.2 for the details). A
conﬁguration (Shortcut Np-cycle) c contains a one unit cycle, and its set of protected links
and nodes with respect to working paths. Formally, a conﬁguration c is represented by:
vector (ac)∈L with a
c
 = 1 if link  is on cycle c, 0 otherwise.
matrix (acp)p∈P,∈L with a
c
p = 1 (resp. 2) if conﬁguration c can recover
one (resp. two) traﬃc unit(s) upon the failure of link
 of working path p, 0 otherwise.
matrix (acpv)p∈P,v∈V where acpv = 1 (resp. 2) if conﬁguration c provides one
(resp. two) backup ﬂow for protection of working path
p against node v failure.
Let costc be the spare cost of conﬁguration c, which is calculated as the overall spare















acp zc ≥ dp p ∈ P,  ∈ Lp (6.1)
∑
c∈C
acpv zc ≥ dp p ∈ P, v ∈ V ∗p (6.2)
zc ∈ Z+ c ∈ C (6.3)
Constraints (6.1) ensure that all links on each working path are protected against any
single link failure. Constraints (6.2) ensure that all demands are protected against any
single node failure, i.e., intermediate node v on working path p, for all intermediate nodes
on all working paths. Constraints (6.3) deﬁne the domain of the variables.
6.4.2 Solution Method and the Pricing Problem
In order to eﬃciently solve the model presented in Section 6.4.1, we use a column generation
(CG) algorithm in order to solve the linear relaxation of the model, and then, the cplex ILP
solver in order to obtain an integer solution (The reader can refer to, e.g., Chvatal [Chv83]
for more information about column generation techniques).
Based on the CG algorithm, the shortcut Np-cycle design problem is decomposed into
the master problem (i.e., the optimization model of the previous section) and the pricing
problem. The master problem handles the selection of shortcut Np-cycles from the candidate
set, and the pricing problem generates candidate shortcut Np-cycles. The detailed CG-based
algorithm and integer solution method are as described in Section 3.7.
The pricing problem corresponds to the optimization problem for generating a conﬁg-
uration, i.e., deﬁning a shortcut Np-cycle and identifying its protected set of links/nodes
with respect to working paths. Its objective is to minimize the so-called reduced cost.
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We introduce next the basic idea about how to generate a conﬁguration (i.e., a candidate
shortcut Np-cycle) before presenting the pricing problem model.
How to build shortcut p-cycles
In order to generate a shortcut Np-cycle (i.e., a conﬁguration in the optimization model),
we ﬁrst build a simple cycle, and then identify the working segments of working paths
which can be protected by this cycle. In order to identify such protection relationship, for a
working path p which intersects with the cycle (with either on-cycle or straddling links), we
search for a protection ﬂow ϕp which will be, for some links of the working path, a recovery
path in case of a single link/node failure. Such a protection ﬂow ϕp therefore should have
the following three properties:
1. Flow ϕp has the same end nodes as path p.
2. Flow ϕp traverses some links that are either on path p or on the current cycle under
construction, but not on both. Thereby, ﬂow ϕp can be the recovery path of path p
using the cycle under construction in case of a single failure of its link or node.
3. In order to provide protection using the current cycle c, ﬂow ϕp must share at least
one link with the cycle.
After obtaining cycle c and ﬂow ϕp for path p, we need to identify the links and nodes
which are protected as well as the number of protected traﬃc units. Let nodes v1 and v2
be the intersecting nodes between ﬂow ϕp and cycle c which are nearest to the end nodes of
path p: these two nodes are the protection switching nodes of path p. Thus, ﬂow ϕp along
the current cycle between v1 and v2 can be used to carry the aﬀected traﬃc on working
path p in case of a single link/node failure between v1 and v2 on the working path p.
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Depending on the number of traﬃc units carried on ﬂow ϕp, the links/nodes of the
working path between v1 and v2 can be protected either as an on-cycle/hybrid segment
or as a straddling segment, as in segment protection, see, e.g., [GS03, JL11b]. If ﬂow ϕp
carries one unit traﬃc on each link en route, the associated working segment is an on-
cycle/hybrid segment with respect to the current cycle under construction. The associated
working segment is a straddling segment, and two unit traﬃc on it can be protected by the
current cycle if ﬂow ϕp carries two unit traﬃc on the links of path p, and splits/merges at
the switching nodes with respect to the current cycle, and carries one unit traﬃc on each
on-cycle link.
Figure 6.2(a) illustrates the identiﬁcation of a hybrid working segment. Given the
primary path p in blue line and a shortcut p-cycle c in red line, the protection ﬂow ϕp
represented by the green line holds the above three properties. Also, on each link en route,
ﬂow ϕp carries one unit traﬃc. The switching protection nodes are v10 and v4. Upon a link
(resp. node), say, v10 − v8 (resp. v8) failure, nodes v10 and v4 switch the aﬀected traﬃc on
the protection ﬂow v10− v1− v6− v5− v4 along p-cycle c. Thereby, with respect to path p,
the working segment v1 − v4 consisting of the contiguous on-path links and nodes between
v10 and v4 can be protected as an hybrid segment by p-cycle c using the overlapping part
of ϕp and p-cycle c.
The identiﬁcation of straddling segments is illustrated in Figure 6.2(b). With respect
to path p and p-cycle c, ﬂow ϕp carries two unit traﬃc on the links, e.g., SRC-v10 of path
p. When meeting with p-cycle c, ﬂow ϕp splits / merges at nodes v3 and v10, and travels
on paths v10 − v7 − v2 − v3 and v10 − v1 − v6 − v5 − v4 − v3 along cycle c. On each on-cycle
link, e.g., v1 − v6, ﬂow ϕp carries one unit traﬃc. As a result, working segment v3 − v10 of
path p is a straddling segment, and two units of traﬃc can be protected.
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Optimization Model
















where up and upv are the dual variables associated with constraints (6.1) and (6.2) respec-
tively.
Before giving the mathematical expression of the constraints of the pricing problem, we
need to introduce the following notations:
Parameters
p = 1 if link  belongs to p, 0 otherwise
pv = 1 if node v is an intermediate node of p, 0 otherwise
Variables
ϕp = 2 (resp. 1) if link  of ﬂow ϕp carries two (resp. one) unit traﬃc on path p, 0
otherwise.
yp = 2 (resp. 1) if two (resp. one) traﬃc units on link  with respect to path p is protected
by the current cycle, 0 otherwise.
xpv = 2 (resp. 1) if two (resp. one) traﬃc units on path p across node v is protected by
the current cycle, 0 otherwise.
αpv = 2 (resp. 1) if ﬂow ϕp across node v carries two (resp. one) traﬃc units on path p,
0 otherwise.
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The pricing problem model is subject to the following three blocks of constraints. The
ﬁrst block of constraints is present next to build a simple cycle, which consists of constraints
(3.9) - (3.11).
Based on the basic idea described above for building a shortcut Np-cycle, the second







ϕp ≤ 2 p ∈ P (6.4)
∑
∈ω(v)
ϕp = 2 αpv p ∈ P, v ∈ V \ {v1p, v2p} (6.5)
∑
∈ω(v)\{′}
ϕp ≥ ϕp′ p ∈ P, ′ ∈ ω(v), v ∈ V \ {v1p, v2p} (6.6)
ϕp ≤ (1− p) x + 2 (1− x) p  ∈ L, p ∈ P (6.7)
∑
∈L
( 1 − p ) ϕp ≥
∑
∈ω(v1p)
ϕp p ∈ P (6.8)
∑
p∈Pv
( 1 − p ) ϕp ≤ x  ∈ L, v ∈ V (6.9)
Constraints (6.4) - (6.6) are ﬂow conservation constraints for ﬁnding protection ﬂow ϕp
which hold the ﬁrst property with respect to working path p. Constraints (6.4) say that,
for each path p, ﬂow ϕp must end at its two end nodes, and the sum of the protection ﬂow
ϕp must be equal at these two end nodes. Also, these constraints ensure that ﬂow ϕp can
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carry at most two unit traﬃc. Constraints (6.5) say that, for each node except the end
nodes of path p, ﬂow ϕp must cross this node if this node is on ϕp. In other words, the
overall links of ﬂow ϕp incident on this node must carry an even (0, 2, or 4) number of
traﬃc units. Constraints (6.6) ensure that, for node v which is not an end node of path p,
ﬂow ϕp cannot be carried only on a single link incident on node v. Constraints (6.7) ensure
that, with respect to path p, ﬂow ϕp must also hold the second property (i.e., ﬂow ϕp must
be carried on links that are either on path p or on the current cycle under construction, but
not on both). Constraints (6.8) ensure that ﬂow ϕp must also hold the third property with
respect to path p (i.e., the protection ﬂow ϕp cannot follow a route identical to the route
of this path if such ﬂow exists). As a result, ﬂow ϕp must have at least one common link
with the current cycle under construction. Constraints (6.9) say, for pairwise node non-
disjoint working paths, the associated protection ﬂows cannot share any link on the current
cycle under construction. Note that constraints (6.9) allow that, with respect to two paths
sharing the intermediate node v, if the associated protection ﬂows along the current cycle
are disjoint, the failure of node v can be recovered by the current cycle under construction.
For the ﬂow ϕp carrying two units of traﬃc, along the current shortcut Np-cycle, it splits at
the protection switching nodes, and then are carried on two disjoint paths along the current
cycle under construction. Therefore, it is allowed by this set of constraints.
With the above two blocks of constraints, we can achieve a simple cycle and the protec-
tion ﬂow ϕp for path p. The last block constraints is next formulated for identiﬁcation of
the protected nodes and links as well as the number of protected traﬃc units by the current













p yp p ∈ P, v ∈ Vp (6.12)
x ∈ {0, 1}, αpv ∈ {0, 1, 2}  ∈ L, v ∈ V (6.13)
ϕp, yp, xpv ∈ {0, 1, 2}  ∈ L, p ∈ P, v ∈ Vp (6.14)
Constraints (6.10) say that link  of path p can be protected if ﬂow ϕp exists and does
not traverse link . Also, these constraints say that, at most two units of traﬃc can be
re-routed on ﬂow ϕp against the failure of link . Constraints (6.11) say that ﬂow ϕp can
protect the intermediate node v of path p if ﬂow ϕp exists and does not cross node v. Also,
it is ensured that no more than two units of traﬃc across node v can be re-routed on ﬂow
ϕp in case of the failure of node v. Constraints (6.12) ensure that, with respect to a working
path p, an intermediate node can be protected only if one of its adjacent on-path links is
also protected by the current cycle under construction.
6.5 Computational Results
We now evaluate the shortcut Np-cycle performances for full node protection. We compare
shortcut Np-cycles with three other p-cycle based schemes:
(i) original link p-cycles as a benchmark without any concern about node protection, for
which we use the column generation model of [RJ08];
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(ii) node p-cycles for full node protection, for which we use the optimization model of
Section 4.3;
(iii) path p-cycles for full node protection, which is designed using the CG model of Section
4.5.
For the performance evaluation and comparison, we use the following three metrics.
• Capacity redundancy - Rp/w, i.e., the ratio of spare capacity cost over working capacity
cost. Here, the working (resp. spare) capacity cost is calculated as the sum of the
geographical distances of the link channels along the working (resp. protection) paths,
assuming the cost to be proportional to this parameter.
• Dual link failure recovery ratio - R2 (as formula (8.3), in p. 510 of Grover [Gro04a])
deﬁned by Equation 4.47.
• Number of topologically distinct p-cycles which need to be conﬁgured upon the deploy-
ment of a p-cycle scheme, an approximate measure of the complexity of the protection
management overhead.
Data Instances
Five diverse network instances have been used, which are described in Table 6.1. For each
network instance, we provide the number of nodes, the number of edges, the average nodal
degree as an indicator of the regularity of the network connectivity. Also, We calculate the
network diameter, i.e., the length of the longest path among the shortest paths for any node
pair in the network.
Traﬃc instances are described by their number of distinct demand requests and working
capacity cost (i.e., the overall geographical distances of link channels which are required for
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the primary paths), in the last two columns of Table 6.1. For each network, the number
of demand units between a given node pair is randomly generated (uniform distribution)
in the interval [1..20]. Working paths are computed in such a way as to guarantee that
they are of minimum length subject to the condition that there exists at least one potential
protection path that is link and node disjoint with the working path.
Table 6.1: Data instances
Networks Nodes Edges Node Network Number WorkingDegree Diameter Demands Cost
nsf [HBB+04] 14 21 3.0 5,316 91 2,801,534
germany [HBB+04] 17 26 3.1 951 136 578,512
bellcore [SG03] 15 28 3.7 1,160 105 743,738
atlanta [OPTW07] 15 22 2.9 708 105 284,762
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Figure 6.4: Capacity redundancy
We ﬁrst evaluate shortcut Np-cycles from the capacity eﬃciency perspective. Under the
requirement for full node protection, we compare shortcut Np-cycles with the two other
protection schemes, node p-cycles and path p-cycles. Also, we compare shortcut Np-cycles
with classical link p-cycles as a benchmark of capacity eﬃciency. Results are summarized
in Figures 6.4 over ﬁve network instances.
Shortcut Np-cycles are more capacity eﬃcient than node p-cycles and path p-cycles for
all network instances, keeping in line with the example presented in Section 6.3.1. The
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redundancy diﬀerences between shortcut Np-cycles and path p-cycles (resp. node p-cycles)
vary from ∼1% to 22% (resp. from 3% to 15%). In contrast with path p-cycles, shortcut
Np-cycles do not require that the two end nodes of the working paths must sit on the same
p-cycles. Therefore, shortcut Np-cycles are more ﬂexible, and thus more capacity eﬃcient
for providing protection against single link and node failures. In comparison with node
p-cycles, shortcut Np-cycles are more capacity eﬃcient due to the fact that shortcut Np-
cycles can protect against more failure scenarios rather than just straddling link failures, as
illustrated in Figure 2(b).
Depending on the network topology, extra spare capacity may still be required by short-
cut Np-cycles for node protection in contrast with link p-cycles only for link protection.
Speciﬁcally, in germany, atlanta and bellcore, shortcut Np-cycles require from 1.5%
to 17% more bandwidth than link p-cycles, while providing 100% protection against sin-
gle link and node failures. However, for nsf and cost239, shortcut Np-cycles with full
node protection is more capacity eﬃcient than link p-cycles, just as path p-cycles. This is
mainly due to the fact that, in these two networks, there are more chances to ﬁnd shortcut
Np-cycles such that links and nodes can be protected using straddling segments.
6.5.2 Number of the Cycles
Provided that no any length limit on p-cycles, in Figure 6.5, we present the number of the
distinct cycles and of the overall number of cycle occurrences in the optimal solutions of
link p-cycles, node p-cycles, path p-cycles and shortcut Np-cycles. As mentioned in Section
6.1, the excessive p-cycle length usually leads to negative impacts on the recovered traﬃc,
such as increased propagation delay and signal degradation. We will study, in Section 6.5.4,
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(b) Number of overall p-cycle occurrences
Figure 6.5: Number of cycles
Overall, we can observe from Figure 6.5(a) that, the link p-cycle scheme requires the
smallest number of distinct cycles among the four protection schemes for all instances (inde-
pendently of the topologies). Regarding shortcut Np-cycles versus path p-cycles, shortcut
Np-cycles ask for the smallest number of distinct cycles for all instances except for bell-
core. Therefore, shortcut Np-cycles hold a possible advantage for the cycle management
over path p-cycles. However, in contrast with the node p-cycle scheme, shortcut Np-cycles
require more distinct cycles in all instances except germany.
Figure 6.5(b) presents the overall number of cycle occurrences in the optimal solutions of
the four protection schemes over ﬁve instances. The ranking of these four schemes depends
on the network topology. Among the three schemes ensuring full node protection, in at-
lanta and bellcore, shortcut Np-cycles need the smallest overall number of occurrences
of p-cycles while, in the other three instances, the diﬀerences of these three schemes are
very small.
6.5.3 Average Cycle Length and Protection against Dual Link Failures
From the viewpoint of the average length of the p-cycles, Figure 6.6(a) shows that, the
ranking of these four protection scheme also depends on the network topology. In order to
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ensure node protection, shortcut Np-cycles are smaller in germany and nsf, while larger
in atlanta and bellcore than the other two protection schemes (node p-cycles and path
p-cycles). In comparison with link p-cycles, the average length of shortcut Np-cycles is
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(b) Dual failure recovery ratio
Figure 6.6: Solution structure and dual link failure recovery ratio
With respect to the dual link failure restoration ratio (R2), Figure 6.6(b) summarizes the
results for the four protection schemes over the ﬁve network instances. Note that here the
protection against dual link failures comes for free from the solutions of these four schemes.
Shortcut Np-cycles oﬀer the largest R2 for germany, cost239 and nsf among these
four protection schemes. This comes from the fact that the average length of the cycles in
the solutions with shortcut Np-cycles is (very close to) the smallest possible one in these
three instances, as shown in Figure 6.6(a). For these three instances, shortcut Np-cycles
provide the R2 3% to 8% higher than node p-cycles, while similar to path p-cycles. For these
three instances, shortcut Np-cycles provide the R2 3% to 8% higher than for node p-cycles,
while similar to path p-cycles. For the other two instances, i.e., (bellcore and atlanta),
shortcut Np-cycles provide the smallest R2 as the average cycle length of shortcut Np-cycles
is the largest one among these protection schemes.
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6.5.4 Impacts of Cycle Length Limitation on Performance Metrics
The numerical results presented above have been calculated without concerns about the
p-cycle length, as in most of the p-cycle studies in the literature. However, the length
limitation may need to be considered in the design, if the delay of a connection is limited,
especially if we assume that wavelength conversion is available at each node (the assumption
of this study). Also, the signal transmission quality may not be guaranteed if the related
protection paths along p-cycles become too long. To this end, we next study further, under
the restrictions on the length of the p-cycles, the performance of shortcut Np-cycles through
comparisons with the other two schemes for full node protection (node p-cycles and path




length x ≤ length, (6.15)
where length is the length limit on the p-cycles.
Experiments are carried out on the cost239 instance, and the numerical results are
shown in Figure 6.7. length value ranges between 3,000 km and 6,000km, and no limit
on the length of the p-cycles). Those values have been selected in order to guarantee
that solutions exist for Shortcut Np-cycles with 100% node protection. Note that for values
slightly smaller, cost239 cannot be fully protected by any of these three protection schemes.
Figure 6.7(a) shows the decrease of the redundancy ratio as the length of the p-cycles
increases. Note that there is no path p-cycle protection ensuring full link/node protection
earlier than shortcut Np-cycles and node p-cycle as the length limit of p-cycles decreases.
The reason is as follows.
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(d) Number of distinct cycles
Figure 6.7: Solution performance of protection approaches
network diameter (1,660km for cost239, as shown in Table 4.1) to ensure 100% guaranteed
link and node protection for all demands. For shortcut Np-cycle and node p-cycle, however,
there is no such restriction, and the length limit on cycles only needs to be larger than the
size of any cycle ensuring 100% link protection. Moreover, with the cycle length no more
than 3000km, Shortcut Np-cycle is much more capacity eﬃcient than node p-cycle, the
diﬀerence of the capacity redundancy is up to 53%. This implies that, Shortcut Np-cycle
is a promising scheme for link and node protection in the context of the existence of very
restricted length limit.
For cost239, there is a length threshold (4,000km), beyond which the redundancy of
these three protection schemes does not decrease signiﬁcantly.
Figure 6.7(b) shows that, with short p-cycles, these three protection schemes, especially
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the shortcut Np-cycle one, have advantages for dual link failure recovery, say, 77% with
only 45% capacity redundancy, when length = 3, 000. Note that such R2 comes for free
from the solutions of protection against a single node/link failure. This suggests that, with
shortcut Np-cycles, it is quite possible to achieve the aimed R2 while ensuring protection
against a single link/node failure without requirement of extra bandwidth.
For the overall number of p-cycles, there is a sharp increase of their number as the
length limit decreases, especially behind the threshold value (i.e., 4000km) for shortcut Np-
cycles and node p-cycles, as shown in Figure 6.7(c). However, as shown in Figure 6.7(d),
the number of distinct cycles (with respect to the links they use) remains relatively stable.
This suggests that the length limit has a minor impact on the management overhead.
6.6 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a novel protection scheme, called shortcut Np-cycles, in WDM
networks to protect against any single link/node failures. Shortcut Np-cycles oﬀer a fully
pre-cross connected shared protection approach. Upon a single link/node failure, with
respect to a working path, the common nodes with a shortcut Np-cycle nearest to the
end nodes of the working path switch automatically the aﬀected traﬃc along the shortcut
Np-cycle. Thereby, in contrast with classical link p-cycles, shortcut Np-cycles can remove
all possible loop-backs. In comparison with path p-cycles, shortcut Np-cycles can provide
more ﬂexible protection for link and node protection by no requirement that two end nodes
of working paths must sit on the same cycles. Numerical results reveal that shortcut Np-
cycles outperform node p-cycles and path p-cycles in terms of capacity eﬃciency. Also, in
the context of restricted length cycles, shortcut Np-cycle solutions exist for much smaller
cycles than path p-cycles for full link and node protection, and more capacity eﬃcient
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than node p-cycles. The above observations suggest that shortcut Np-cycles with node





of p-Cycle Based Schemes
7.1 Introduction
Regarding the design of the classical p-cycle based schemes, most studies deal with single
link failures. However, a node may also fail due to disasters, e.g., ﬁres or ﬂooding destroying
the node, which leads to devastating consequences.
To ensure full (intermediate) node protection, node p-cycles are proposed in Chapter
4, as an extension of original link-protecting p-cycles. Segment p-cycles can provide node
protection, however, they cannot protect the end node of a segment. Segment Np-cycles
have been proposed in Chapter 5 for full node protection with segment p-cycles. Path
p-cycles provide full node protection, assuming that only node-disjoint paths can share
protection paths along path p-cycles. These three schemes for full node protection will be
collectively named as enhanced p-cycle based schemes in the sequel in order to distinguish
them from the classical schemes.
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To evaluate the performances of these p-cycle based schemes, comparative studies have
been conducted in [HS07, GGC+07,WYH08, RJ08] under the single link failure scenario.
In [HS07], p-cycles are compared with SBPP and pre-cross-connected trails (PXT) [CCF04].
Therein, the results reveal that they are comparable in the dense networks. In [GGC+07],
link p-cycles are compared with path p-cycles, PXT, demand-wise shared protection [KZJH05]
and p-tree [SHY04]. In all these comparative studies, the ILP models selects oﬀ-line enumer-
ated candidates. The authors in [RJ08] revisit link-protecting / path p-cycles versus shared
link/path protection. Therein, the scalable design and solution methods are proposed and
the comparison is conducted based on the exact solution for each protection scheme.
In this chapter, we present the ﬁrst exhaustive quantitative comparisons of p-cycle
based schemes and its enhancements. We compare the performances of these schemes
using the designs with two diﬀerent objectives, spare capacity minimization and CAPEX
minimization. Also, two failure scenarios are considered, single link failures and single
link/node failures.
7.2 Numerical Results
In this section, we compare the solution performances of the classical p-cycle based schemes
for protection against single link failures, which include link p-cycles (lpcycle), segment
p-cycles (spcycle) and path p-cycles (ppcycle). Also, we compare the enhanced schemes
for protection against single link/node failures, which consist of node p-cycles (lnpcycle),
segment Np-cycles (snpcycle) and path p-cycles (pnpcycle).
As far as the spare capacity usage is concerned, the classical p-cycle based schemes are
designed using the following models for protection against single link failures.
• Link p-cycles (lpcycle) are designed using the model in [RJ08].
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• Segment p-cycles (spcycle) are designed using the model in Section 3.3.
• Path p-cycles (ppcycle) are designed using the model in [RJ12].
The enhanced p-cycle schemes are designed using the following models in order to protect
against single link/node failures such that the spare capacity cost is minimized.
• Node p-cycles (lnpcycle) are designed using the model presented in Section 4.3.
• Segment Np-cycles (snpcycle) are designed using the model presented in Section 5.4.
• Path p-cycles (pnpcycle) are designed using the model presented in Section 4.5.
With respect to the spare CAPEX, the classical and enhanced p-cycle schemes are
designed using the optimization models proposed in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6. Note that,
for the designs of link p-cycles and node p-cycles, the associated CAPEX optimization
model can be easily derived from the models presented in Section 5.6 and 5.5. The model
in Section 5.6 (resp. 5.5) can be used for link (resp. node) p-cycle CAPEX optimization
design if we feed the models with, along each work path, the link set in place of the segment
set.
Data Instances
Four network instances are exploited for comparisons with diverse topology characteristics.
For each network, we generate connection demands between each node pair. These demands
are carried respectively with line rate OC-1, OC-3, OC-12 and OC-48. For each node pair,
the number of the connection demands with the line rate OC-1 (resp. OC-3, OC-12 and
OC-48) is a random number uniformly distributed on the interval [48, 64] (resp. [24, 32],
[24, 32] and [4, 8]). For each network, using the algorithm of [Bou05, BJH11], we obtain
the set of working paths and the set of working segments at OC-192 line rate (10Gb/s) to
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match the equipment bit rate in [HGMS08]. The total number of working paths and of
segments are present in Table 7.1 for each network instance.
Table 7.1: Network Instances
Networks
Num. Num. Avg. node Num. Num.
nodes links degree Demands segments
cost239 [BDH+99] 11 26 4.7 196 215
atlanta [OPTW07] 15 22 2.9 373 494
bellcore [SG03] 15 28 3.7 377 450
germany [HBB+04] 17 26 3.1 485 704
7.2.1 Optimal Spare Capacity Design
In this section, the solutions for comparisons are obtained from the designs with the ob-
jective of minimizing the spare capacity usage. We compare the solution performances of
classical (resp. enhanced) p-cycle based schemes for protection against any single link failure
(resp. any single link or single node failure). Two metrics are utilized for comparison: one
is the capacity redundancy, and the other is the average cycle length in each solution. Also,
we investigate how the capacity redundancy of each scheme varies with the cycle length
limit.
Capacity redundancy
Fig 7.1(a) (resp. 7.1(b)) exhibits, over four network instances, the comparison of the ca-
pacity redundancy of classical p-cycle based schemes: lpcycle, spcycle and ppcycle (resp.
enhanced schemes: lnpcycle, snpcycle and pnpcycle).
We can observe from Figure 7.1(a) that, lpcycle is the most costly for each instance
except germany, while spcycle is the most economical one for recovery from any single
link failure. The diﬀerences of the capacity redundancy between spcycle and lpcycle (resp.























































Figure 7.1: Capacity redundancy: bandwidth minimization
mainly come from the fact that, among three classical p-cycle schemes, in general, spcycle
can protect more failure scenarios than lpcycle, and is a more ﬂexible protection scheme
for spare bandwidth sharing than ppcycle.
Figure 7.1(b) shows that, for each instances, snpcycle is the most economical one among
three enhance schemes for protection against any single link or single node failure. The
diﬀerences between snpcycle and lnpcycle (resp. between snpcycle and pnpcycle) range
from ∼1% to ∼7% (resp. ∼1% to ∼9%). Regarding lnpcycle versus pnpcycle, pnpcycle
outperforms lnpcycle in cost239 and bellcore while are inferior to lnpcycle in another
two instances. This suggests that the network topology has a big impact on the capacity
eﬃciency of these two schemes.
Average Cycle Size
Figure 7.2(a) (resp. 7.2(b)) presents, over four network instances, the average length per
cycle in the solutions of the three classical (resp. enhanced) p-cycle based schemes.
Figure 7.2(a) shows that, for recovery from single link failures, the average cycle length
using the ppcycle scheme is the longest among the three classical schemes in all instances
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(b) Node protection
Figure 7.3: Redundancy vs. cycle size: COST239
lpcycle is longer in cost239 and bellcore while shorter in the other two data instances.
Figure 7.2(b) shows that, among three enhanced schemes for protection against single
node / link failures, the average cycle length with lnpcycle is longest in cost239 and
bellcore while shortest in the other two instances. The average cycle length with pnpcycle
is longer than snpcycle in all instances except bellcore.
Capacity Redundancy versus Cycle Length Limit
It has been criticized that protection path length along p-cycles is too long [CJ07, SG03].
In order to understand how the cycle length limit impacts the solution performances of
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classical and enhanced p-cycle based schemes, we conduct the experiments on cost239.
The cycle length limit starts from the value where the lpcycle or lnpcycle design has
feasible solution.
Figure 7.3(a) (resp. 7.3(b)) shows the capacity redundancy of the solutions with classical
(resp. enhanced) p-cycle based schemes varies with the maximum allowed cycle length.
From Figure 7.3, we can observe that, for each scheme, the capacity redundancy de-
creases with the cycle length increase. Also, after the length reaches to 5,000 km, the
increase on the length has less impact on the redundancy for each scheme. ppcycle (resp.
pnpcycle) design has no feasible solution earlier than lpcycle and spcycle (resp. lnpcycle
and snpcycle) when the cycle length limit decreases. spcycle (resp. snpcycle) hold capacity
eﬃciency close to ppcycle, while is more eﬃciency lpcycle (resp. lnpcycle).
7.2.2 Minimum CAPEX Cost Design
The solutions shown in Figure 7.4 - Figure 7.6 are obtained from the designs with the
objective of minimizing CAPEX of classical and enhanced p-cycle based schemes. Three
metrics are used for comparisons, which include the CAPEX cost, the capacity redundancy
and the average cycle length.
CAPEX Cost
Figure 7.4(a) (resp. 7.4(b)) depicts, over the four instances, the CAPEX cost of the solutions
with the classical (resp. enhanced) p-cycle based schemes. In Figure 7.4(a) (resp. 7.4(b)),
for each instance, the three columns represent in turn the CAPEX using lpcycle (Lp),
spcycle (Sp) and ppcycle (Pp) (resp. lnpcycle (LNp), snpcycle (SNp) and pnpcycle
(PNp)). Each column contains three parts: the transmission cost, the link cost and the
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Figure 7.4: CAPEX cost: CAPEX minimization
the transponder cost) is the dominant component cost of the CAPEX.
Overall, for each network instance, among the classical schemes (resp. the enhanced
schemes), the solutions using ppcycle (resp. pnpcycle) are the most economical ones while
the solutions using lpcycle (resp. lnpcycle) are the most costly ones, and spcycle (resp.
snpcycle) sits in between. With the classical (resp. enhanced) p-cycle based schemes, the
CAPEX diﬀerences between spcycle and lpcycle (resp. snpcycle and lnpcycle) ranges
from 15% to 59% (resp. from 21% to 62%), while the diﬀerences between spcycle and
ppcycle (resp. snpcycle and pnpcycle) vary from 1% to 20% (resp. 1% to 22%). The
reason is due to the fact that with lpcycle (resp. lnpcycle), each end node of each unit link
requires a transponder for access to one unit p-cycle, while with ppcycle (resp. pnpcycle),
only end node of each unit lightpath asks for a transponder for access to one unit p-cycle.
Capacity Redundancy
From the perspective of the capacity redundancy, Figure 7.5(a) (resp. 7.5(b)) presents the
solution comparisons based on the classical (resp. enhanced) p-cycle based schemes over four
network instances. We can observe that, the solution with lpcycle (resp. lnpcycle) is the












































































































(b) Average cycle size
Figure 7.6: Average cycle size: CAPEX minimization
each network instance except bellcore. In comparisons of spcycle (resp. snpcycle) with
ppcycle (resp.pnpcycle), spcycle (resp. snpcycle) outperforms ppcycle (resp.pnpcycle) in
each network instance except cost239 (resp. cost239 and bellcore).
Average Cycle Size
Figure 7.6(a) (resp. 7.6(b)) presents the average length per cycle in the solutions with three
classical (resp. enhanced) p-cycle based schemes over four network instances. Among the
classical (resp. enhanced) p-cycle based schemes, in all instances except atlanta (resp.
germany), the average length per cycle with ppcycle (resp. pnpcycle) is longest, while is
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shortest with lpcycle (resp. lnpcycle).
7.3 Summary
In this chapter, we conducted exhaustive numerical comparisons of the classical p-cycle
based schemes and their enhancements. We compared the performances of these schemes
with respect to CAPEX, capacity redundancy and average cycle length. Under the de-
sign of minimization of spare bandwidth usage, segment p-cycle (resp. segment Np-cycle)
outperforms the other schemes for recovery from link (resp. link/node) failure. As far
as the CAPEX cost is concerned, path p-cycle have an advantage over the others. The
performance of these schemes relies on the network topology characteristic.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
Survivability is a paramount requirement in the design of WDM optical networks. This
thesis has studied a whole sequence of protection schemes from link p-cycles to path p-
cycles in survivable WDM mesh networks against a single failure. p-Cycle based schemes
are attractive protection approaches for WDM networks. However, toward the design of
p-cycle based survivable networks, several issues still need to be addressed.
(i) There exists a scalability issue in the optimization models for the design of p-cycles.
(ii) Another issue exists in the choice of the optimization criterion, i.e., objective of the
optimization model. Most related studies have sought to minimize the spare capacity
usage. However, once optical ﬁbers have been deployed, the CAPEX cost of network
elements becomes signiﬁcant for deployment of p-cycle structures.
(iii) Besides, most p-cycle designs cope with a single link failure without any concern about
node failures. However, a single node failure may occur and the consequence could be
catastrophic.
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(iv) Furthermore, some loop backs may exist in the recovery paths using link or node
p-cycles, which unnecessarily enlarge the recovered path length and in turn decrease
the recovery speed.
We proposed a multi-granularity segment p-cycle scheme for eﬃciently protecting work-
ing segments with diﬀerent granularities (e.g., OC-48, OC-192 or OC-768). To design such
p-cycles, we develop a scalable CG model, with the study of the objectives of minimizing
the nodal cost and of minimizing the spare capacity cost respectively. Numerical results
show clearly that the optimization design of spare node equipment outperforms the classical
optimization design of link spare capacity in terms of the node cost and management. This
node-cost optimization model then can assist network operators eﬀectively deploy multi-
granularity segment p-cycles.
In order to ensure 100% guarantee protection against a single node failure, we proposed
node p-cycles and developed a scalable CG-based optimization model. It is shown that node
p-cycles oﬀering node and link protection only require slightly more spare capacity than
link p-cycles. Numerical results also reveal that, depending on the network topology, node
p-cycles hold comparable capacity eﬃciency as path p-cycles, or are even more capacity
eﬃcient than path p-cycles. Regarding restricted length cycles, node p-cycle solutions have
much smaller cycles than in path p-cycle solutions for full link and node protection. The
above observations suggest that node p-cycle is a promising alternative to path p-cycles for
full link and node protection, especially in large networks.
Moreover, we proposed an eﬃcient protection approach based on segment p-cycles, called
segment Np-cycles, which ensure 100% protection against any single failure, either link
or node (endpoints of requests are excluded). We developed two scalable optimization
models based on the CG techniques for the design of segment Np-cycles with the objective
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of minimizing spare capacity cost and of minimizing CAPEX cost respectively. Also, we
developed the formulas for estimation of the recovery time respectively for segment p-cycles,
Np-cycles and path p-cycles. Numerical results demonstrate that, in order to ensure 100%
node protection, Np-cycles only require a marginal extra cost (spare capacity or CAPEX
cost) than the regular segment p-cycles. In comparisons with path p-cycles, Segment Np-
cycles oﬀer faster recovery speed, and more capacity eﬃcient in some networks depending
on the network topology although they may require more CAPEX. Segment Np-cycles are
therefore worth of interest within the context of multi-layer network design in order to
address more failure recovery at the WDM layer.
We proposed the shortcut p-cycle scheme for 100% guaranteed protection of links and
nodes against any single failures in WDM mesh networks. Based on link p-cycles, shortcut
Np-cycles oﬀer the recovered paths free of loop backs. Shortcut p-cycles diﬀer from path p-
cycles by reducing the recovery time, as the switching nodes are not necessarily the two end
nodes of the protected working paths. In order to design shortcut p-cycles, we developed a
scalable optimization model based on CG techniques. Numerical results show that shortcut
Np-cycles are more capacity eﬃcient that node p-cycles and path p-cycles for full node
protection. Also, in the context of restricted length cycles, shortcut Np-cycle solutions
exist for much smaller cycles than path p-cycle for full link and node protection. These
observations suggest that shortcut Np-cycles are a promising alternative of path p-cycles
and node p-cycles for full link and node protection. The performance advantage is achieved
at the price of higher calculation complexity.
It is no doubts that p-cycles deﬁne a promising protection approach for survivable WDM
mesh networks, although the last decades have not seen the deployment of p-cycles in the
read world. Currently, SONET rings and other protection approaches still well meet the
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requirement for carrying the survivable traﬃc. On the other hand, it will be very costly to
upgrade the legacy telecommunication infrastructures to survivable WDM mesh networks
based on p-cycles. Nevertheless, as the unique characteristic of p-cycles holds, high capacity
eﬃciency and fast recovery speed, and the ever-increasing traﬃc volume, the future will see
p-cycles implemented in the real world. Speciﬁcally, for a survivable WDM mesh network,
which is constructed from the beginning, the proposed segment Np-cycles is a promising
option for full link and node protection as it well balances the capacity eﬃciency and the
recovery speed. In the context of the very strict cycle length limitation, the proposed node
p-cycles and shortcut p-cycles are attractive protection approaches against any single failure
of a link or a node. Shortcut p-cycles are superior to node p-cycles in terms of capacity
eﬃciency but inferior to them in terms of signaling. In this respect, this thesis makes
contributions to the increase of the knowledge of p-cycle networking, and assists network
operators in well deploying p-cycles.
8.2 Future Directions
WDM mesh optical networks may carry traﬃc with diﬀerent granularities, say, OC-48, OC-
192 and OC-768. The price of network elements varies with the granularities. Thus, it
will be interesting that the design of p-cycle based schemes with diﬀerentiated granularities
such that the CAPEX is minimized with 100% guaranteed survivability against any single
link/node failure. The CG-based model should be developed in order to deal with the
scalability issue. Moreover, due to the high complexity of this combinatorial optimization
problem, an eﬃcient heuristic would also be prefered for design of real-world large survivable
networks.
It will save some p-cycle CAPEX if the recovery signals are kept in the optical domain
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along protection paths. However, for large WDM networks, it may be the case that the
protection path length is longer than the maximum optical reach of available transponders
at its end nodes. To this end, re-generators are required en route to maintain the signal
transmission quality. Then, it will be interesting to jointly design of p-cycles together with
the location of regenerators such that the spare CAPEX is minimized.
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, the input to the design methods, i.e., the working segment
set, comes from the GRWA (short for grooming routing and wavelength assignment) heuris-
tic in [BJH11,Bou05] given traﬃc deﬁned by a set of requests of various granularities. It is
left open that joint optimization of survivable GRWA based on segment p-cycles such that
the overall cost of working segments and p-cycles is minimized.
For the issues addressed in this thesis, as in most studies on p-cycle design, we assume
that the networks carry symmetrical traﬃc, and each node in a network holds the wavelength
conversion capability. In practice, this assumptions could be invalid. It is possible that only
some nodes are with the limited wavelength conversion capability, and some nodes, e.g.,
Google servers results in traﬃc asymmetrical in WDM networks. In this context, it could
be practical and interesting that investigate the design of p-cycle based schemes and their
enhancements under the wavelength continuity constraints to protect asymmetrical traﬃc
against any single link/node failure in WDM networks [HJ11a].
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